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Lend*8*Hind Club \*ill meet this,
with Mrs. I>ora .1
•h„rsday, afternoon

This

Frost

Zenas

Small

the

attractive

meet next
with Miss Mar- I

The

Hazeltine.

program inThe Picturesque l’hil-

laret N.

|

ludesapaper on
by Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown, The
ibar Problems in the Philippines by Mrs
till R. Howard, The Climate and How ;
Live in It, Miss Annie V. Field.
I
be postponed
The Round Table will
Feb. 23rd, to
om Thursday afternoon,
hursday afternoon, March 2nd, in the
The program will
orth church parlor.
: Current Events in the Religious World
id a paper by Miss Anne M. Kittridge,
Little Journey in Arcadia or Afoot in
ie Evangeline Valley.

Jpines
[

J. Thomas Gettigan of Boston, charged
ith the murder of his aunt, Mrs. Elizreth M. Cook, and also ind'etedas an acmplice in the attempted murder of his

ncle, Clinton W. Richardson of Revere,
was

ass.,

in

located

Belfast

a

short

Hme

ft.

ago as a manager of the A. P. store
Main street.

I Miss

CoraJ. Bowker, regent of John
■ochran Chapter, D. A R., gave a very
Bijoyable whist party Thursday evening
ft her home on C hurch street as a bene-

Bt

for

Burk,

the

one

ftavors.

fund

for

of the D.
There

was

Mthough the evening

A.
a

Americanization
R.’s special engood attendance

was

one

of the cold-

est of the winter.

wife of the

the score was 36
for the City National
Winnie Marriner starred for the
to 2.
as

a

meeting of the Waldo
committee

in

i

m.

next hostess.

Mrs. Ralph Guthrie was the hostess of
H. N. Club at her home last Thursday
rening. Supper was served at 6.30 from
prettily appointed dining table, after
ihich the evening was spent socially,
he Club has nearly finished a comforter
Which they are to donate to the worthy
Mrs. Austin Jewett will be the
ystess at the next meeting of the Club
hursday evening, March 2nd.
ie

[>or.

the

to

of

the City National and the game will be
played as soon as the Armorv can be
secured.
It seems to be the general
opinion that the City National will
"knock the spots oil of the firemen,’’
or something to that effect.
The summary of Friday’s game:

Respect.

Resolved, That Dirigo Grange, No. 98,
through the death of Brother Alden
W hitney,
has sustained a great loss,
which will be felt by its members for
years and be it
Resolved, l'hat a copy of these resolutions be sent to the relatives of the deceased.
Resolved, That our charter be draped
in
mourning for thirty days, out of respect to our absent brother.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be entered in our records and a copy
sent to The Republican Journal for publication.
R. w. Betts,
C. W. Bangs,
P h i lli ps Williams.
Committee on Resolutions.
Freedom, Me., Feb. 10, 1922.

Howes
Marriner If 1
L. Clements rf
It. Stephenson c
11 Blaisted rb
E. Barsons If

by the score of 36 to 22 Four ten-minute
periods were played, with Foster as referee.

|
I
*

Thorndike
1830.
some

He

Cilley.

and

He lived
time in

was
was

a

the oldest person in
born in Monroe in

few years in Monroe,

Jacttsou,

but the most of

his life was spent on the farm in Thorndike where he died.
The deceased was
well known in Thorndike

and

adjoining

towns and

died, surrounded by friends
and acquaintances.
Two sons, Augustus Cilley of Massachusetts and George
of
two
Cilley
Thorndike,
daughters, Mrs.

Caroline Roberts of Monroe and Mrs.
Olive Sherman ot Clinton, Maine, survive him.
His funeral was from Thorndike Center Church Tuesday, b eb. 7th
Rev. Frank S. Doll IT of Jackson officiat-

ed-

Belfast A.

The

professionals

42

A.
to

lost

22

in

Tuesday evening, principally

on
is

account
ill.

rb Getchell
If Roberts 2
c Soper 4
rf Vaughan 1

rt

Cook rb i

found little

difficulty
to the

running up the high score 44

Camden V.

Fogg

If Norton 4

The Belfast A. A
in

Fos-

The summary:

refereed.

Toole If 7
Carr rf
Ferro rf 3
Mishou c 3
Heal lb 3

!

to the Bangor
the Armory

of the absence of White, who
ter

M. C.

A.

18 in the

Belfast

Armory Saturday evening.
Harry A.
Foster refereed. Soper, White and Norton

starred for Belfast and Calderwood

for

the

with

visitors.

what

seemed

White
a

was

severe

really ill

cold.

The

summary:

Belfast

!

GILMAN CILLEY

man

from the much

won

heralded Sangerville basket ball team on
W ednesday evening in the Armory here,

many

Gilman Cilley died in Thorndike Feb.
5th at the home of his son. George Gil-

Bank
Ft. Stone It 5
C Barker rf 6
E. Say ward c 3
C. Clements lb 4
Bramhall ru
W aterma.i rb

The Belfast A. A.

---

Lillian Small entertained the H.
». T. C. Club Tuesday evening at her
.fP'ae on Upper High street. The eveng was pleasantly spent with music,
rds and refreshments.
The first prize
bs won by
Mrs. A. J. Clary and the conlation by Mrs. Mabel W. Miller. Miss
ra M. Wight of Waldo avenue will De

team, while all the members of
other team were stars with the ex-

Howes

the

At our last meeting a tribute was offer*
ed to the memory of one of our long-time
associates. At this meeting, only a month
later, it is the sad duty of the Board to
record the death of another triend and
co-worker, Mrs. Mary C. Clement.
for several years she served on the
Board of Managers, and always manifested the deepest interest in all matters
pertaining to the Home or to the lives of
the girls under our charge. How well we
remember her as she was in the active
days of her life, before illness laid its
blighting hand upon her. A sweet, true,
womanly woman, of remarkable force of
character, of clear thinking, one of those
who understand the art of making capable,
wise decisions in time of need
Unusually large-hearted, she possessed
the intellectual strength and activity that
make up a well rounded nature.
She always found time to engage in club or
church work, or in any object for the uplift of those about her, and she was an
important factor in any work of the kind
which she undertook.
As one by one they pass from us these
helpful friends of ours, how we cherish
their memory.
And it seem fitting that
we keep for each a little memory page u;
our “Home” book of records.
Mrs. c. M Craig,
Sec’y Children’s Aid Society

HMrs.

t

be

Democratic

Resolutions

will

m.

Sholes,

young men employed in the City National
Bank.
It was an overwhelming victory

J
j

Norton If 5
White rf 7
Soper c 6
Roberts lb_3
Fogg lb
Getchell rb 1
Vaughan rb

Camden
rb Wadsworth 1
lb Bresnehan
c

Magee

rf Richards 3

in

"W//r/7ess of/.selves/'

j

Fremont’s

UN.Vtft6AL

Expedition

sideration centers around basket ball and
base ball, and steps may be taken to bar
professional basket ball players from
track competition. The present rules of
the association are so loose that men
playing basket ball for money are not debarred from competing with amateurs on
the track. Danger of professionalism is
increasing, according to a statement by
President C. M. Sills of Bowdoin Col-

lege.

‘

‘If you are going to do anything permanent
for the average man, you must begin before he is
a man.
The chance of success lies in working
with the boy, and not with the man.’--Theodore
Roosevelt.

Across Death

Shown in Film.

Wednesday

grandchildren, Adelia and William
L. Cook of Belfast, Mrs. Verne Collette
and Leigh Cook of Great Falls, also one

Ralph

Murch.
HATTIE

SHOLES

R.

died suddenly Saturday at their home on
Waldo avenue from the effects of a par-

alytic shock.
to

The

her relatives

friends.

She was

married

jjames

W.

Sholes.

She

was

a

devoted wife and mother and enjoyed the
love and esteem of many friends.
For
some

time

church.

she

Her

attended

husband,

Baptist

the

their

children,

Ralph E. Sholes of this city, Mrs. Marie
H. Switzer of South Carolina, Christine
M. Sholes and Mrs. Louine E. Sanderson

Belfast, one brother, John Clemons of
Rockwood, Maine, three sisters, Mrs.
j1 Myron, Parker, Mrs. Georgia Brown and
of

!

j

Miss Mae Clemons of Searsport survive
The funeral will
mourn their loss.

to

take place at her late residence Friday at
2 p.

u.

CHARLES

|

O.

FOSS

;

Rev. William Vaughan returned Saturday from a short visit in Portland and v»—

At the Universalist church next Sunday morning there will be preaching service by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
Sunday school at noon. All cordially invited to these services.

Charles O. Foss died at

the home of

C. Buzzed gave

_!
K was made

:

Mrs. Ella F. Curtis of 57 Miller street
died Wednesday, Feb. 15th, at ?4 Bridge
,
! street, where she was visiting relatives.
! Death was caused by asthma complicated
I
with heart disease Mrs. Curtis was born
in Union *3 years ago, the daughter of

|

Six children,
Silas and Christiana Hills.
I
Florence, Beulah, Henry
I Herbert, Nathan,
and Jennie, and also the following brothers and sisters survive her: Mary Hills,
Mrs. Rose Stewart, Herbert Hills of

Union, Mrs. Nellie Hannon of South
Montville, and Albert Hills of Lowell,
The funeral was held Friday afMass.
ternoon with Rev. Charles W. Martin of
the Methodist church officiating.

Cushing Wade of New London, Conn.,
is
visiting his sister, Mrs. John A. Hartfrom
returned
a
Mrs. I. Frankel has
his brother, Cspt. O. A. Wade
business trio to New York. Her daughter , shorn and
He will later visit relaMills
Poors
of
about
three
been
gone
Marian who has
in
tives
Lincolnville._
months returned with her.

RED

GRANITE

Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Herrick went to-

Prospect Tuesday for
relatives.

a

short

visit with

George K. Willey went to Mechanic
Falls last Thursday for a short visit witk
relatives.

Edgar

Harding, accompanied by-

L.

Mrs. Harding, left Monday for Boston to
attend the Hardware Convention.

address on Our Country’s Inheritance. Dr. George E. Morgan olTered prayer and pronounced the
benediction in the absence of the pastor,
Rev. William Vaughan.

Mrs. Marie Sholes Switzer of Spartansburg, S. C., is in Belfast, called by the
death of

j

her

mother,

Mrs.

James

W-

Sholea.
Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick, Miss Mary
E. Owens and Charles W. Frederick left
Thursday on their annual visit to St.

Augustine,

Fla.

Miss Katherine E. Brier left Wednesday
to attend the millinery openings in Boston
and New York and also to buy goods for

E. K. Brier & Co.

Wescott, R. N., supt-.
Brackett, student nurse st
County Hospital, were in Ban-

Miss Alice M.
Mrs. Dorothy
the Waldo

gor Monday and registered at the Bangor
House.
Mra. Fred A. Seward was operated upMonday morning at her home on up-

on

E. D. Tspley and
Dr. F. C. Small, assisted by Miss Georgia
Blake, R. N.
per High street by Dr.

Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Spinney are on a
buaineas and pleasure trip including visit*
in Auburn, Portland and Boston. At the
last place Mrs. Spinney will buy goods for
the Wells Millinery parlors and attend the

regular opening.

Mrs. Esther W. Roberts left Friday for
Mass., where;shc was called by
Marlboro,
invited. Wednesday evening,
chorus choir rehearsal; Thursday after-! the death of her aunt, Mrs. Clara Wiley
noon at 4, Camp Fire Girls in the vestry; |
Edmunds, formerly of Searamont Mrs.
Thursday at 7.30, mid week service; Fri- I Roberts’ sister, Miss Ruth C. Wiley, joinday afternocn, Rangers’ meeting, 13 Ce- j
dar street; Saturday morning, 8.45, bas- ed her in Waterville.
ket ball practice at the Armory for |
Alfred Bruce of the Northeastern UniTroop III and IV. At 10.30 basket ball |
team I will play a game with team 2 of versity, Boston, spent Sunday with hi*
the North church.
In the afternoon I parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Bruc*
Camp Fire Girls will make use of the j He returned to Boston Monday morning
hall.
and was accompanied by his father, who
will spend a few days in Bath on busiHENRY E. BABCOCK.
men

are

ness.

who died here about five years ago.
Mr.
and Mrs. Babcock lived in Lowell, Mass.,
for about twenty years and returned here
ten years ago.
For a man of his advanced years he was well preserved mentally
and physically and until his recent illness was

able to be about

as

usual.

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Cloud, Minn., Red, Wisconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,
IMPORTED

time he

sons

was

survive

him, Edward

E. with whom

he lived and Fred Babcock, who lives in
Montana. The funeral was held Wednes-

Magda Red,

>: CALL AND SEE THEM.

HEAL, Belfast, Maine,

Marcus Littlefield, who had an ill turK
last

week,

is gaining.

Mrs. Ralph Arey of Thorndike spent »
few days last week with her parents.
Mi s Flora Tasker, who is teaching in
Albion, spent the week-end at her home.
J. B Palmer is confined to the house
with a carbuncle on the back of his neck.
The friends of Mrs. Fred Cunningham*
who is in Bangor for treatment, are glad
to hear that she is gaining.

day at 2 p. m. in the chapel in Grove !
Mrs. A. F. Durham entertained the
cemetery with Rev. William Vaughan of j Whist Club Feb. 16.
An enjoy ble afThe ternoon was spent by all present.
the Universalist church officiating.
bearers were Milton F. French, Ernest S.
Morning LightGrange will aerve dinner
Townsend, Enoch C. And.rson and M. town meeting day. The proceeds are for
R. Knowlion.
All are requested to
the piano fund.
or pie.
Miss Helen A. Ham of the local office send or bring cookies, doughnuts
Febbe
served
will
bean
A
baked
supper
Maine
Power Comforce of the Central
will furnish enterwas*at her home in Augusta over 25 and the Brothers
pany
the winter carnival.

tainment.

$25 Reward
finding the body of
Mrs, Edith S. Ferguson, supposed

To the person

to have been drowned in the harbor.
M. R. KNOWLTON,

City Marshal.

The

Community Bank”

Pays 2°h
Pays 4°h

Loans money
IS

Balmoral Red

At

in company with Chas.
H. Sargent in the grocery business. His
last work was as a nursery man. Two

one

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

A. S.

Ralph H. Dunbar and little daughter.
Elizabeth left recently for a short visit in

Henry E. Bsbcock, one of the city’s I
Mr. Amos Clement, Mr. and Mrs. John.
died at the Waldo Counin New Portland, Maine, in Au ,ust, 1835. oldest residents,
C. Clement will arrive here March 2nd
He
hospital
early
Monday
morning.
ty
He moved to the town of Jackson early
Miss Louise
for the past s ix from St. Petersburg, Fla.
in life, where he spent most of his days had failed physically
R. Clement, who has been in St. Petersmonths
and
could
not
stand
a
recent
atin
all
that
and took an active part
perwith her father, plane
He had burg s.veral weeks
tained to the moral and religious inter- tack of bronchitis and the grip.
j
to spend a week in Boston and vicinity
He early united been given the best of care by his son, I
ests of the community.
on the way home.
with the Free Baptist church in that Edward E. and Mrs. Babcock at their j
home at 18 Northport avenue, but it was
and
for
was
its
clerk
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson of thi*
many
years
town,
necessary to send him to the hospital on city, who have been spending the winter
was zealously interested in the cause of
Christ. The deceased was well and fa- account of Iheir illness with the prevail- in the far east, will sail from Yokohama,.
vorably known and will be lovingly re- ing epidemic. The deceased was horn in j Japan, for home about March 6th and.
Two Eastport, Jan. 9, 1828, but lived for some | should be in New York about a month
membered by many old friends.
of time in Pembroke, where he married later. They have had a most wonderfut
Foss
and
David
Foss
Jerry
brothers,
Massachusetts, three sisters, Abbie Chick early in life. This wife died leaving him trip. After a visit in New York, their fordaughter, Florence, who married mer home, they will come here for the
of Strong, Emma Wyman of Kingman, one
and died a I
Lizzie Foss of East Wilton and a niece, Charles Leathers of this city
season.
His number of years ago.
Later, he married
Annie Foss of Knox survive him.
MONROE
funeral was from the Union church in Miss Martha Sargent Carter of this city,

Thursday afternoon and
evening.
Major Farnum, the inspecting Brooks vil age on Thursday, Feb. 9th.
officiatollicer, found the company in gcod condi- j Rev. Frank S. Dollitr of Jackson
tion and expressed his surprise at the ed.
fine showing of the new men.
Thirty- J
two out of the total strength of the com- j
MRS. ELLA F. CURTIS
on

Beers Red,

is

cinitv.

an

The First baptist Church.
Rev.
lieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Sabbath
123-11.
serCedar; telephone,
vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at
12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week
devotional serv.ce Thursday, 7:30.
Sabbath services next Sunday begins
with a brief prayer service at 10.15 in the
vestry, for special help for our workers
for the day.
Pastor Sauer’s morning
theme, "The Story of the Tithe.”
Chorus choir will lead and a male quartet will participate in the music. The
public is cordially invited.
At the evening service under the title
"Books That Make Life Better” Mr.
Sauer will speak on "One of the Greatest
Stories Ever Written.” These greatest
stories are found in the Bible, and their
characters arescommon everyday folks
like ourselves. An inspiring program of
music forms an attractive feature of this
service.
The new hymn books are much
enjoyed. Solos, male quartette and orchestra all add to the spirit of gladness
and good cheer.
Though stormy last Sunday the morning congregation was nearly up to the
usual high mark. But the Sunday school
I dropped to 115.
Engagements for the week: Monday 7,
Boys’ Conference at 13 Cedar street;
Tuesday at 4, second class Scout tests on
Church street; Wednesday
afternoon,
meeting of ladles’ sewing circle with
Mrs. Edwin Perkins, Union street, followed by a picnic supper, 1° which the

was

j

NATIONAL GUARD NfcWS

pany may be termed new men and eleven
of tiiat number have had less than four
drills.
Only fifteen men are needed to bring
Eleven
the company to full strength.
men were recruited during the past four
weeks so that by the middle of March a
full quota will have been reached.
Co. K is full of pep. On March 13th an
indoor meet will be held at the Armory,
Capt. Foster has appointed the following
committee: Lieut. Norton, Corp. Knox,
Sergt. Brown, Privates Durham, Snyder
and Perkins, to take charge of the proThe program will include boxing,
gram.
wrestling, relay races and pool, as well as
basket ball and base ball.
Considerable interest is being shown in
signal work and marksmanship. The boys
are using the gallery range at present but
will soon be able to get the outside practice. Some are bound to qualify as marksmen during the year.

vited.

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Webb in Brooks on
Tuesday, Feb. 7th. Mr. Foss was born

A beautiful dark red—the reddest of reds.

Assets Over $3,500,000

shock

news came as a

and

born in New York, July 1, 1865, the
daughter of P. T. and Mary (Smith)
Clemons, and came here about 44 years
March 2, 1889, she
ago from Monroe.

plorer.

Federal inspection of Co.

Charles W. Cook of White Sul-

Hattie R., wife of James W. Sholes,

J

Harold Glidden of Rockland
Belfast Saturday on business.

Pr. Foster C. Small presided at the
Laymen’s services at the Universalist
church last Sunday morning and Hon. H

MRS.

;

There will be preaching services at the
Federated Church next Sunday morning.
Sunday school at noon. All cordially in-

married, and both wives are deceased.
Two sons, John S. Cook of Great Falls,
Mont., and William L. Cook of Belfast,
four

CENTS-

PERSONAL

CHURCHES

Methodist Church.
People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morping service
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
.service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening.at 7.30.

and

j

'"FIVE

21. 1831, the son of Quakparents, Daniel and Elizabeth (Hussey)
Cook.
He had been in good health until
taken ill about ten days before his death
with bronchial pneumonia.
The greater
part ot his life he engaged in farming
and was always a most exemplary citizen.
He was a member of Star in the
West Lodge, F. & A. M. He was twice

at 10 o’clock Friday moining, with Rev.
George M. Jones of Etna officiating. The
interment was in the village cemetery.
There were many beautiful floral offerings. The bearers were Messrs. J. B,
Vickery, Wm. A. Gerrish, E. M. Jones,
George M. Taylor, George W. Varney

■

A Bank Account is the first requisite
towards success, the first sign-post on
the road to progress.

The City National Bank ol Beltast

former resi-

a

last

phur Springs, Mont., survive him. The
re iair>8 were taken to Unity, where the
funeral was held in the Friends church

Valley

The first installment of “Winners of
the West,” Art Acord’s new serial thriller based on actual historical events, has
been received at the Colonial Theatre and
is pronounced the most remarkable ser.al
since chaptered photoplays were devised.
The new serial, an exact and authentic
story written around the adventures of
Cnpt John C. Fremont, pioneer of the
West, is so true to actual history and so
engaging as to plot and suspense, Universal officials ha ve* named this new departure in serial construction as a “continued
feature.” It will be shown weekly at the
Colonial beginning Wednesday, March I.
It is promised as the forerunner of a
new
form of continued screen story,
Universal already has several other histoncal chronicles being whipped into continuity form for production as “continued
features.” They form a chain of moving
pictures which will portray the winning
of the West and the earliest frontier days
with verisimilitude, and which will show
actual characters from history performing
the deeds which made them famous.
Since its initial announcement of “Winners of the West” and the plan to produce
this new form of chaptered films, based
on actual historical events, Universal has
been approached by various schools and
historical societies, seeking tie-ups for
special showings of these continued
features.
"Winners of the West” deals with the
gold rush to California in ’49 and includes
all the thrills and adventures of the hardy
pionei rs who followed Fremont’s trail
through the Redskin country and across
the Great Divide.
No serial ever contained greater thrills nor more suspense
than the new Acord feature. These
thrills, however, are faithful reproductions of actual events, just as they hapSchool
pened seventy odd years ago.
boys and girls will see the heroic figures
from their history text-books in exact
counterpart, and grown-ups will see rocharacters
around
maritic American
whom countless stories of romance and
adventure have been written.
The story of “Winners of the West’
in 1848.
Freopens in Booneville, Mo.
mont is passing through on his second
expedition across the Rockies. Prairie
schooners, picturesque scouts, the quaint
village life of the mid-century and the
gold rush excitement of the day are said
to be mirrored with vivid realism in the
Universal serial innovation
Supporting Acord are Myrtle Lind,
Burt Wilson, Burton C. Law, Jim Corey,
Percy Pembroke and many others. Law
plays the role of Capt. Fremont. Acord
takes the role of a young Missourian who
associates himself with the famous ex-

at the armory

Brunswick, Me , Feb. 19. The subject of professionalism in Maine collece
athletics will be considered at a meeting
of the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association in Waterville next Saturday.
Maine colleges have no professional foot
ball to contend with, but the chief con-

THE

Unity, April

THRILLS OF GOLD RUSH
PRESERVED IN MOVIE
brother,

It Calderwood 5

COLLEGE ATHLETICS VS. PROFESSIUNALS

died

COOK

er

clerks of the A. A. Howes store and the

challenged

i

luesdav at 2.30 p.

entertaining basket ball of
the season was the spectacular game in
the Armory Friday evening between the
The most

Company

B.

morning at the home of his son, William
L. Cook, Cedar street, where he had lived for eight years.
Mr. Cook was born

Art Aco:u
A.

j

Daytona,
!
pending the winter, that they are much I
has
Mr.
Clark
the
with
place.
leased
I
erently bought four building lots and a

"The Travelers’ Club

ball.

a.
Monday, Feb- ception of Bramhall, who will shine next
meet Hon. W. R. Pattangall and I time.
The captain of Howes’ five said it
their candidate for representative for the ! took all their time to
keep their opponthird district, Hon. Ernest L. McLean of ents from
scoring more, so they were
Augusta.
Campaign plans will be dis- obliged to be satisfied with Marnner’s
cussed.
one basket.
The firemen have

William A. Clark write
Fla., where they are

most

BASKET

Unity,

of

:

HY2±

Cook,

Thomas Butman
dent

Foster C.

a

27th,

Mrs’

J. Court and wSb committed

of the

Bangor

in consultation in

Court House at 10.30

a purse
He
nd money from Mrs. C. J. Delano
of the
as bound over to the April term

one

Dr.

THOMAS

IT £

There will

Chapman of
ucsday charged with larceny of

in the city.

Swanville.
also called

was

County

before Judge Clyde
the Municipal Court

on

to

of the

captain oLJicaside Hose.

was

venues

principal
called

was

death of Mrs. James

elen B. Sliute.

ottage

E
first

get-together supper Saturday night
the members of
at their hose house,
Washington Hose Company being invited
They dispersed early on account of the

of the original story of
it first chapter
Merchant Marine, writOld
Bay’s
elfast

:om

the

on

District Republicans Prepare
For Special Election

case

had

in Memorial Hall on the ifterMarch 31.
>on and evening of
issue will be found
this
in
3
On page

Mr. and Mrs.

guest

The mcmbersof Seaside Hose

apli.t
iinment

Flynch

Grades,

formerly of

ol the First
flie Ladies’ Sewing Circle
Church will hold a sale and enter-

Wm.

their

Wednesday morning by the critical illness
of his mother, Mrs. Martha Hartshorn,

present.

the Unitarian

he

D. Hartshorn,

Grammer

charge.

for

will

so-

meeting in March

will meet this,
The Universalist League
with Mrs J. G. Paul,
afternoon
hursday.
invitation is extended for
hen a cordial
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followed by a
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was
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pring

Alliance by

This

manners.

on

aie closing out
The Davis Sample Shop
to make room for their
heir entire stork
will
goods. Mrs. Margaret Vinall

|1 to be

by

interesting and

Supt E. E. Roderick was the guest of
the Boy Scouts at the Baptist vestry last
Friday evening and gave a fine address

a. m.

■

followed

FEBRUARY

A meeting of the members of the Republican State Committee representing
the counties comprising tbc Third Congressional District, was held at the AuArMouse Monday afternoon.
gusta
rangements were made with the district
committee to hold a meeting at an early
date.
It was also arranged to hold meetings of the various county committees,
both men and women, in order to arrange
the details of the Congressional campaign
the election on
which culminates in
Mr. PeBCOck, chairman of the
March 20.
committee, emphasized the fact that the
recent
primary simply nominated the
Congressional candidate, John E Nelson,
and that it was now necessary to get to
work to elect him.

appropriate program.
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,
Thomas H. Marshall Circle observed
Lincoln’s and A ashington's birthdays at a
meeting Tuesday afternoon. Covers were

Belfast
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Commercial Accounts

on

on
on

Savings Accounts
terms consistent with
business.

good

THERE ANY BANK THAT OFFER8

YOU MORE THAN WE?

WALDO TRUST COMPANY
BELFA8T

BROOK8

CA8TINE

UNITY

The Republican Journal

SLOAN’S RELIEVES
NEURALGIC ACHES

Belfast. Thursday, February 23,1922
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican loumal Pub.

years Sloan’s Liniment
has been the quickest relii f I r
neuralgia, sciatica and rheumatism, tired muscles, lame backs, sprains
and strains, aches and pains.

FOR

Co.
l

A. 1. BROWN. Editor

ADVERTISING TERMS, porone square,
50 cents for
one inch length in column,
each subsequent i
one week and 35 cents for
Insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
cents
S3.00 a year, JLOOfor six months; 50
i
for three months.

forty

Keep Sloan’skundy and apply freely,
without rubbing, at the first twinge,
It eases and brings comfort surely
readily. You'll iind it clean and
non-skin-staining.
Sloan’s Liniment is pain's enemy,
Ask your neighbor.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

Iand

QUOTATION

Sloans

“And what if my feel, may not tread
where He stood.
Nor my ears hear the daahing of Galilee’s flood,
Nor my eyes see the cross which He
bowed him to bear.
(
Nor my knees press Gethsemene's gar-

I Linimentp^

..

den of prayer,
of the Father,

Yet, loved

thy spirit

is

OtOpS

Itching

U

.As

even now,
at Bethany’s

tomb

or

on

Olivet

*

■■■aEczemaOintmenta

s

—Whittier
__

l

Family Remedies.

\_Dr Hobsons

ide show.”

brow.”

Dr. Hobson'sEczemaOintOne of Dr. Hobson a

men t.

TjXmbleS

near

To the meek and the lowly and penitent
here;
And the voice of thy love is the same

®

Cf^

_DKin

|

The torture of akin itch
will quickly be relieved by
applying before retirtn*.

day

every

It grew

so

rapidly that to-

Southern State is in the Asso-

ciation and there is a numerous member-

HE BONUS.

ELLEN D. TOWNSEND.

for those products. The farmers are conservative people hut they are beginning

realize that they will never get a
have a national
j square deal until they
! business organization which will develop
a
system whereby their products can
reach the consumer by a practically direct process and at a reasonable coat for

The death of Miss Ellen Dutton Townof
send, for a number of years teacher
occurred at the home of her sis-

to

! transportation.

Perhaps

some

time

French,

ter, Mrs. John H. Bates, East Rochester,
where Miss Townsend has been ill with
tuberculosis ever since

the

with
may wake up and work
the producers

Deceased

Conn.,
send.

schools and at Wellesley college, where
graduated in the 90’s, hollowing

Building, Washington, D. C. This junto
is sending out quantities of propaganda
in an effort to influence the people of this
country to demand that the Philippines

recognized
po^ession.

graduation, she took up the profession of
teaching and met with marked success.
For a number of years she held a position
in Belfast, Maine, where she proved an
inspiration to hundreds of boys and girls,
as she did elsewhere throughout her life.

This prop-

pendent national
aganda is evidently written by people
who are well educated and there is nothing in it which seems to be mendacious

One of these boys, Capt. Albert W. Stevens, became the finest aviation photogra-

offensive to any fair minded person.
In fact it seems to be a plea for what
they most earnestly desire. They say:
or

pher in the ^United States, doing some
marvelous
photographic work in the
He was engaged in work of
world war.

“We want our independence, but we are
knocaing at the doors of Congress
We
with any bitterness in our hearts.
what

rendered

us

sisting us
pendence

a

to

summer

great service has been

by the United States

in

_BO

of the most brilliant in Amer-

one

and came to Rochester to see Ins
Affer leavon her sick bed.

ing Belfast Miss Townsend taught in a
famous private school at Norwalk, Conn.

prepare ourselves for indeThis reminds us of Bret

A few years ago, Miss Townsend went
Rochester, suffering from a nerv-

to East
ous

Victors

Recovering to quite a
a posithe high school teaching force,

breakdown.

degree, she
tion

in

induced to accept

was

sharp struggle
ninny a
against serious developments.

in

She
making her home with her sister.
proved to be one of the ablest and most
inspiring teachers East Rochester ever
had and received many flattering offers,
while the e. to go elsewhere.
Finally
she resigned her position and returned to
New Haven, where she and her mother
and another sister owned

home.

a

♦

She

engaged as instructor in French in
celebrated private|school,‘‘TheGateway
was

2s^o'^0

CHILBLAINS

year-,
ica.

old teacher

as-

Harte’s Chinaman who was “childlike
It
ship in the so-called border States.
is
and bland.’’
bill
bonus
a
soldier's
of
The passage
has about 250 State and local organizataken
Deing considered, but has not
tions and 62 different industries are coThe debt refunding bill was passed by
The Senate Finance committee ordinated in favoi of a protective tariff.
form.
When it
the Senate several days ago
com
sub
to
a
matter
referred the whole
This does not forecast that the Southern came to the House it was
passed
by a
formittee which, after several meetings,
States are going to send Republicans to
President Harding
very I arge majority.
necessary
the
for
raising
a
mulated plan
the next Congress but it does mean that
has signed the bill. The President and
funds by increasing taxes to the follow- the Democrats of the South will probably
Secretary Mellon both felt that the till
as follows:
annually
ing amounts, placed
elect several Democrats to the Senate did not
give sufficiently broad powers to
corof
On undivided profits
and House who are in favor of a protec- the
committee which is to have
refunding
$22,000,000
porations,
Mr. John H. Kirby of Houstive tariff.
charge of negotiations. They also felt
Increase on parcel post rates, 20,0011,000
70,000,000 ton, Texas, is president of the Associa- that it would have been better to leave
Gasolene,
50,000,000 tion and with several other members of out the spei ifications as to time of matuAutomobiles,
64,00C,u00 the Association presented the views and
stamps on documents,
rity and rate of interest. President Hard60,000,000 aims of the Association at a
Admission taxes,
special hear- ing has not at this writing appointed the
Cigarettes,
5,000,000 ing given them before the Senate Com- commission which is to be composed of
TobacC'
mittee on Finance in Washington, not
five men.
It has been suggested that he
$316,000,000 long ay. He said: “We Rave had panic
Total.
thought it better to wait until the sentiestimated that about $350,000,000 and distress following every low tariff ment of the
Senate had been shown conleast two that has ever been
: needed annually for at
put on the statute cerning the treaties which it is hoped
at
the
books in this country.’’../.“Much of the
ie half years, and perhaps
will be ratified without great delay.
will be nec- distress from which
■ci,u ui that time an increase
the agriculturists of
above
The
The United States is .'pending more
the South are suffering is a direct conseessary or a reduction possible.
plan was submitted to the full Senate quence of the abandonment of protec- than $1,000,000 in cash every day in va^Finance committee for its consideration. tion.”
He also said that 95 per cent of rious wa,s for the benefit and relief of
Some of the leaders of ths Agricultur- the members of the Association were the soldiers of the World War.
It is esal Bloc have expressed disapproval of Democrats who had found that most of timated that the disbursements for 1922
the above plan. They say that the bon- the things produced in the South were
will amount to $500,000,000 which is more
on
from the
-as should be taken exclusively
than the entire expenses of all the dethe free list or only slightly protected
by
We agree
excess profits of big business.
a nominal tariff while they had
to buy partments of the United States in any i
with this proposition, if big business is their supplies on a taxed market.
Our people approve
Con- j year prior to 1907.
to be allowed to continue to rake in such tinuing he said: “WTe have been
of this.
We
believe
they are willing to
taught j
-enormous profits as it has taken and is
How shall the
protection was a wicked device of the ; grant a liberal bonus.
bow taking from the people of the Unit- Republicans created
for the purpose of money be raised? That’s the question in
j
«f States. There ought not to be any mposing
unjust burdens on the South their hands.
The axe should be laid at
excess profits.
but we have been making some investi !
There are a few men in Congress who
the roots, not to the branches of the tree. gations.
We find that the device, inthe
If there is no legal way to prevent
stead of having been invented by the Re- seem to b lieve that they were sent there
j to attract public attention to themselves.
people from robbery we may as well con- publicans, originated in the
Constitution;
|
a
is
the
people
fess that government by
that the very first general act passed by A few others seem to be intent only on
failure.
making their own future “calling and
the Congress of the United States was a
election sure.” "There is no speech nor
Robbery is a harsh word to use, but it protective
and
its
act,
purposes were, “to
of maDy
may be applied to the profits
raise revenue to defray the expenses of language where their voice is not heard.”
corporations. The Delaware, Lackawan- the government, and to encourage and None of our Maine Senators or our Repna & Western Railroad Co., one of our
protect manufacturers against foreign resentatives are of that sort.
anthracite coal carrying roads, paid divi- wares and merchandise.”
The first
Ireland has many sincere friends in the
dends of 20 per cent in 1908, 85 per cent thought of those old
was to propatriots
United States and they deplore the fact
in 1909, 20 per cent in 1910, 55 per cent in tect American industry.**
that there are serious dissensions there—
the years
1911, 20 per cent in each of
Mr. Claiborne, representing one of the
one
dissensions which are not unlikely to
1912, 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916, 22 and
leading banks of New Orleans, presented
lead to civil war.
in 1918,
cent
Ireland has borne and
20
in
per
cent
1917,
half per
to the Senate committee a statement
1919 and 1920 and in 1921 a cash dividend showing that 2,254 banks in the South suffered much at the hands of England.
She should not bleed from self-inflicted
of 100
of 15 per cent and a stock dividend
had signed the resolution of the Southern
wounds.
Tariff Association and only 21 nad refusper cent.
The figures are given on the authority ed to do so.
The above well illustrates
Experiments with alcohol as a fuel for
of Poor’s Railroad Manual for 1921, page the attitude of many leading business
automobiles have been carried on for
426.
men of the South who
presented their some time in Cuba, and the results are
The Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co
statements tothe Senate committee.
said to be very encouraging
Alcohol
a
cash
divideclared
on March 5, 1921,
The tariff has been a partisan^ question
may prove to be well adapted to use in
dend of 150 per cent and in November of ever since we first took an
interest in automobiles but as a motive power in huthat year another dividend of 70 per cent. politics.
We have feared that it would man beings it has proved to be a colossal 1
comcoal
In other words this anthracite
always be such but the Southern Tariff and pathetic failure.
dividends amount•pany, last year, paid
Association encourages us to hope that
These
are
cent.
figure
ing to 220 per
the day is near when it will not be a parPROSPECT
given on authority of the Coal Age, page tisan question, but will become what it
893.
Mrs. Grace Ames is at Mrs. Lydia Hashould have been years ago- a business
The citizen who is in moderate circum- i
question
ley’s caring for the small son of Mr. Alan
.stances, who loaned his little savings to

the government at a low rate of interest
There is a big battle raging in Aroos- !
and who had to pay about $17 a ton for took
county, the farmers and business j
and
humble
hia
dwelling
i’jii to warm
men against the B. & A. Railroad.
The
coos 'his frugal fare is being robbed mer- bone of
contention is freight rates.
Hon.
be
in
He
will
it.
knows
he
and
cilessly
Charles P. Barnes of Houlton, Speaker of
favor of robbing the robbers to pay the the
Maine House of
Representatives, rebonus rather than to add more taxes to
cently went to Washington to present
the burdens of an overburdened people.
the claims of shippers to the Interstate
A 'jjnnd issue has been proposed as a
Commerce Commission.
The attorneys
bonus
the
for
the
money
means of raising
of the road were also there and there
it
but this meets much disfavor because
were
some
interesting
hearings. If
is believed that a further large bond issue
beaten in Washington the shippers will
and
finanwould further disturb business
continue their fight for a square deal, the
cial conditions which exist at the present battle
ground being in Aroostook county,
has
expressed
ti me. President Harding
that county of long distances and big pobis strong opposition to the proposed
tatoes.
The farmers and shippers of
plan of taxation as outlined above.
Aroostook are of sturdy stock and they
will win, perhaps not this year, but they
SOUTHERN TARIFF SENTIMENT
are organizing and their organization is
soon to have enrolled nearly every farfarmers
and
catthe
a
ago
year
About
mer in the county.
The world’s business
Clemen of Texas held a meeting snd oris today done through organization. In*
is
known
as the Southern
what
ganized
At first its activities dustrial organization and capital organTariff Association.
ization dominates the production and
were confined to the State of Texas and
m arketing of all of our factories and
“a
the
as
Republican
were ridiculed
being
marketing of many of the products of our j
farms.
An unorganized farming indus- i
try cannot fix the supply to meet the de
mand and cannot hold its own against the
Tired and Sore Feet forces which control the
transit of farm
Are Always Relieved
from the farm of the consumer,
when used as directed, products
neither can it prevent organized capital
r lliasctn C&. Norway. Mo.
from getting more net profit out of the
■«Y ■■FUWOKD,
FIrjaWik BoMbyalidauUtffe product of the farm than the farmer gets

1

"I istcn, son:
Some folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don't know
where the honey is!”

this sort for the government among the
New Hampshire mountains during last

not

realize

pictures showed that Mr. Morse's left
kidney was completely ossified, does not
Dr.
function, and is a foreign body.
Crockett says although Mr. Morse has
suffered much pain since he waa a boy,
at which time he sulfeted an attack of
infantile paralysis, w’hich left the whole
right side of his body smaller than the
left and his right leg shorter than the
left, his brain is todjy, as it has been for

she

inde-

an

as

P
they Sometimes eat with abnormal hunger
Are thev fretand again show loss of appetite
ful and irritable at tiroes, with occasional fever
•r 1
titt'nl sleep at night, gritting the teeth and
tossing restlessly ?
.t for worm*, so comm »n in young
If -a. look
l
oiten the unde’e. t**d cause of
iren.
v
to
For m "e than sixty yu.-trs
,in\'
psrents
f. \
Medicine has proved a valuable
t!ie true
worms
in
for
childhood, and we have
remedy
manv letters from Mothers who have testified to
i»* merits as a safe, sure remedy for worms in
children
Large bottle *0 rents at vour dealers.
MEDICINE CO., Portland. Maine
“L.F.

hours and seeing X- Ray pictures of Mr.
Morse’s kidneys he can say Charles W.
One of the X Ray
Morse is a sick man.

William Miles and Ellen (Dutton) TownShe was educated in New Haven

The Filipenos continue to maintain an
expensive junto located in the Munsey

shall be at once

born in ^ew Haven,
18, 1870, the daughter of

was

June

the world’s cho cest and rarest spirits.
She leaves her mother an! two sisters,
being
as stated, Miss Rebekah Townsend
the Yale library
an assistatant librarian in
New Haven —Rochester,N. II .Courier

CHILDREN
Symptoms of Worms?

YOUR

Show

Dr. G L. Crockett of Rockland, who
recently talked with Charles W. Morse of
New York city, a native of Bath, states
that after talking with Mr. Morse for

Christmas.

consumers

DO

at

year ago last

a

was
sociation and conversation with her
of
always an inspiration. She waa one

Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

a

She went to the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Bates at East Rochester for the Christmas

in

a

condition

of

in

She

was

woman

a

exhaustion,

nervous

never

recovered.
of

rare

plug

volunteer nurse in reions has givi^i heartto this grand old
felt i.r;.:
I ts t imelv use insures
anoit
speed vrt lief and safe! y against
Genera t ion
compi ai ions.
after eneralion of happy users
have proved it to he the greatest of all family remedies for
Cotf’hs Colds, Sore Throat.
Grippe. Cramps, Colie, Chills.
Strain Cuts, Burns, Into.
AH dealers. 25 and 50 cents.
Vi

holidays in 1920, and Miss Toi nsend

took her bed and

3-ounce

culture, j

charm and kindliness of spir t. Her hundreds of pupils all held-her in the highest
respect and the deepest affection, and the
influence of her life on these young minds
cannot

De measured.
Deeply interested
in everything that is highest and best in
literature, art and human character, as-

py

n

ite seel

—more
—

flavor
tobacco

—less bulk

1.1

Clear Brains for Business

*ftt

A1 \Tyfrs Tobacco Co.

Unusual

cannot be enjoyed if you allow constipation to clog the
system and impair the functioning of the organs
Man can get the best out of himself
only when he feels his best. Nothing seems to disturb the body more
than irregularity of the bowels. It causes nervousness,
poor sight, confused thought, and other disorders that prevent man from being bright
and fit for work.
People read daily about the many reliefs and cures that
are

more

Opportunity

for Progressive Business Man
C. Large automobile manufacturer

available, but those who know the virtues of

wants live

wire merchant in this territory.

Dr. True’s Elixir

C.

KNOW THAT IT IS

The True

comprises

all

the world.

over

Family

Laxative

motoring

C.

Dr. True's Elixir is not an experiment, but is a time-tried combina-

for over 70 years and is known to
be efficient and dependable. When

it cleanses the intestinal tract and
as a result how buoyant and en.

quickly convinces you of its importance to the comfort and health
of the body. Try it and you will
say like thousands of others—"I

livened you become.

would not be without it^at any

favorably

40c—

at a

a

car

for

a

car

in the

medium price.

this

an

man, with organ-

capital will find
opportunity to establish a

and moderate

unusual

profitable business.

60c—$1.20.

WILLYS-OVERLAND,

Inc.

Sales Promotion Division: Toledo, Ohio

Ellis.

D. L. Hawes of Monroe
a

day

ness

was

'V/'OU can save money on
A your clothes with a Spencer

in town for

two, getting his home in re„difor occupancy.
Mrs. Hawes will
or

TRADE

|

MARK

Corset.

join him this week.
Much sympathy is extended to relatives and friends of Mrs. Geneva (Haley)

Ellis,

whose

Mrs. Ellis

was

death

occurred

Jan.

Ti!:irinii!i'miitiniii mnmTmm

her.

May I
Kindly

——

MRS. Isaac s. hills
tel. 72-23, It. 6 BELFAST
Registered Spencer Corsetiere

The
Restful
Tea

friends and relatives of Mrs.
Gerrity of Bangor were pained to
hear of her death from
pneumonia, which
occurred at her home Feb. 7.
Mra. Gerrity was a native of this town and always visited here.
many

c£>e?i cions

J. F.

IN

Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith and Geo.
Smith of Bangor and Mr. Delmont T.
Griflin of Portland, who were called
here by the death of Mrs. Smith’s father,
Delmont G. Thompson, have returned to
their respective homes.
Mr. Thompson
was
an aged citizen,
respected by all.
Funeral services were held from his late
home Feb 5.

Nasal

or

Throat

1

TINS

I

*-ASK YOUR. GRCCEfC>

Granite State Fire Insurance Co.
PORTSMOUTH,

Real estate.$
q qq
Mortgage loans.
61,600 00
Stocks and bonds. 1.607.S34 00
Cash in office and ban
124,712 29
I
j Agents’ balances. 143 524 22
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets

You don’t have to risk a cent to be relieved of catarrh. Get a Hyom.-i outfit
from A. H. Howes & Co., the 'druggists,
and if it doesn’t satisfy, they will refund

Cross

the purchase price.

*■«,*m

_

eresh«ux

Y

J|

(
I
\

WE.N THE. CO»«ENriOft'
*0 JOUSN s Will VOV /
Me
7
Kmov-H

r*

«wwcjr-

fm

0 00

[rOTT^^fe VsriQH j

Total Liabilities and Surplus.*1,960,741 62

)

lit

BOYD MARI

LETT.
8w7

Castine

Winterport

MILTON

I

to

B. H.

Sitf

Insurance
Fire,

Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

iPhone

316-3

HILLS’

The ten-room house with bath on Cedst
stieet, known as the Dorman resident*
Pleasantly located and in the best of Wj
pair. New hot water heater of the •**
make. Doable garage,hen house and shoe
three acres of land. The lot extends fro*
Cedar to Court street and borders on &*
mond street, with a fine view of the B*'

Apply

ORRIN J. DICKEY

Swan

For Sale

JAMES PAT 1 EE & SON, Belfast
A. P. LEACH, South Penobscot
JOSHUA TkEAT, Jr,

on

Lake Avenue, Belfast.

Admitted assets.*1,960,741 62
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

\
)»mte.g>ruPT )
TH£»R
V
^
TO

cord, at the mill

assets.*1,960,741 62

Net Unpaid Losses.* 130.639 36
Unearned Premiums
1,022,248 29
All other Liabilities
126,670 39
Cash Capital.
200,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 472,333 69

I

While they last at $2.50 per*
cord; sawdust at $1.00 per

o 00
21,660 91
1710 20

Deduct items not admitted.

WNTHB
t •'<

SLABS

N. H.

Assets December 81, 1921.

rouble ?

that

call and tell you why?
write or telephone for

appointment.

,

nurse.

The

—

an

The small son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee A.
Bennett is quite ill at this writing.
He
is attended by Dr. Smith of
Winterport
and Mrs. Katherine Foley of Frankfort
as

nirm--—r

26.

beloved by all who knew

YOU KNOW WHY---II Tim sumTiWtwCmp?

[iWBWAHOWAL ClItTOON CO, t. V.

coun-

record year of business.

izing ability

price"

known

most comfort-

that offers luxurious

The right type of business

Good Health Is Man’s Best Asset.
it wilh Cr. True’s Elixir.

cars

One, the

The sales of both these cars show' marked
increase from month to month. Cars are

right

tion of leaves. s<-eds and herbs that

you use Dr. True’s Elixir. yr>u soon
learn to appreciate how thoroughly

two

able, economical, low-priced
try; the other

Dr. True’s Elixir has stood the test

Preserve

The line

MUDGETT,
Belfast,

fiITMe

Maine^

FOR sale

Two story, modern frame house. 8 rootn*
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from
office.
Excellent summer or
MAURICE W. LOR®
dwelling.

>'ear_^?Sr

tf45

»*■
Hayford Block. Belfast,

eels which sailed from here for California
were the schooner "Mary Reed,” the brig

SO MANY PEOPLE
ME NERVOUS
I

"San Jacinto,” and the bark “W. O. AlI he latter vessel took out about fifty
den.
persons, of whom 31 resided here, the officers being William O. Alden, captain,
Janies T. Tilden, 1st officer, and George
1). l’almer, 2nd officer. On Thanksgiving
evening a public ball and supper were
given to the adventurers in the foundry
building, then just completed, at the fool
of Main street. Such departures soon lost
their novelty, however, by frequent oc-

“Froit-a-tives” the Greatest
ot all Nerve Remedies

|

imsm

currence.

Hundreds of vessels were built here
from lHlfi to 1874, and from that period
until 1900, and they sailed into every
Known port.
The brig "Two Brothers,” built by
tain Durham. Subsequently, having gone
James and Kobert M iller, was captured by
The increase in the number of
to France with his vessel, a judgment of
the French, and her master, Captain John
Nervousness
is
I confiscation was rendered against her.
persons suffering from
l.ymburner, carried to the West Indies.
Durham succeeded
world-wide; due, in a measure, to the
On Oct. 31, 1803, the sloop "Hero,” Cap- By stratagem, Capt.
in making his escipe with the vessel, and
lain John l.ymburner, from Belfast for j
reaction following the war. Sleeplessin March, 18)8, reached this country.
In
Boston, with wood, capsized during a gale,
ness, Headaches, Mental Hepression.
Oliver Mills, a passenger, April, 1858, he published at Washington a
netr Kittery.
detailed account of the whole matter.
Rheumatism, Nervous Hyspepsia,
who had recently moved here Irom CliesI he new ship “Hualco,” Capt. J. P.
]iad Heart Action, are the results of ; ter, N 11., and built a house near Benjafrom Belfast for New Orleans, in
min Hartshorn’s on the Daviatown road, Morse,
a disturbed coudition of the Nervous
four hours out, struck
where his son, Kobert llills, lived and ballast, when only
System.
His wife, Margaret a sunken ledge near Saddleback, on Jan.
was drowned.
died,
(lie
Moot
are
and
so
nerves
The
who was taken off the wreck, per- 7, 1857, about four mile below Isle au
McK
so small a surface
intimately, so vitally, connected that
ished from exposure before reaching :he Haut, which presented
that she cleared it, and went down by the
the condition of one is liound to alToct ! shore. A stone over her grave, in the
head
in twenty
minutes, the crew even
cemetery at Kittery Point, bears the folthe condition of the other. If the
She was owned by
losing their clothing
towing epitaph:blood is laden with impurities, it is
W hite and Conner and James P. White,
"Margaret Hills,
and was insured.
News of the disaster
possible to have strong, steady
consort of
reached here the same evening
nerves.
Oliver Hills,
On Nov. 7, 1857, the schooner 4 MagHied October 31st, 1803,
“Fruit-a-tives” will always cure
of Belfast, from Baltimore for Anyar,”
Aet. 28.
tigua, was capsized. The raptain and one
Nervousness because it is a fruit
1 lost my life in the raging seas,
seaman were washed overboard, and two
medicine and acts directly on the
A sovereign God does as he please:
others perished from exposure. The three
1 he Kittery friends they did appear,
organs of the body which, purify the
survivors were rescued by a French vesAnd my remains they buried here.”
blood, thus relieving the nervous
sel, and carried to Havre.
built
In 1314, the brig “Three Friends,”
On Nov. 20, 18i>7, Captain John 11.
svstem.
in 1810, and owned by Samuel f rench and
Cousens, of the ship “Coronet,” of BelIt is because "Fruit-a-tives” is a genuine
the
Britwas
by
Josiah f arrow,
captured
fast, aged 54 years, was drowned in the
fruit medicine that it stimulates bowels,
ish, who sent her master, Captain John harbor of Falmouth, Eng. A funeral serGibralwar
to
ol
the
a
and
as
skin
mon
was delivered
and
prisoner
Lymburner,
purities
by the Kev. Dr. Palkidneys
frey, in the Unitarian Church, Dec. 27.
tar, wh -re lie died March 26, 1816, aged 42.
blood—improves appetite and digesThe schooner “R S. Bell,” of Belfast,
He was apparently the same man who
tion—insures food being properly
commanded the "Two Brothers” and the from Petersburg, Va., for Fall River,
blood
to
the
digested thus enabling
“Hero,” just mentioned, and seemed to with wheat, was captured by the rebels
be possessed by bad luck. In 1803 he built in James River on April 10, 1861, and
carry wholesome nourishment to
the Locke house, on the corner of High confiscated.
build up the lxxly, particularly the
On Feb. 24, 1862, the ship “Northern
and Spring streets.
nerves.
In 1812 the brig "Illuminator,” com- Chief,” of Belfast, Veazie, from New
was
manded by Capt. Kobert Patterson,
York for London, capsized.
On the 28th,
50c a box. C, for $2 50. trial size 25c.
captured by the British, taken into Hali- her crew was rescued by the steamer
\t dealers or from t'lilTf-A-TIVES
fax and condemned.
“Merlin,” from Bermuda for Halifax,
Limited, OGDKNS1H it* i, N. Y.
Among other disasters at sea was the and the vessel abandoned.
from
of
schooner
"New
the
Packet,”
loss
The ship “Living Age,” Robert T. EmOld Merchant
Belfast
which went ery, was captured and bonded by the
Newhuryport to Belfast,
in
near
having
Franklin
Island,
ashore
rebel
‘Tuscaloosa,” on Sept. 13, 1863.
Marine.
thick weather mistaken the light for MonThe tark "Suliote” was captured by
The vessel and cargo were lost, the rebel “Tallahassee,” on Aug. 12,
hegan.
(By Mrs. Helen B. Shute.l
the passengers and crew reaching land 1864.
She was bonded for $3,000.
An organ for the
On Dec. 26, 1866, the barn
"J. U.
In common with other seaports of ; with great difficulty.
Church formed a part of the Brookman,” James H. McCrillis, master,
Maine, the commerce of Belfast, as car- Unitarian
sailed from New York for Valparaiso,
cargo.
tied on in sailing vessels, has been much
was doubtless lost
at sea.
Capt.
On Dec. 15, 1839, the schooner Depos- and
of
diminished during the past quarter
aj it,” of ami from Belfast, went ashore at McCrillis had with him his only son,
fa|
who was mate, his wife and a
century by the constantly increasing
midnight in Ipswich Bay, and four of the aged 23,
cilities afforded by steamers and railroads.
from cold daughter, aged about 16, leaving cue
seven persons on hoard perished
and
from
ran
to
Coisters, which formerly
Those lost were Simon G. daughter at home, who was the last surand exposure.
He was about 46
Boston and New York, now belong to the
the master, aged 28 years; Al- vivor of his family.
Cottrell,
exother
being
and
products
and had followe 1 the sea for,
past, hay
bert, son of William Durham, aged 19, years old,
the
Save
rail.
heavy
by
ported principally
The over thirty years.
both of Belfast; and two seamen.
irticle of coal, but few cargoes of any deO.i Jan. 19, 1867, the brig “Ocean
wife was a passenger; and slie,
reach Belfast by water. It was ; captain’s
Wave,” J S. Thombs, from New Or- >
with the other survivors, was rescued by
ormerly not uncommon to see forty or i the
was abandoned at sea.
light-house keeper and others, who leans for Boston,
more schooners in port; now, their arrivals
and her crew
boarded the vessel at the risk of their 1 She sprang aleak Dec 30,
ire few and far between.
himself was nearly exhausted when rescued by
exerted
Cottrell
lives.
Captain
from an old account ook kept at port
She belonged
John Sidney.”
to the utmost to save his wife, and, afler j the ship
’owoall, it appears ttiat the first vessel j
sank exhaust- in Belfast, and was uninsured.
htr
the
to
rigging,
lashing
ver built upon the Penobscot was launchreached the wreck. ; The schooner “Justus M. Lewis,”
No further information ed before assistance
d there in 1774
Sliute, from Brunswick, Ga., for New
were recovered, and interred
bodies
Ttie
she
miles from Barrfinfifirning her exists, except that
Sixteen sea captains attend- York, was capsized fifty
at
Ipswich
Cioldthwas a schooner, and that T homas
bearers.
During the uegat, on Feb. 12, 1867, auu abandoned
as
funeral
the
ed
After
j
She was 200 tons burthen, and
wait and others were her owners.
! at sea.
same gale, the schooner “Boston” from
the Revolution, when cord wood became
insured.
Belfast for Salem, was totally lost, and i partially
the
building
On March 1, 1867, the bark “LeYik,”
e profitable articl of export,
schooners "Charlotte” and “Mary |
the
from Aspinwall for Cienfuegos,
)f coasters began to receive attention.
Trances,” from Belfast, went ashore at Osgood,
was
The earliest experiment of tlie kind here
totally wre ked in the Caribbean
Gloucester.
built
by
Sea.
She was 480 tons, built here in
the schoouer "Jemiy Miller”
“Belfast has suffered severely since 1863, and partially insured.
Robertand James Miller, at Sandy Beach,
of Dec. 26,
Journal
the
remarked
measured
spring,"
The bark “Vesta Veazie,” Veazie,
ind launched Oct. 2t>, 1793 She
who
“among that class of her population
| from Australia for Shanghai, with coal,
jne hundred and twenty tons.
sea in ships. We have lost
the
to
down
James
go
built
here
was
by
was driven ashore on Sept. 25,1867, .beThe first wharf
masters of vessels, besides many low the latter
place during a gale, bevesmith, in 1799. It was just southerly seven
Joseph Hous- came a
Captain
sailors.
and
mates
Main
foo’
at
the
abandoned
and was
wharf,
rom Lewis’
wreck,
I
fevof
yellow
ton died at St. Augustine,
Capt. Veazie, his wife, two daughters,
street. Wharves were steadily built here,
Am:
and
Cunningham
James
until in 1875 there were about twenty-live, er; Captain
! officers and crew arrived safely at Shangin the West Indies, of the hai.
l'he records of the Penobscot Customs brose Farrow,
PatterF.
Thomas
Captain
[Concluded in our next issue!
District, which included Belfast until 1818 same disease;
in Cuba;
vessels built j son, of vellow fever contracted
jive a list of about sixteen
was!
who
O.
Greeley,
William
to
: Captain
This list is said
here up to that year.
in the Gulf of
North Waldo Pomona
be imperfect, however, as it does not in- probably killed by pirates
1
sir
Mexico, in February last; Captain hilip
c.ude the ships "box” and
of brain diRoads,
in
Hampton
the
Eastman
The “box,
the brig “Illuminator.”
The regular meeting of North Waldo
Cottrell, who
irst ship launched litre, was built by Ma- sease; and recently Captain
All these Pomona
dreadtul
gale.
that
in
the
Grange was held with Harvest
.near
Upper
perished
jor William Cunniogbani,
resyoung, active and much
Home Grange, brooks, W'ednesday, Feb.
^Bridge, in 1805. tier tounage was about men were
"
hundred.
People from far and near pected.
8.
There was a good attendance of the
Atame to the launching, and wondered at
In 1842 the bark “Wyandot" of Belfast,
lie number of vessels sailed from Campeachy forlfremenon the members, over thirty being present from
Oier immense size,
The 13t.li of August, and was never heard from
Mbwiied here that year was twelve.
Morning Light Grange, Monroe.
afchip "Belfast” was built in 1811, by Wal- Otis Skinner and oue Durham, son of
Worthy Master F. P. Webb assembled
were
Hatch, for western parlies, on the Jonathan Durham, both of Belfast,
the meeting with the vacant offices aceastern side of the harbor, near Uoose : her mates.
Enter- ceptably supplied by the following memRiver. In the same year the brig, "IliumOn Nov. 19, 1842, the schooner
at
bers: Steward, N. J Curtis; Asst. StewKaffir,” built rof JonathTS 5Bd Hubert prise,” Captain Join. Shute, was lost

$1750
/

Because Made Of Fruit juices
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b. South Bend
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See This New Low-Priced Sedan!
Two

more

difference.

cylinders make

a

world of

than any other light six-cylinder motor
ever produced, but the perfect distribution of the car weight over all four
wheels gives it unusual riding and driv-

You notice it when the LlGHT-SlX slows
down to a snail s gait in traffic. You
notice it when the open highway ahead
invites the throttle. You notice it in
the greater responsiveness, the greater
flexibility, the greater s-m-o-o-t-h-n-e-s-s
and in the absence of vibration.

Bay's

ing qualities.

If you have been accustomed to driving
“four,” the responsiveness of the
LlGHT-SlX will be a revelation. If you
are now driving another
six-cylinder
car, the lack of vibration and perfect
balance of this LlGHT-SlX will create
new standards of
riding comfort.
a

There are new driving pleasures waiting for you in the Studebaker LlGHTSIX Sedan.

j

Not

only

is its

motor

But, equally important, is the new low
price of $1750 an intrinsic value

powerful,

more

—

flexible and freer from vibration

more

without

parallel

in the

industry!

Studebaker is the World’s Largest Builder of Six-Cylinder Cars!
Light-Six

Bcription

Special-Six

5-Pass., 112’ W. B-, 40-H. P.

5-Pass.,

Chassis.$ 875
Touring. 1045
Roadster (3-Pass.). 1045
Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.). 1375

119' W.

Big-Six

D., 50-H.

P.

Chassis.

$1200

126' W. B„ 60 H. P.

1475
1425
1475
2150

Chassis.$1500
Touring. 1785
Coupe (4-Pass.). 2500

Sedan.*. 2350

Sedan. 2700

Touring.
Roadster (2-Pass.).
Roadster (4-Pass.).
Coupe (4-Pass.).

Sedan. 1750

7-Pass.,

Prices

are

f.

o.

b. Factories
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White, Janies I’attefsort find John Anaier,
if Belfast, and James A. Allen of Boston,

sea, with all on board,
In October, 1841, the fishing schooner,
was launched from a yard on the site of
“Two Sons,” with a crew of nine men,
london’s Wharf. It is said that in 1873,
sailed, and was never heard from.
lot of ship-carpenters’ tools used in con
The schooner “Mariner,” owned by
tructinu this vessel were found in an unRobert Patterson, sailed from TarCapt.
occupied attic of the old Kobcrt White paulin Cove for Philadelphia, on Sept. 2,
Two
house, where they had remained forgotten 1046, and was never heard from.
David
for over sixty years. The ship “Alfred,
sons of the Owner, George W. and
three hundred and twenty tons, built by E.
Patterson, Joshua Durham and John
Hutson Bishop, in 1823, was the first copB. Haskell, all of Belfast, were on board.
per fastened vessel launched here. The
The schooner “Borneo,” George S. Dur^hole number of vessels owned in the
from Belfast for Bermuda, was cap
ham,
of
• istrict in 1874 was 337, w ith a tonnage
sized on Sept. 13, 1844, and the captain
1*73,772.
washed over on theday aftei the disaster.
Following the discovery of gold in Cali- E W
ilson, Jr., supercargo, Lucius Stephfornia in 1848, many persons from this
and Anenson, mate, Chandler Mahoney
El
started
for
the
new
Doradojtlie son E. Durham, seamen, and Stephen
vicinity
more venturesome by the uncertain and
on
Murch, cook, remained for seven days
dangerous route of the Isthmus; others the wieck, subsisting on raw potatoes.
with ox-teams, overland, through apathThey were taken off by the Venezuelan
Itss wilderness. The first direct voyage
from Maine was projected in and started
from Belfast. Early in 1849, the bark
“Suliote,” of 263 tons, just lauuched, owned by Asa Faunce and others, and commanded by Captain Josiab Simpson, was
announced for San Francisco, provided
forty passengers were obtained, lothe
surprise of the owners, the requisite number soon applied, and towards the end of
January everything w as in readiness. The
event was one of no small importance, aud
created much excitement in all this region.
The Bangor passengers, on their arrival,
were met by a deputation of citizens, and
escorted into town with a band of music.
Ou the 27th a meeting was held in Washington flail ou tligh street, where a collation was spread and partaken of by the
voyagers aud their friends. Ex-Governor
Anderson presided. On Tuesday afternoon
Jam 30, at 2 o’clock, the bark set sail,
and although the day was bitterly cold, a
large crowd witnessed her departure. 1 lie
passenger list mcluded several from Belfast. After 160 days the vesse reached
In a
oau rraucibco on tiie 19th of July.
tale otT Cape Horn, on April 16, Edwin P.
Simpson, son ol the captain, was washed
overboard and lost. This was the only
Oeath or accident during the voyage.Soou
•fler the "Suhote” left, Charles B lfazelhne and Justus G. Miller started by the
Isthmus route, and were until the followmg September reaching van Francisco
The subsequent history of the "Suiiote,”
*s the first vessel which went from Maine
to
California, may be interesting. She
returned to the Atlantic, and remained in
the hands of her original owners. Ou the
12th of August, 1864, while on the way
from Cow Bay to New York, she was captured by the rebels, bonded for {5000, and
compelled to take on board three hundred
Passengers from the ship “Adriatic,”
burnt at sea. In 1867, she was dismasted,
towed into Boston a wreck, sold, and rigied into a schooner.
In November, 1870,
while bound from Bangor to New York,
she was
brought here in a leaky condition
sod repaired.

Among

the other earlier passenger

ves-

brig “Caroline.”
On Dec. 18, 1847, the brig "falconer,
from
Captain Joseph Kolerson, of Belfast,
St. John for Boston, with 45 passengers,
Captain
was totally lost in Ipswich Bay
were
Kolerson, his wife and son Charles,
among

the 17 who

perished

from cold and

Their bodies were brought
exposure.
home, and interred on the 2nd of January,
the
from the Universalist Church, under
which
direction of the Odd Fellows, of
body Capt. Rolerson was a member
MitOn May 1, 1848, the brig “Judge
Boschell,” sailed from Philadelphia for
ton aud was never heard from.
in
On An*. 20, 1848, the brig “Huron,
ballast, w'as capsized off Cape Cod, abanhe
1
doned, aud afterwards went ashore.
wi*h
crew reached Nantucket in a boat
of
only one oar. There was insurance
$7000.
The sloop “Spy,” Captain Carter, from
Belfast for Salem, was wrecked on Jan. 2,
1849, on Egg Rock. The crew and passensucceeded in landgers, seven in number,
where they remained for
ing on the rock,

thirty hours.
The barn “Oakes Angler,’’of Belfast,
for CienDrinkwater, from Philadelphia
on one
fuegos, was wrecked May 20, 1840,
of the Bahamas.
On Nov 2, 1866, the bark “Adriatic,
came in colCaptain Durham of Belfast,
lision with the French steamship •Lyonfor Havre,
nais,” bound from New York
with’ 38 passengers and a crew of 98 men.
those on
The bark soon disappeared, and
she had sunk
the steamship supposed that
inThe steamship was so much
at once.
on board betook themselves
all
that
jured
constructed
to the boats and a hastily
18 perraft. One of the boats, containing
1
was picked
up, the remaimug
sons
The bark arrived at Glouceswere lost.
damaged, and reported hav-

ard, C. C. Clements; Chaplain, Alice Ellingwood; Flora, Maude Dow and Lady
Steward, Eda Clements.
The meeting was formally opened and
the choir rendered a selection. The regular business routine received the consideration of the members and a class of ten
candidates was instructed in the lessons
of the Pomona degree.

taken at this time for
quickly prepared by
the entertaining grange, and it proved to
be a delectable feast. During the social
A recess

was

dinner which

was

hour one could observe gro ips of patrons

clustered about the hall, discussing the
farmers' problems and the affairs of the
several towns represented, in looking
forward to the annual meetings to be
held soon. Truly, there is no better place
of

spend an occasional day than at
these meetings, where the representative
agriculturists are usually found.
The meeting was reconvened in the
fifth degree and the choir again sang.
Sidney Tibbetts extended fraternal greetone

to

THE BANKS’ OARAGE, Belfast
This
Washington
Iowa

as

with

leader.

He

Senator
aiso

Kenyon

an

who were elected at the previous meeting. The officers for the year are: Master, F. Porter Webb; Overseer, E T. Gil-

bert; Lecturer, Clara D. York; Steward,
D. M. Kimball; Treas., G. H. York; Secretary, Abbie S. Jewett; Assistant Steward, Donald S. Thayer; Chaplain, Margaret H. Kimball; G. K., G. H. Stevens;
Pomoua, Jennie Webb; Ceres, Nancy Gilbert; Flora, Augusta Stevens, and Lady
Steward, Doris Thayet. Tne ceremony
was performed in a very creditable manner with C. C. Clements and Mary J
Curtis as Marshals, and at the close a
rising vote of thanks was accorded the
installing officer and assistants.

Studebaker

a

of.

important objects of the “bloc”; first, to
a law passed to legalize co-operative
marketing of farmers’ products, so that
arrests and even imprisonments, as have
occurred, will never happen again. Second, to provide credit to farmers under
gover iment auspices to enable them to
borrow money on their live stock and
other products at a reasonable rate of
interest; and third, the appointment of a

REAL

get

farmer on

the

“Of course, It went where it

was

needed.

We did not need it in the good old State
of Maine." He closed by saying that
class legislation should not be applied to
any measure to benefit an industry that
is worth 80 billion of dollars, and that
brings in 22 billions of new wealth every
cent of our
year and furnishes 50 per
Remarks by B. L. Aborn
bank deposits.
and Mr. and Mrs. Gay.
Little Henry Lowe

was

called

short poeiti very

upon

nicely,

mittees for the year

as

follows:

and

com-

Execu-

“God be

you till we meet again.”
The next meeting will be with Comet
Grange, Swanville, March 8.
G. D. Y.

than petmauent,

The winter time table of the Belfastas follows:
A. M. P. M.
Stations
12 30
Belfast.Lv. 6 45
12 38
6 80
Point.

ca!,'“8

a„d strengthen

Q The large

7 *>7
8 05

y
V

bodily (unction. \
q(
p\e who \
^ Ha,maa s 1

nom^d

Place Cards with Chinese Views done in water colors.
&Hand Painted and Feather Fans and other articles.

h-e^rS recommended lor aU
ta,nOUJ«ndmons.°««‘he,ttODge“
C;^le endorsement lor
\

CALL AT JOURNAL OFFICE

pe_ru-nA
IH SOME flFrt
W_1
c:,ce=:SS^^,QU,D
so“-^tRYWHERE
\

Amy L.

150
10

F. H. Quimby was called upon and re
Mrs. Nancy King Burr of Brewer on
aponded with a declamation. A o-minute Thursday, Feb. 10th, observed her 99th
talk—What are the purposes of the agri- birthday, friends and relatives assisting.
ter somewhat
cultural bloc in the U. S. Senate? was She is in remarkably good health and
steamunknown
an
ing been run into by
given by G. H. York. He stated that the j keenly enjoys current events, about
was supposed to
er, wnicb passed on, and
It was said that the own- “bloc" had its inception in farm bureau I which she keeps well posted and also has
be uninjured.
insurance federation and its first meetings were
ers of the “Lyonnais” had an
| a wonderful fund of information of early
A decision of the French
of $350,000.
j held at the federation’s headquarters in events in local history.
Capexonerated
Commerce
of
Chamber

St.

Paul,

Assets

Admitted assets.

When you’re suffering from

backacke,
toothache,

WIN I EK
j

9y
70
48
05

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
or two and the pain stops
Contain no habit-forming drugs
Have you tried Dr. Miles' Nervine?
Ask gour Itruggimt

One

22

|
j

|

Net unpaid losses,. $ 8.849.375 00
Unearned premiums,. 4.718,61174
All other liabilities
1,467,632 83
Voluntary additional reserve.
750,000 00
Cash capital, deposit.
800,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
850,019 65
---

Total liabilities and surplus.$17,435,639 22
3w6

WANTED
Second

try

$17,436,639

Liabilities December 31. 1921.

Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price tint letter.

neuralgia,
from any other cause,

00
00
24
11

Gross assets. $18,618,026 79
Deduct items not admitted. 1,182,387 57

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfaat.

pain

BANGOR LINE!

December 31, 1921.

29,500
Collateral loans..
625
Stocks and bonds
13,701,918
Cash in office and bank.
468.134
Agents’ balances. 3,472,234
Bills receivable.
239,989
Interest ana rents.
235 901
All other assets.
469,723

Trucking

or

Go.,Ltd.

Mortgage loans.$

Minn.

I ant prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving •
ng.
I.eave orders at the stable,
specialty,
coi ner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

Box

185,

Belfast,

Maine

Second-Hand Sleigh

Children Cry

FOR SALE.

oASTO R I A

J.Austin Me Keen, Belfast

FOR FLETCHER S

Partridge

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

questenclosing
household CHEMICAL CO.
180 E. 3rd St.

Sue M.

Wilson,

London Guarantee & Accident

(iET oor proven formula for the making o*
“Hole Saver.” Saves 80 per cent of the users coal
Used on either hard or soft coal. Can easily
bill.
be made at home at a profit of 300 per cent. Coal
consumers grasp the opportunity to buy. Establish
apermanent business supplying homes,large buildings and factories. Further particulars upon re6t4
stamp for reply.

.2 46

iS
!«

::

Amber, Ivory, Turquoise and other kinds of Bead
Necklaces, Chains and Pendants.

°

headache,

Winnecook. ..
Burnham Junction.... Ar.

*

hennchtheUood,

®

City

Ef

11

,

a>d
hnmgso(the,«oma^c^MiUl
poisons

jiche?

warrts-:::::::::::::::::::

the

»

Burnham R. R- is
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BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS
new

tive, C. C. Clements, F. M. Nickerson
and D. S. Thayer; finance, W. F. Evans,

and the choir sang,

bad stomach

- *aches.

LACES

Made in China from linen and silk thread and just
the thing to give a distinctive touch to a dress or blouse.
Irish Crochet Lace, Cluny, Filet and Venetian Point.
Also Lace Collars and Mats, Linen Runners, Lunch
Cloths and Sets, Napkins, Centerpieces, etc. Most
desirable for a hope chest or for wedding gifts,

1

bloated atom-

which

concluded the program.
Worthy Master Webb called up
business and appointed the standing

mony

fc.i'O'-'1

.our,

for the

relief of the farmers in the South and
West, who were so hard hit last year in
their corn, wheat and cotton products.
Upon hearing a remark that of course
assistance went to the South and West
instead of the East, Mr. York replied:

a

on

I°U,_CCAN’T

Feierai Reserve Board,

$140,000,000 already appropriated

recited

Year

mentioned three

appropriate poetic seO. B. Dow responded in behalf R. C. Thayer and R. D. Ellis; legislative,
lection.
A. T. Nickerson, O. B. Dow and G. H.
of the visiting patrons.
York.
\
and
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn, Master
The visitors expressed their appreciaLecturer of Waldo Pomona, and Mr. and
tion
of the hospitality of Harvest Home
were
Montville
Mrs. Gay of South
grange
in the customary manner and the
guests of the meeting, and Mrs. .-vborn Grange
was closed with the usual ceremeeting
the
officers,
to
install
kindly consented
with

ings and read

is

SthFLLLh.

During the close of navigation
Steamship BELFAST wi l leave

at

Bangor^

W interport
Mondays and Thu sd»y* at lu a. m., Buckafor Camden*
port at 12 noon. Belfast 2 p. m
Rockland and Boston.

on

Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 5 p m. Leave Rockland Wednesday*
and Saturdaya. 4 30 a mt. Camden 5 15 a. m.r
Belfast 6.45 a. m, for Buckaport, and Winterport.
At Boston cot nection is made via the Metopolitan Line express freight steamers foi
New York and points South and West.*
Portland-New York Freight Service
Upon completion of the new State pier at.
Portland now under conatructionvdirect freight,
service to and from New York wilt be reaum~
ed. Sailings will be announced later.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent.
Belfast, Maine.

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

Uima uses MINT*
OL for uiy colds
and jthey arc gone
in si^ iiffy.
You
just*itry it.,

|

NEW

RATINS and BEACH CLOTHS.

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

LINEN FINISHED SUITINGS

GINGHAMS and S. & C. TISSUES

in

and colorings
to select from.

Over 200

styles

Coronet Satins
Skinner’s Satins and Taffetas
Crepe de Chenes

PLAIN and FANCY VOILES,
Printed Linons and Dress Cretones

DRY GOODS STORE

range of newest

splendid

a

NEW

NEW

RANDALL’S

NEW

in

Georgette Crepes
T ricolettes

ide ranpre of patterns to
select from.

a w

in the

new

and most wanted colors

17 Main STREET

colorings. Sunfast and tubfast.

SALE
WHITE
FEBRUARY
Sale Closes Saturday Night, February 25

Only 3 Days More.

Ml U
vUromn
when all special prices will be withdrawn.
sMe beginning a week ago. There can be
and to
day. It is a busy

Wp

•

,

to

this store during our white
n»ohle of Belfast and vicinity for the splendid patronage they have given
will see going on at our store
g sale than what you
customers anoreciate a genuine rmonev saving
three remaining days all odd lots from our winter
values that will assure a ready sale. Note carefully lots and prices quoted
and
yourself when or where you have had a chanceto invest your money

thank the

^better proof

on?

tha.our^“ei^apgrecute agenuine
Pft*
iXTollowS c“s gSgrf tegSS judged
no

every

Bath Robes

Winter Underwear
To balance

Too many of certain sizes, mostly large.
must go.

our

stock they

....

Ladies’ Union Suits. Highineck, long
1 Lot Good Weight Forest Mills
Regular
sleeves, ankle-length. Sizes 36-38-14.
*2.25. For this sale..

price,39

Ladies’ Union Suits. Round neck, elbow
1
Sizes 42 and 44. Regular *2.25 value

sleeves^
OQ
ankle'ength.
Sale price,..

1 Lot same

Quality

1 Lot Bath Robes heavy material, fancy Jacquard, Colors; Navy.
tPC M Q
na. Dark Green and mode satin trimmed, Regular
$7.98. For this sale.V*"'*”*'

2 Boys heavy all wool Shaker knit sweaters, Seal Brown,
Sale price
Size 28 and 32. Regular $7.50

A
1 Bath Robe Copen Jacquard, size 3. Regular $6 50 value.
Sale price,.T.

3 Men’s very heavy Shaker knit all wool slipon Sweaters
For this
Oxford 44. Regularly sold for $10
42-44.

1 Robe Navy Jacquard, size 3. Ribbon trimmed. Regular
$5 49. Sale price.

O

QQ
QQ

1
3 Misses Bath Robes, same material, medium sizes. Regular
$3.25. For this sale.A.J70

Good weight and c°v"ed
For this sale, each

1 Lot Children’s Bath Robes with silk lined hood. Very fine heavy
terial. Blue and white and pink and white check. Splendid gar■%
ment for little folKs. Regular price $1 98. For this sale
OQ

39

sale,.
Winter Vests and Fanis.
All sizes. Regular 79c value.

1 Lot Ladies’
seams.

very

heavy.

>7Qp

Sizes 40 42 44.
ever sold.
price for this sale, each

1 Lot Children’s Vests, good quality
Regular price, 75 and 88c.
years.
t

1 Ladies heavy worsted scarf. Navy with fancy check border, size 26x80. Worth $10 00. We will sell for

Forest Mills. Sizes 12-14 16
For this sale, each

|I. *70
IV

Silk galoon
I ot Ladies’ Fine Outing Flannel Pajamas.
Sale pr.ce
trimmed Spl. ndid garments. Regular $2.98.
them for next
will
buy
than
less
you
much
11
These are

season.

*

!

$6.98

*J.

QQ
I/O

Knit Goods
1 Lot Children’s Sweater Coats with sailor collars, all
Forest Green, Navy and Cardinal. Size, 26-28-30-32.
Our price for this sale
Well worth $5.00.

colors white,
Sale priec

slipon Sweaters, all wool,
pink, black, orchid. Regular $2 98

Lot Ladies’

wool, colors
C*0 A

Q

1

£“Q

Ol/C

Lot Children’s Heavy Fabric Fleece lined Gloves.
Regular
price, 59c Sale price, per pair.

nn

^*7C

Lot Children’s Gloves, Fleece-lined Gauntlet Wrist. Regular
87c value.

For this

an

sale,.T'tlC

Lot Children's Double Mittens.
this

Worth

35c

per

pair.

Kor

i

sale,.J JjQ

1 Lot Ladies’ Gloves, 2 clasp, imported fabric. Colors gray,
bcver and castor
Regulir price, $1.75. Sale

.J7O

price',

| QQ

1

Lot Ladies’ Tuxedo shell stitch all worsted sweaters, Brushed
A Q
Regular price $9 98. tor
wool collar, black, size 42.

1

1

I

1.98

1

I 1 Lot Children’s Kid Gloves, lleece-lined. Regular price, < 1 55
For this sale, per pair.

Seal Brown

V.T*/

this sale

C

QQ
I/O

30I Lot youth’s Sweater Coats, Worsted I’laits, Heather Mixture, sizes
Sale price
32 and 36.
Regular price $3 50

ma-

The best weather garment we have
Regular price. $1.25. Our
'.*

sjz

....

QQ

only.±

11 Lot Ladies’ Vests,

Gloves and Mittens

CJO OQ

Band top, no sleeves, kneeSuits.
1 Lot aame Quality Ladies’ Union
tor
1
value,
lengtb. Sizes 42 and 44. Regular *2—5
*
this

a_sweL-

or but1 Lot youths ami misses very heavy all wool Sweaters. Slipon
Size, 26Navy, Maroon, Heather
ton, roll collar.
Sale price
28 30 32 34.
Regular price $3 98

1 Ladies’ heavy straight wool scarf with belt and pockSale price
Reg $4 93
ets, color henna and black.

O

I Ladies’heavy straight scarf with belt and pockets, colors
For this sale
Regular $6.98
navy and red.

O

QQ

1 Lot Ladies’ Fabric Gloves, strap wrist
In gray, beaver
and castor. Splendid quality. Reg $2.2). For this sale

1

A e\

1 Lot Ladies Heavy Wash Kid Gloves, one clasp, out seams
Regular $2.50 and $2 75. Sale price.

1

r.«

-t

no

1 Lot Ladies Heavy Cape Gloves, one clasp or strap wrist,
For this sale.'
out seams Regular $2 75.

QQ

1.49

1«09

Ladies Russian Gauntlet Gloves, all sizes, the best
quality and
store has ever sold. Regularly sold for $10 00.
q nn
This sale price

i Lot

style this

1 Ladies’ very fine camel’s l air scarf, heather with jide stripe, size 26
C
by 80 inches. Very handsome. Regular $10 value.
......
sale price

.O.l/O

QO

Don’t pass these by

o-oing to place all remnants from the yard goods section on our Dress Goods counter at the front of the store, and call your special attention to this lot of
believe in this policy. All other items
merchandise
They are marked in plain figures to close out at prices that mean a sacrifice to us. But this is your gain. We
Lockwood Remnants and special Bed Spreads, which have been sold out
advertised last week we shall continue to sell at marked prices until Saturday night, except
We

and

are

no more

to be obtained.

Phone*

“

THE STORE OF TRUE VALUES.

359

! est and

i left forward and is the smallest and lightest fellow on the B. H. S. team, scored

BROOKS BRANCH

Dr. T. H. McDouough

was

recently call-

Brownville, professionally.
was in Belfast
Judge Ellery Bowden
at probate court last week.

ed

a

foul

Mr. Lord is 15 years of age and
sophomoie in the Winterport high

school,

and all feel that

reflected

on

him find

Christine A. Jones,
1

The

Pays

the prize committee will
come on from Portland this week to j
make the presentation of the prize, a |

chairman of

to

to

on

silver watch, at the high school building
entertained the C. His was the shortest essay to win a prizeMrs. F. C. Knowles
the < ward being made on excellent Eng- j
H M. Club Friday p. m.
the
lish, good logic, knowledge of subject and
Clara A. Knowles entertained
Sept Amies Club Friday evening.
S.
he food sale held by the Delta Alpha
seven .een
class Saturday p. m. netted

the older son of
strong appeal.
Wilfred H. and Nicia Ringsbury Lord of

night.
WatMrs. E. B. Nealley returned from
the
been
has
she
where
Wednesday

erville
guest of her daughter.
the sew"Mrs. C. C. Moody entertained
Friday
Chapter,
Cushing
of
members
ing
work was comm. A goodly amount of
p.

pleted

for the Easter sale.

of
The high wind following the snow
automohas
prevented
Wednesday night
bile traffic the past few days.
The complimentary dance given bv the
the S. S.
ladies to the officers and crew of

daughter,

j

the sick list, and
is confined to his bed much of the time.

a

on

the

ten pound boy born Saturday,
Feb. 11th.
Mrs. Horace Webber of Belbirth of

;

D. R. Forbes has taken the agency for
first class studio and will keep a supply

EASI

j

a

on

Wednesday night

was

open

C.

Miss Ethel Clark and Miss

Maggie

Mr.

and Mrs.
were

Benjamin N. Fish, a much respected
Civil War veteran, passed away at his
hose at Ellingwood’s Corner Friday
norning after a long period of ill health.

Mr. Abner Ells has been visiting relitives in this section.

is took much pleasure in the meetings
the Waldo County Veterans’ Association as long as his health permitted him
to attend. He is survived by a wife, who
fcaa been devoted and untiring in her care
of him, one sister, Mrs. Sarah A. Daniels
of Union, his native town; also aeveral
rnii>«M» and nephews. The funeral services
onr held at the residence Sunday aftermoon, Rev. C. A. Purdy of this village
feeing the officiating clergyman. The
hearers were four nephews, F. E. Duo ton
nod Charles Curtis of this town, William
Staples of Belfast and William Mason of
Beaton. There were many beautiful flowora from relatives, friends and neighbors,
mho bald him in high esteem.

Miss Hazel Penney has been visiting
friends in Freedom village the past week.

I
i

Miss Roberta Wiggin visited her auut,
Freedom, a few days

last week.

a

AT the snap of

switch or the
of
a
button, Central
pressure
Maine Power Company service is

general good

yours to

SWANV1LLE CENTfcR
Fred Barden is gaining

very

air school in

teacher in th

energize the machinery of your
factories, and to bring into your
homes light and emancipation from
the drudgery of sweeping, washing, ironing, cooking.

to

to Belfast.

to settle up

Portland,

is spending a
her mother, Mrs. P. L.

town

affairs.

Victor Neal of Boston is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray.

!

James Brown has had

telephone

a

New England

installed in his house.

Miss Marion

Our .company is, in very truth,
“A PUBLIC SERVANT, ALWAYS
AT YOUR SERVICE.

Hutchins has been with

Mrs. Divoll for the past week.

George Divoll has been confined to the
a week with a grip cold.

house for
Miss

Bessie

Doliber,

who

has

been

If this servant is to do the work
of^your community it must grow
fast enough to meet the needs of

with her grandfather, Charles Curtis, for
several weeks, has been ill the past week
with a heavy cold.
Miss Ruby

Gray,

who is teaching

1

command.

Electric energy stands ready every
minute of every twenty-four hours;

satisfac-

torily.

e

a

**

Charles Hustus has moved his family

a

at

Your Service

degree for them

rg Ogier j on by the degree team and
Ig Stevenson time.
(Sub) Yates

BtLFAST.

Strout,

Always

on

the community.
To grow power company must
finance. Help your city and yourself by investing your
money in
Central Maine Power Company
preferred stock.

The Sewing Circle of the Trinity Re- Swan’s Island, is much better of her atthe mother of four children, George W.
formed church announced to meet last tack of muscular rheumatism but has to
of Brooks, Charles R. of Oneonta, N. Y-,
! Friday afternoon with Mrs. Albion K. be conveyed to and from her school as
a
Marian L. Cunningham of Bangor, Eben
Fletcher haB been postponed to tomorrow, the doctor will not permit her to step on
W. of Brooks, also nine
grandchildren, Friday, afternoon on account of Mrs the snow.
Norman and Owen Miller, of Brooks,
Fletcher’s illness with rheumatism. They
The Farm Bureau held a very interestEarl Miller of Oneonta, N. Y., Millard,
plan to complete the quilt soon to go on ing meeting at Comet Grange Hall Feb.
and
Bernard, Marjorie
Lloyd Cunning- sale, the proceeds of which will be given
16, with a large attendance. Mr. Deering
ham of Bangor, Carroll and Elinor Miller
toward the fund for the soldiers’ monu- and Mr. Donahue of Belfast were
present
of Brcoks.
Funeral services from the
ment to be erected in Belfast.
and gave the farmers a clear understandchutch Feb. 14th were conducted by the
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Hibbard of ing of wbat the farm bureau meant to
Rev. Thomas H. Martin.
The flowers
! Bangor arrived here last Friday with the them, and great interest was manifested,
were a casket piece with the word Mothremains of their little two years old Miss Doris Eastman, Home Demonstrai
er from the children and a spray with
The fuieral tion Agent, was also present. There were
Marilyn Erma.
the word Grandmother from the grand- daughter,
services were held in Bangor and the re- 17 ladies in attendance and a home demchildren.
mains were placed in the receiving tomb onstration department
was
organized
B. H. S. boys won a game of basket in Grove cemetery.
Mrs. Hibbard was with the following officers:
Chairman,
ball from Unity H. S. boys in Union hall formerly Miss Nina R., daughter of Mr.
Mrs. R. G. Robertson; Secretary, Mrs.
Tuesday night, Feb. 14th, by a score of 29 and Mrs. T. L. Shute of Searsport ave- W. W.
Dickey; Clothing Project Leader,
to 18. The lineup and score is as follows: nue.
Mrs. Lee McReen; Household Manage;
U.
H.
S.
B. H. S.
ment Project Leader, Mrs. E. A. Robertrf Graffaur 3
Bradford rf 9
Food Project Leader, Mrs. L. B.
son;
If Jones 1
Boulter If 1
Nickerson. The first meeting will be held
c Murch 3
Littlefield c 2
Or. A. M. Small spent a few days last
rg S. Graffeur
at the home of Mrs. i^ee
Quimby rg
McKeen, March
a save
lg Waning 2 week in Belfast.
Nickerson lg 2
24.
Misa Eastman is to be present and
Sub. Mvrick
Next Saturday there will be an all day demonstrate on dress forms. Four
are to
Referee, Bradford; timer, Pattershall;
of Dirigo Grange.
made that day. Each one is to bring their
scorer, Fayson; 3 fouls counting one meeting
j
Mr. Hovey Cross of Morrill is helping lunch and coffee is to be furnished by the
point for B. H. S. There was no game
to the bad conhere
Friday
owing
night,
[
his brother Perley for a few days.
hostess. A very interesting program has
ditions of the roads the Bessey H. S.
I girls of Albion were unable to come.
Claude Clement spent the week end, been prepared for the monthly meetings
Feb. 18th, with his mother, Mrs. Ralph during the year. All the ladies are cor- i
Mahion Curtis spent Feb. 12th with
1| B. H. S. boys won the fastest and hard*
diaily invited to attend.
his friend, Master Wilfred Howie in WalClement.
of
basket ball from the
eat played game
do.
Albra E. Flye has returned to Brighton,
: Camden H. S. boys in Union hall
Monday
after
his
Mass.,
spending
vacation
!
with
Feb.
that has been
Mr.
I

{

NORTH MONTVILLE

Mrs. Joe Bartlett in

a

j

some

Mr. Harold Nutter attended the Convention in Waterville last Wednesday.

future to work

!

Linwood Stevenson of
guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Isaac Ingraham Feb. 12.

near

|

In-

emblem rings by the members of the
lo dge who appreciate their services, hers
master. A
ss pianist and his as degree
delicious banquet was served.

Who is

j

graham were guests at E. D. Vose’s Wednesday night
East Knox

A Public Servant

1

same

C. H. S.
rf Calderwood 3 ;
They enjoyed
If Dodge 7 back with a good report.
c Smith 4 | the line supper and also the line work put

Harding
to Belfast recently by the serious illness
of his little daughter Thais, who was ill
with pneumonia in the Waldo County
hospital. She, with her young brother,
had been boarding with Mrs. Ida M.
Clark on Swan Lake avenue.

well at-

Roll call and charter member nignt was
observed at Mizpah Rebekah Lodge last
Wednesday evening. A brief but excellent program was enjoyed. Mr. and Mrs.
C Moody were presented with hand-

the

A large delegation from Dirigo Grange
visited Albion Grange, Feb. 10, and came

vacation with
1
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Ellis, formerly
fast is caring for the mother and child,
Strout on Searsport avenue.
of South Brooks, now of Seeboomook, j
and Mrs. Edith Bartlett of Appleton is !
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mayes, who have
Me., are receiving congratulations on the
assisting with the housework.
been conducting very profitable and well
birth of a ten pound boy Feb 16th. Mrs.
attended meetings at the Mason Mills
A social was held at the home of Mr.
Ellis is at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Kelley on Friday evenchapel, have been assisted by Mr. and
and Mrs. F. B. Edwards in Jackson.
Mrs. J. H. Lord of West Belfast.
ing, Feb. 17th. About twenty people were
Martha Page Miller.
Mrs. Marpresent an 1 all enjoyed a pleasant evening.
Harvard
of Boston was called

Saturdry morning the mercury registerMiss Ethel Clark of Freedom closed her
ad anywhere from eight to twenty-eight school at the
corner, Friday.
dependreadings
the
below
zero,
degrees
Mr. Guy Jackson was taking orders for
the
on
eyesnd
ing somewhat on locality
aluminum ware on the ridge recently.
sight of the readers.
Mr. Mortimer Clark of Waterville is
The pupils of the intermediate school,
visiting his mother. Mrs. Susie Ingraham.
a
Mrs. Nicia K. Lord teacher, presented
Mrs. Sarah Vose and Mrs. Susie Ingrapleasing historical and patriotic program,
ham were in Freedom Tuesday afternoon
Monday, p. m., Feb. 13. There were eigh
calling.
teen visitors present.

on

come

The selectmen were in session Monday
Miss Edith L.

be developed and printed.
Work may be
left for him at the telephone office.

Refreshments of ice cream, cake and cof- tha E., widow of the late George H. Milfee were served. A collection of one dol- i ler, died at her home Feb. 12tn, aged 80
lar and eighty cents was taken which will years, 7 months, 16 days.
Practically all 1
Center School of her married life she was a resid. nl of ;
"Mrs. C. A. McKenney entertained the be given to the Monroe
this town where she had a factory and
came in colonial League.
|
■Ji.. T. F. S. S. class. All
engaged in the manufacturing of dottiand spent an enjoynr antiaue costumes
She was
ng for A. Shuman of Boston.
were served.
KNOX
Refreshments
HI
DUE.
evening.
able
Belfast
tended.

day,
invited in a few of their friends, Feb. 21,
to spend the evening with them.

The fol- I the

fast game is expected.

of photo albums, picture mounts, cameras, etc., on hand and also send films to

being extended to

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Webber

birthdays

Miss Elizabeth

on

are

whose

The H P. lodge is still flourishing, taking

score:

Bowen If 5
Boulter rf 3
Littlefield c 7
Quimby Ig 1
Bradford rg 6 2 fouls
Nickerson (Sub)

Feb. 15th.

Thomas Wil-

in members nearly every meeting.
They
are talking of inviting Brooks Lod-ie in

Referee, Bradford; scorer, Legrow;
Cilley, who has been timer, Payson; time, four ten minute peMrs.
riods.
the
home
of
her
at
employed
sister,
I
B. H. S. boys will play Oakland H. S.
Leroy Roberts in Jackson, is at her home
now.
j team here this, Thursday, evening and a

:

MONROE CENTRE

Congratulations

j

C. H. S. team is the champion bas-

lowing is the lineup and

accounts.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Roberts are receiving congratulations on the birth of a

this village.

John Nado is still

checking

BROOKS

He is

daxs.
will
King Vidal in The Jackknife Man,
fee shown at Crocketts theatre Saturday

same

ket ball team of Knox county.
B. H. S.

preside

Miss

2 Per Cent Interest

brother,

Mrs. Mae Knowlton and daughter Edna
:

kets.
attendance and all pronounced it the best
It is said that this
game of the season.

Manager

much honor is

the school.

on

his credit and Boulter two basThere were about two hundred in

to

Phillips Williams and mother have gone
Elizabeth, N. J and while there will

be the guests of his
liams and family.

; four baskets in the last half, while Liti tlefield tallied four more closely followed
by Bradford with three baskets and a

BELFAST, MAINE

honors.

at U. of M.
Miss Helen Downes, senior
end.
week
the
for
home
her
was at

to

!

Mr.

to their farm.

home, Feb 13.

a faster game has never been witnessed in this hall.
Bowen, who played

Congratulations are being showered on
Lemuel K. Lord, who won second prize in
the prize essay contest conducted by the
for F. W. HaEverett Arey is clerking
Maine Life Underwriters’ Association.
ley.
He not only won second place in the
from U. of M. class of schools of 125 pupils, but no one
Koy Fernald was home
in larger high schools held higher rank !
for the week end.
and Mrs. G. Goodnow have moved than he except the one who had first i

WINIBKPUftT

SSTMSw*fKSX1

Price $107.50
Yield 6'% net.

Central Maine Power

FREEDOM

We recommend it

TWO REGISTERED

BOLSTER COWS

|

|
|

sister, Eflie M. Flye.
Mrs. Cora Woodbury has

his

the guest of
Mrs Emma Busher the past week and
I called on her old friends in the village.

!

Eflie M. Flye and brother, Albra E.
Flye spent a few days with their sister,
Mrs. Jennie Webb in Swanville
returning

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

hospital,

of

is

gaining

and will soon be able

FOR SALE

|
j

to come home.
Mrs
ence

Signature

Benjamin West, who has been ill
pneumonia in the Waldo County

with

John Adams and daughter Flor- I
Mrs. Carl Adams of South

and

Montville spent Friday ai d Saturday of
I last weeK as guests of Mrs. George Curtis?
i

as

investment.

SOUTH BELFAST

Mias Edith Lawrence, who has been in
the hospital in Maas., returned to Mrs.
W. M. Voae’s home last Monday.
Mr. Barton and wife, who have been night,
20th,
played
living in one of the eampa on the Curtis I here this season. The score was 46 to 28
place, have moved back to their old home in favor of B. H. S. At the end of the
! first ten minutes period the score was 14
in Minn.
Mr. Manley and family from Freedom to 3 in Camden’s favor, but the next pehave moved into Fred Thompson’s house riod our boys brought the score up to 20
on G. P. Ridge for the winter, where he : to 19 still in Camden’s favor.
After^a
ten minute rest the game began in earnis working for Leon Wiggin.

Company

Sboats for Sale
Live

Poultry Wanted
R. J. MAYO

]

The Sons of Veterans’ dance will be I
he d in

Hall this,

Memorial

If Your Trouble

Thursday, !

Is Scrofula

evening.
The first of

of

A WAVE IT
V MADE TO
MEAJTWE

direction

of

series

committee of

a

pleasant times

are

men

Howard Edmund Wilson, son
Mrs. Leste r A Wilson of

ol

H. S. graduate, now
ior at the University of Maine, is a
her of the debating team. While
here he won a championship in

a

a

Mr. i

jun-

;

J

student

I

inter-

j

an

High school debate.
ladies of the Methodist church
postponed their public supper in
their vestry advertised for Wednesday,
Feb. 22nd, to Friday, Feb. 24th.
Tickets
The

have

will be 50 cents and the

cake,

LOOK AT THIS!
WHEN

it

values, there

to

comes
are

prices

who

none

OF

THINK

IT I

all

Made

to

fabrics

wooi

low

lowing of interest to
Mrs

and

15th.

these

has

Hrann of

11 Benton

miss has

The little

1

THE STORE YOU WILL ALWAYS REMEMBEk

The News ot Belfast

never

March 1st, at 6 p.

j

]

one

own

of the thrills

Colonial Theatre

on

Wednesday, March 1.

All the glamour and picturesque atmosphere of the gold rush of the ’49ers
furnish colorful background for the lirst
installment of “Winners of the West,
Art Acord’s continued feature, which

Heating pads and offers Preferred Stock.
Lee Howard advertises to do paper
hanging.

will be

H. Stevens wants woman for

at

seen

the Colonial Theatre

on

general housework.

W’ednesdav, March 1.

Waldo Trust Co. advertises service offered by their bank.
Mrs Fred Philbrick advertises muff

Kit Carson and Captain John C. Fremont, pioneers of ’49, are two of the important characters in Art Acord’s continued feature, "Winners of the West,”

found.
See adv. of keys found.
See adv. of place for sale.
The Davis Sample Shop advertises
clean-up sale of suits, coats, dresses, etc.
The City

National

Bank

publishes

the first

installment of

which

will
on

be

Wed-

nesday, March I.
The

bank adv.
The Kandell Store advertises special
bargains for I st three days of sale.

j

start

of

“prairie
schooners” for the California gold fields
in '49 with an attack by Sioux Indians, is
one of the picturesque incidents in the
a

first installment of

caravan

of

“V\ inner*

of

the

Acord’s continued feature,
Bert L. Davis has something of interest ! West,”
will be seen at the Colonial Theawhich
clothes
to
buyers.
March 1.
The Dinsmore Store offer special values tre on Wednesday,
for the last thiee days of their reorgani-j
The children of the Peirce school, under
Art

ration sale.

Fred D. Jones advertises

new

the direction of their teachers, will give
one
of their fine patriotic programs in

wall paper.

the Armory
The North church Guild will meet in
at

this, Thursday, evening.

All

of the grades in the building will be represented including the smallest children.

the church parlor next Monday evening
7.30.

The proceeds, as announced last week,
At the close of the next regular meet- | will be used to buy single seats for one of
ing of Aurora Kebekah Lodge, I. O. O. j the class rooms to replace the double
F., there will be a family sing with sev- seats taken from the old academy. They

|

eral solos.

are

in good

condition but inconvenient.

The tickets

are 35 cents and are being
sold by the children of the school.
reported at
Wednesday morning. He seemed happy ] The members of the Li-tah-ni Camp
even in the snow storm.
hire Girls held their first social in the
Miss Minnie I. Keed, who was a recent North church Thursday evening with a
grip patient at the Waldo County hospi- good number present. Games were playtal, spent several days with Mrs. S. V. ed from 7 until 9 o’clock, under the diJones, Miller street, aud is now at home, rection of Miss Ava M. Burgess, guar
dian, and Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, who
No. 5, Waldo avenue.
Ice cream, candy and
the piano.
Wescott
is
W.
the
I played
urging
Mayor C.
salted peanuts were on sale during the
Slate Department to take action to couevening, and the girls made a small sum
tinue several of our State roads in Bel* i
of money which is to be applied towards
a
letter from
fast and recently received
their ceremonial dresses, etc.
Slate Engineer Paul D. Sargent saying

The first robin

was

song of this season
the Taliaferro garden

tn.

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

a

fine

|

the start of the

is

invited,

to

witness

Skirts Reduced from $5.95 to $3.29

A cordial invita-

tion is extended to all who care for
The tickets are 50 cents.
supper.

to be sold REGARDLESS OF COST at

V.,

|

All Wool PRUNELLA SKIRTS in the Latest

Plaids $5.95

Korty-niners for Gold, in the historical
serial “Winners of tile West.”

been named

bird: ‘T have

prize

a

Dr. Sumner C. Puttee

hen which

hen

is

a

Barred

Plymouth Rock,

postponed
Ideally

Rev. George S. Mills of Bennington,
a former pastor of 'he North Con-

or

Prices

i

there that p a
the island had m

everyone

on

Crepe and Tricolettes

From $10.98 up
j

e

COATS

e

MORE COATS
STILL MORE COATS
From $7.98 up

less colds and grip

the marriage, Feb. 14,
daughter, Irene Dorothy, to
Vaughn Elmont Hayes, a former Belfast j
boy and the son of the late Augustus D.
and Mrs. Hayes.
They will be at home
after March 1st, at 150 North Magnolia

Calif., announcing

of

this issue: “You may have
other page
received other notices of Miss Townin

send’s death, but I am sure her many
former friends in Belfast will wish to
which

their

Avenue.

held in other places.”

A cold

The Journal is indebted to Charles H.

wave

reached

here

I

Don’t miss this sale. Chance of a lifetime to buy good
sonable merchandise at LESS TH AN HALF PRICE.

j

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

j

High Street,
Miss E. Frances Chase of this city was
bequeathed $500 in the will of her cousin
Mrs. Mary F. Butler, who died recently

1

at Pompey Hill, N. Y., leaving an estate
of $7,000. Miss Chase was the only one
of five cousins to be remembered.

Joseph Gorey, one of the four Boston
boys who escaped from the Belfast jail
on October 12th, .while serving sentence
for the larceny of a Ford car in this city
in June, returned to the ail Friday noon
Arthur Digan,
and gave himself up.
another of the boys, returned a short

Wall Papers
IN STOCK

condition she wrote a note which contained the deepest love and concern lor
those nearest aud dearest to her, and left
She went over High street,
the home.
where she was met by f rank R. Keene

walks back home.

They are enjoying
the beautiful sunshiue, but have some
cool days, when a fire feels real good, but
Among
they are few and far between.
the Maine people she speaks of Loula

not far

Blaisdell,

Mr.

and Mrs.

Banton,

10c. to 50c.

sum-

residents of Northport, Mr. and Mrs.
Morrill of Portland. They are enjoying
autoing and recently called on Miss Millie Mitchell and Mrs. Annie B. Pitcher at
Bradentown.
They also met Frederick
W. Brown of Belfast, who happened to
He is
be in Brajlentown for the day.
making his headquarters in St. PetersAt St. Cloud they have called on
burg.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ, Mr. and
Mrs. James F. Wentworth, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
L. C. Putnam,

FRED D. JONES

has also sent

Mrs. Cross
McIntosh.
beautifully illustrated booklet of Orlando,
To read it is to
the city beautiful.
really long to visit it.

street as

he

Mayor C. W. Wescott and Morris L.
Fidelity and Deposit Company
Slugg returned Thursday from Portland,
OF MARYLAND.
where they had a business conference
Assets
December 31, 1021.
with Maurice McDonald, president ard
Real estate.$ 2,386,707 42
George S. Hobbs vice president of the
13.169 82
Mortgage loans.
Their special Collateral loaas.
Maine Central R. R. Co.
92,0 0 00
Stocks
and
bonds. 7,647,446 86
purpose was in regard to freight rates afCash in office and bank...
1.163,620 31
fecting the Mathews Mill and other of our Agents’balances. 2,190,704 01
ized the situation and seemed disposed to
do what they could in the matter.
The funeral of Cora

!

the search.

wife of James

B.,

A. Hall, took place at her home on High
last Wednesday afternoon with

street

William Vaughan,

Rev.

Universalist

church,

pastor

officiating.

of the
The

bearers were Messrs. Fred Waldo Brown,
Waning, George B. Salter and

Simon

W.

Fred

Curtis.

several

and

Besides

her husband

young children she is surson
by a former marriage,

by a
Frank McAvery,

vived

a

The Woman’s Alliance of the Unitarpostponed their annual

musicale announced for this, Thursday,
afternoon at the home of Mrs. C. W. Wescott, chairman of the music committee,

the

place.
Members of the Alliance met Thursday
to

March

at

9th

same

afternoon at the home of Mrs. James C.
Durham, president, and sewed upon artiA few of the
cles for the Girls’ Home.
members from the North Church Guild
were

also present.

Mrs. I.illias Ford Buck of Park street
has been engaged by Supt. E E. Roderick
as a regular substitute in the Grade schools
of Belfast. She began Monday at the
McLellan school in Grade I and will continue in that school and others while the
regular teachers are visiting schools of
their own grades for comparisons, etc. I
Mrs. Buck graduated from the Castine
Normal school in 1913 and has had 13
in her home town of
Searsport, ten of which were in the Park
school and the rest in the Nichols school.
She taught under superintendents A. J.

years

Bills receivable..
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

none

7,880 26
169,171 06

Gross assets.$13,670.699 74
Deduct items not admitted......
478.692 15
Admitted assets
$13,192,007 59"
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 2,197,564 44
Unearned p'emium.s. 4.181,255 31
All other liabilities.
1,397.360 64
Cash capital. 3 000,000 00
over
all
liabilities..
Surplus
2,415,827 20
Total liabilities and surplus. $13,192,007 59
William L. Luce, Agent, Belfast, Maine
3w8

World War veteran.

ian church have

experience

The

Drug Co. of Boston, was notified and arrived home Tuesday morning to assist in

The officers of the road real-

industries.

Save Your

everything possible to locate her.
Dr.
description of the glasses was sent to
W. S. Hill of Waterville, who said without doubt they were some he had made
This was the only
for Mrs. Fergusou.
clue obtained to the present date, but no
Her
trace of her has yet teen foundi
husband, who is employed by the United

a

Phone 249-3

Queen Insurance Company of America
84 William

Street, New >ork City.

December 81, 1921,
Real estate.$
Nil
Mortgage loane.
60,000
Collateral loans*.
Nil
Stocks and bonds. 15,773,622
Cash in office and bsnk.—
698,876
Agents’ balances. 1,680,962
Bills receivable.
Nil
Interest and renta.
148,804
All other assets.
107.098
Assets

00
98
51
67
70
90

Gross assets..*.$18,363,866 70
Deduct items not admitted. 1,238.266 06
Admitted assets. 117,125,599 64
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,2^9,836 94
Unearned premiums. 8,062.82972
All other liabilities.
484 761 69
Cash capital. 2,000 000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 5.298.172 20
Total liabilities and surplus... $17,125,599 64
William L. Luce, Agent, Belfast, Maine
3ar8

Berkshire Mutual fire insurance Go.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Assets December 31,1921,
Mortgage loans.$ 11,000UQ
Collateral loans..
6,600 00
Stocks and bonds. 493,896 88
Cash in office and bank. 40.194 16
Agents’ balances. 47,149 96
Interest and rent*...
6,007 01
Gross assets.6604.86066
Deduct items not admitted.
2,918 86

the wharf
ed tracks leading to the end of
He investigated and
and not returning.
found some glssscs on tue cdpsiil. tie
to the relatives, who were doing

reported

Belfast.

Knowlton, Wm. B. Woodbury and Mr.
Roderick. Mrs. Buck also gives private
and
I
is
the
T.
treasurer,
president, Irving
> lessons at her home on
Park street
Mr. Bramhall the clerk.

going home. He was probably the
last to see her, but did not notice anything wrong with her. Monday mornwent to
ing early John Casey, when he
notichis duties at the steamboat wharf,

mer

PRICES:

Commercial

property of whatever nature or description, inclu ling farm products. The capital stock is $100,000; capital stock paid in
fifty thousand dollars; par value of $100.
Thomas B. Dinsmore has one share, Irving
T. Dinsmore 249, Frank E. Bramhall 250.
They are the directors. Thomas B, is the

was

Mason, Louise Ferguson, Mr and Mrs. F.
C.

from

sea-

Sale starts Saturday morning, February 25th, at 8.30.
Truly yours,

1

that she wishes more of their
Belfast friends could be with them when
they hear of the cold days and icy side-

$8.98 up

FURS FROM $4.98 UP

j

writes

from

CHILDREN’S COATS $4.98 UP.

Thursday

a high wind sent the merKieming of Bridgeport, Conn for a clip- evening when
down
rapidly.
Friday was one of
cury
of
that
dailies
from
one
city’s
giving
ping
the coldest days of the winter, while Sata finely illustrated story on the once faurday morning the thermometer registermous Locomobile Company, now practiMr. Kieming ed 20 or more below in the city and 30 at
cally a thing of the past,
Poor’s Mills. Saturday the weather modhas been a
former Belfast boy,
was a
erated
very rapidly and by night was
business
man
in
Bridgeport
prominent
A flulTy snow storm armany years and was one of the first to fairly pleasant.
famous and then entirely new rived with Sunday morning, but cleared
use the
This company has to its off about 4 p. m. Monday the air was
cars in 1900.
credit many of the devices used in auto balmy and; the bright sunshine seemed
The slio'es are lined with
spring like
construction of the present day.
ice and the river near the bridge has a
A special from Portland, under date of
The S. S. Belfast of the
Feb. 15th, has a news item of interest to wintry aspect.
Boston Bangor line had difficulty in makmany ot our readers as James H. Howes i
her way to the wharf Saturday on
was chosen a
member of the committee ing
account of floating ice and a dense vapor
“Stockholders of the Maine j
mentioned.
summer fog.
Tuesday con
Central railroad at a special meeting to- resembling
tinued the delightful sunshine and clear
day voted that a committee of 15 be ap- j
air. There was a light snow fall Wednespointed to cooperate with the managebut the temperature was mild.
day,
ment in considering the relations between
The
Dorcas Guild of the Methodist
and
River
Lakes
Rangeley
the Sandy
railroad and the Maine Central. It will church had a very pleasant meeting
at the parsonage with
report at the annual meeting in April. Tuesday evening
A nominating
Martin.
The directors recently voted to pay the Mrs. Charles W.
of Misses Alice
interest due the first of this month on the committee, consisting

SUITS

and Mrs. Martin
bonds of that road. Tne committee also Whitten, Lena Sanborn
to report at the next
was authorized to consider, in coopera- j was appointed
Interesting retion with the management, the general j meeting of the Guild.
railroad situation due to the crisis | ports were made of a lively contest that
has been going on for the past four
brought about by the war and the re
Mrs. William A. Luce and Miss
turn of the railroads by the federal gov- weeks.
Gorey said he had been in
time ago.
Leverne Whitten were leaders of the diernment to private management.”
some of the time and had
Massachusetts
visions, which included nine on one side
He said
in dodging the police.
Victims of Francis B. Dudley, who was
difficulty
Each
other.
member
on
the
and eight
because his mother urged
located in this city for some time several
returned
he
was given 50 cents from the Guild treasHe claimed not to know whrre
him to.
years ago, will be interested to learn that
ury to be invested as seemed advisable.
other
the
he has been sentence 1 to serve a year in
two, George Howe and William
was
in
the
work
The greater amount of
conSheriff Littlefield has
While
here
Dudley
jail.
Scanned, were.
Bangor
cooking, sewing, candy making, printing
Miss Lucile Peck, a director for the
that the matter will have careful atteusay
no faith in what either of the boys
ducted quite a business in the surroundMrs.
whose
etc.
Lrnce,
visiting cards,
arrived
Rogers Producing Company,
tion.
the other two; but has reason to
ing towns by taking oiders for enlarging
the small margin of $1.84, about
won
by
side
and at once began the reThe next regular meeting ufAurora Ke- Tuesday night
pictures. Reports of his dishonesty were earned $10 principally by sewing. The think they will also return later.
bekah Lodge will be held Tuesday even- hearsals of Miss Bob White, the bright current then, but no action was taker
They are anxious to
total was $78.84.
CERTIFICATE OF CORPORATIONS The
ing, Feb. 28. A picnic supper will be litt'e play to be given by the B. H. S. against him. He was a constant church make the total $100 as they wish to renoof corporation of the Dreamcertification
March
in
Cothe
senioru
Thursday,
9th,
served at 6.30.
goer and in two of the Belfast churches vate their vestry and would be pleased to
During the supper l our
land Tneatre was recorded in the Waldo
He also
there will be a guessing contest on a lonial Theatre with the cast as previously sang in their chorus choirs.
continue on any of the above methods County Registry of Deeds, Feb. 10th The
Cupie Doll, and an entertainment after announced. As usual with the Rogers made friends readily. Last week he was mentioned if called upon.
purposes are to buy, deal in, sell, etc.,
productions Miss Bob W'nite is replete before Judge John A. Peters of the U. S.
lodge.
Never in recent years have we heard buildings and appliances to conduct movwith surprising situations, artistic scenic District Court, charged with defrauding
William M. Estes of Auburn, formerly !
expressions of genuine sympa- ing pictures, theatricals, etc. The capieffects including the dances of the Co- relatives of Grand Army veterans on the so many
of Belfast, is in the Cobb
by friends of the Fer- tal stock is $10,000. all common, nothing
hospital, where lonial
particularly
thy,
Miss Bob White, the milk
with
them
accudames,
pretence of furnishing
he recently underwent an
and Stoddard families, as were paid. The par value of shares is $100.00.
operation by
guson
rose.
the
of
the
fox huuters,
spirit
rate war records. Judge PHers sentencDr. A. A. Cobb, specialist. The opera- maids,
the disappearance of Mrs. Al- j Harry E. and Agnes M. Walker and HomOne of the most catchy songs will be “I ed him on an old indictment to serve one caused by
tion on his head and nose was very sucRelatives, intimate er B. Carter have one share each in comfred M. Ferguson.
one
Over
Girls
rvlone!”
a
Lease
the
later
Can’t
year in the Bangor jail and on
cessful and he expects to leave the liosand neighbors were shocked and [ mon stock. The above are the directors.
the
iu
friends
be
will
children
hundred
small
j
case he was
given a like sentence, the !
Pital some time this week.
chorus.
stunned as nothing had indicated that her Harry E. Walker is president; Agnes M.
Dudley now
terms to run concurrently.
mind was in the least affected until it j Walker, treasurer; L. E Thornton, clerk.
Roscoe S.
claims Newport as his home.
found that she had left her home ....The certificate of B C. Dinsmore &
was
Littlefield of Belfast was on the second
Sunday evening. She had put her Son was recorded Feb. 14th. The purearly
jury of the Court at its Bangor session.
two little sons, Alfred and Prescott, to poses are to conduct their present busiMrs. Loren Cross, who with Mr. Cross bed and had made preparations for the ness and also deal in all kinds of meris spending the winter in Orlando, Fla., night, when in an apparently confused chandise, domestic and foreign, personal

NEW

up

Taffeta, Crepe de Chene, Canton Crepe. Georgette

taken ill last

account of his illness.

$6.98

SILK DRESSES

Cards have been received here from Mrand Mrs Edward E. Pollard of Monrovia,

gregational church, said in a personal
note which he sent with an obituary of
Miss Lllen L). Townsend, printed on an-

was

on

up

Tricotine, Poiree Twill, Serge, Jersey and Tweed,

also received word from

Vt.,

she

was

Stripes and

WOOL DRESSES

Thursday with pneumonia, bur Monday
his temperature was normal and he was
Mrs. P treported as decidedly better.
tee’s dancing' classes in Islesboro w .re

the University of Maine strain, and during the past year has laid fourteen of
these extra size eggs.”

know about tbe great esteem in

shown at the Colonial Theatre

a

James H. Howes advertises for bids for
Patrick Troy house.

The

the West,” which will be shown at the

and
A. S. Heal advertises red granite
describes the different kinds.
Direct Importing Co. advertises Benefit
coffee, chocolates, etc.
Central Maine Power Co. advertises

of

A special matinee will be given at the
Colonial Wednesday afternoon, March 1,
at 4 o’clock, to which every boy and girl

has just produced an egg weighing live
and measuring ft by 6 1-2 inches.

wild broncho which has

ridden is

Every garment

Patricia Isabelle. Mother and daughter
Mr and Mrs. George A. Gilclirest, who
Mrs. Braun was
doing splendidly.”
i
have
been living several years in Thomformerly Miss Hattie, daughter of Mr. !
to their residence in
and Mrs Frank A. Luce of Liberty, and astoi., wiil return
the corner of Church and Park
at
Belfast,
well known in Belfast.
street
Dr. and Mrs Harry L. Kilgore,
Judge John II. Sullivan of Searsport,
who have been living there, have leased
after reading The Journal’s report of Mrs.
the Unitarian parsonage on Church street
G. W. Lancaster’s prize Plymouth Rock
and will move next month.
hen producing a four-ounce egg, says of
his

provided in the first installment of Art
I
Acord’s continued feature,
Winners of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Mrs. C.

been

White Barker Tent. D.

Emma

ounces

a

Waists and Furs

are

BERT L. DAVIS
“Breaking”

Suits, Coats, Dresses, Skirts,

will give their first public supper in their
history in Memorial hall, Wednesday,

readers: "Mr.

Avenue are the proud parents of a baby
girl, ftorn Wednesday morning, February

prices.
nothing on
Q4
** * ^
Call
are
fair
and
just.
They
the
International
family
today and join
in
will
be
good
company.
you
C

Mahlon

our

-OF-

Secured
merchant and candy maker.
claims, $600; unsecured, $2,668 34.”

was

correspondent of last
Kennebec Journal has the fol

Friday’s

as

$25 and up to $50
4
*

He

The# Waterville

measure
as

crutches.

Lifetime

-CLEAN UP SALE*

trict court for the northern division in
Bangor: “Read W. l.owell of Searsport,

pitching hay from his barn scaffold and
on what he thought was a pile of
hay, but found himself landed six feet
He escaped
below on the barn floor.
with a slight sprain of his righ' ankle.

U6.

clothes from

t%vo

a

and

The following petition in bankruptcy
has been filed in the United States dis-

jumped

approach

can

with

Monday

real

and

cream

sores,

enlarged glands of the

needed._take

will in-

Eugene L. Spear, manager of the local
telephone office, appeared down town

Buyers!

Clothes

You

menu

meats, baked beans, salads,
pie and coffee.

clude cold

Inherited,

neck.
This blood disease affects
I he internal organs, especially the
lungs, and if neglected may dev lop
into consumption.
1; causes many troubles, and is
aggravated by impure air, had
water, too much heat or cold, and
». at of
proper exercise.
Hood's Sar-aparilla, the blooderifying medicine that has been
r- d with so much satisfaction by
i m i- generations, is wonderfully
ncressful in the treatment of
s
ofula. Give it a trial.
If a cathartic or laxative is
Hood’s Pills.

and

mem-

as

Von have eruptions and

perhaps

Poor’s

B

a

As Often Acquired

the result.

and

Mills and

The Chance of

live

dancing
parties held in Odd Fellows’ hall, with
music by McKeen’s orrhestra, came oil
last Thursday night. They are under the
a

Eyes

FRED T. CHASE

Admitted assets.6601,421 IT
Liabilities December 81,1921.
Net unpaid losses.t 64,637 16
Unearned premiums. 386,99630
All other liabilities..
11,106 6k
Surplus over all liabilities. 146,186 6k
Total liabilities and surplus.1601,421 77
Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, Wiutcrpoft, Mt.
Sw8

Graduate
;
;

25 Main Street,

Optometrist
(Tel. 34-11)

Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE
Small house with garage
Inquire at 29 Charles St.

MEC

and

Mr

vm

E.

C.

Mr*.

MONKOE CEM'kE

iNOk l UPON I

SEaKSMONT
have

Richard*

Merle

Mr.

HufT

did

not

expected
and is said to be getting along well.

expected,

but

week

Sunday, Feb 12, Rev. E. E Harrison
gave a grand sermon appropriate to 1-in
co'n’s birthday. The church was decorated tastefully.

Charles Herrick of Saturday Cove cut
hia leg terribly recently while chopping

Several people in this vicinity are suffering with bad colds anti grip, one of
whom is Mrs. Fred Miller, who has a se-

sick list

soon

moved to Belfast.

as

Mrs. John Bailey

arrive last

is

home.
and Mrs. George Kelso have leased
the hotel, the McFarland house, of olden
fame, the interior of which is being newMr

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Mrs

Horace Webber of Belfast is visither daughter, Mrs.

ing at the home of

pital for treatment

William E

Mr. Freeman
rockett, who broke his
ansle this winter, is able to be moved
from the Waldo County hospital and is

Webber.

Mrs. Lindley Larrabee and two little
sons. Allen and Karl tre visiting relatives

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature of

Morrill and Freedom

in

Mrs

W. H. Nad

Elean

and daughter

>

and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-go >d ” are but
with
and
endanger the health of
Experiments that trifle
Infants and Children—Experience against F xperiment.

or, with Mrs. L. J. Bailey and daughter
Gwendolyn, spent Sunday, February 5th
with their parents, Mr and Mrs Fred I\

Emery.

The Ladies' Aid Society of Brown’s
Corner recently received a line boxfull of
patchw ork pieces, also equares for quilts,
all of

the

on

ra bee.

and has been in the Waido County hos-

etc.,

ho has been

Miss Daisy White is spending her vacation with her mother, Mrs Lindley Bar-

attack of grip.
Donald Haskell, infant son of Mr. and staying with friends.
Congratu ationa are due Mr. and Mrs
Helliard Linscott, died Sunday
Mrs.
morning, Feb. 5th, and Mr Linscott's George H. Jennings on the arrival of a
Mrs. Jennings is at
daughter Feb. 7th
sister, Mrs. Rose Overlock, of South Lib
erty died at noon the same day in her the W aldo County hospital.
vere

w

improving slowly.

is

The Monroe Center Church held

a

social

the home of Mr. and Mrs. George WalAbout
ker on Thursday evening, Feb 9
at

from Mrs. Henry Lord of Belfast,
hich is very useful and which is a

ly papered and painted and later the exMr. and Mrs
terior will be painted.
Kelso plan to have the hotel ready to
open to the public by March 1st.

twenty people were pres nt, and a pleas
It w\»s not
help in the work the Aid is doing ant time was enjoyed by all
towards maintaining the chapel here
decided where the next orial will be hell

Victor Grange had a social and sale of
A
home made candy Saturday evening

W

What issubstitute
CASTORIA
for Castor
1,

w

0
harmless
Paregoric,
Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic s ibstance. Its
For more than thirty years it has
age is its guarantee.
been in constant use for the relief of Constipatio-. Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feveris mess arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.

Castoria is

great

The Aid met Feb. 10th with Mrs

hiting, spending

noon

in

M. B.

WHITE’S cORMiR,

very pleasant aftermaking aprons, fancy bags, holda

Drops

Winierporl

Mr. ami Mrs. W. N. York o' M nroc
given and a pleasaut ers and patctiwork. alter which dainty
visited at C. B. Jewett’s, Feb. <)
is
refreshments
of
The
all.
grange
cake
and
sandwiches,
evening enjoyed by
of coffee were served.
The next meeting is
Mrs. R. G. Robeiison of
prospering wonderfully in the way
Swa^ville
attend- with Mrs George Jackson.
visited Mrs. F 1’ Clements sevtr.il dsys
new members coming in, a larger
a
•
and
ance of members at the meetings
recently.
We
deepening of interest m the work.
Mrs. C. W. Nealley was the gue t of
wish them continued success
hi r brother, Walter Smith, in Newburg
Mrs Charles Grinneil of Washington ;
of last week.
has been passing a days at the home ol part
PRIPtT,
C
H. Libby, who has been a great
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J, Greeley
program was

fine

J

a

and

The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

liberty"

GENUINE

—

Pilgrims Encamped Outside Mecca.
(Prepared by
ciety,

National Geographic
Washington. I>. C.)

the

fleecing of pilgrim*, and the corruption of the late Turkish government.
The post office at Mecca, under
Turkish regime, was certainly unique.

Bo-

Though the World war changed the
temporal map of Arabia, raising the
Barrow strip of the Hejaz, formerly
■ Turkish province, into a kingdom,
It did not alter the place in the world
Of Mecca, chief of the Hejaz cities.
That mystic city under Arab control
i* the center of all Mohammedan
thought an<1 action as it was under the

horse
Mr. Rudolph Hatch ha* a fast
which he has bought recently and wishes
Pearl Fairfield's challenge of

Sacks of letters were thrown out Into
the narrow street leading to the post
office, and there sorted by the pilgrims themselves, who opened them
and took their letters and those of
A similar system
their friends also.
prevailed at Medina. Yenbo and .Tlddah. King Huseio of Hejaz, however. lias taken steps to Join the International Postal Point), and has had
printed In Egypt' bearing the

Tyrkg.

The importance of Mecca is not due
to its resident population of perhaps

but to the more than 200.000
who visit it each year from
•very nation of Islaui, Statistics Are

jOO.OOO,

accept
$200 to beat Violet Patch.
lias
The Free Baptist Sunday School
to

few
been held in the vestry for the past
reis
church
the
of
interior
weeks as the
ceiving a new coat of paint preparators
laid.
to having a new Brussels carpet
have also
The Ladies’ Sewing Circle
the rosnew chairs and pulpit for

stamps
pilgrims
j Inscription "He.taz Post.”
Foreigner* Handle |te ^ommerce.
is entirely
hopelessly contradictory And confusIbt
ing regarding the number of annual in the hands of foreigner*. HJCStfj
visitors. According to Turkish official dlnns. who sell rosaries,
carpets and
estimates, In 1907 there were ho less silk 9tuffs. Ope of the
occupatpfllg
is
a
marvel
It
than 280,000 pilgrims.
tions of the silversmiths Is the manucan
find
food.
facture of rings, which are supposed
^jtw so many thousands
Setter, and, most of all, drink, in to be constructed from silver that
such a desert city.
was once part of the sacred temple
j The religious capital of Islam, and doors, and are reputed to be an effecthe
new
of
now the temporal capital
M(>st of
tive remedy for certain Ills.
kingdom of the Hejaz, affords an in- the natives, however, earii their livdex to the growth and strength of
ing as guides to the pilgrims and
Mohammedanism in various parts of grow wealthy during the season.
'the world, for one can rightly gauge
Sacred Mosque and Ka’aba.
tLfe sTrength of religious fervoy in this
Sdefed mosque, Mesjid el HuThe
'peat non-Christian faith by the nutfi-'

every year and return to
they
their native land—if they escape the
‘-hardships of travel—to tell of the
peatness and glory of their faith,
they may have been
come

the actual condition
of the city and Us sacred buildings.
When wo consider Mecca, Mohammed's words of prophecy in the second
chapter of his book seem to have been

*

In

of r.

long

“So we have made
vou the center of the nations that you
■uld bear witness to men.” The

literally fulfilled:

*
~

J

could be viewed from another planet,
observer
the
details disclosed,
its
would see concentric circles of living

worshipers covering

an

which

the sacred

ward

230

surrounded

by

KMf BIDS!
(Tablets

for

Expert
j

ar£

1

j

and

Tuning

Repairing

LLOYD D. McKEEN,
■‘ltf

SINCE 1882
At 72 Main street. Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

corner

crystals.

city.

Hiano

Phone 126-4

allotted space.
the
of
the southeast
In
Ka'aba, about five feet front the
ground, is the famous Black Stone,
the oldest treasure of Mecca. The
stone is a fragment resembling black
volcanic rock, sprinkled with reddish

;

!

BELFAST, MAINE.

occupied by pavements and grav-

*

Granules)

20-6skJ

where prayers are sai l by the four
orthodox sects, each having its own

|

or

indigestion

|
[

PROBAIt

NUIIOtS

interested in either ol the
Arriving within a short distance ot j To all persons
named:
hereinafter
and
estates
male
Mecca, orthodox pilgrims,
female, put off their ordinary clothing
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, In and
and assume the Ihram. which consists for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
in the year of our Lord one
of two pieces of white cloth, one day of February,
The
and

Mysteries Laid Bare.
Mecca is no longer a veiled city. A
score of intrepid travelers have unFrom Bartema, Wild and
veiled it.
Joseph Pitts to Burton, Burckhardt.
Hurgronje and Courtellemont, they
took their lives in their hands, herded with strange companions, underwent untold hardships, and by luck or
Its

tied around the loins anil the other
Sandals may
thrown over the back.
be worn, but not shctes, and the head
After certain
be uncovered.
must
the
ablutions
pilgrim enters the
mosque, kisses the Black Stone, and
runs around the Ka’aba seven times.
After st>eclal prayers he proceeds to
the place of Abraham, then drinks from
the holy well, and once more kisses
After this follows
the Black Stone.
the race between the two hills, Safa

came scatheless out of this lion’s
den of Islam. According to Doughty,
scarcely a pilgrimage takes place with-

pluck

twenty-two.
thousand nine hundred
following mattera having been presented for
hereinafter
indicated, it
action
the
thereupon
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
to all persona intereated by cauaing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before the second
Tuesday of March, A. D. 1922. in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
that they
printed at Belfast, in Bald County, be
held at
Court to
may appear at a Probate
the
on
second
Belfast
said
in
Office
the Probate
ten o'clock
at
D.
A.
1922.
of
March,
Tuesday
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

J

-.

■

<

1

Providence

Wdshinston Insurance Co.

ner

PROVIDENCE, R. I

..

87
75
50
25

00
37

surplus.. *9,462,442 87
B. Sanborn, Agent, Stockton Springs.

Total liabilities and

B.

3*6

i

Petition of Isabel S. Colcord of Belfaj-t, in
Said County, that her name may be changed to |
Isabel S. McAndlegs,

New

Hampshire fire
vsseta

I

j
:

Insurance Co.

MANCHESTER. N. H.

j

December 31, 1921.

$
Real estate
Mortgage brans.
Collateral loans .J*
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ r alances.
Hills receivable .*
intetest and rents.v-*.
All other assets.

268,500 00
6,307 50
0 00
9.489,869 34
354.249 61
723.784 39

2,000.000 00
3,039,205 68

Gross Assets
$704,896 04
Deduct items not admitted. 11,369 90

Admitted Assets
$693,526 14
Liabilities December 81, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 40,49b 60
Unearned Premiums. 442,558 50
All other Liabilities.
28.545 34
Cash Capital
None
Surplus over alt Liabilities. 181,922 80

Total liabilities and sujplus.$10,944,349 77
3w6

American

Surety Company, New York

No. 100

Broadway,

Assets December

New York.

estate.

Gross assets
Deduct items not

Total Liabilities and Surplus...$693,525 14
JAMES PAlTfcE & SON, BELFAST

31, 19*21.

$ 8,230,535
Stocks and bonds. 4,689,976
Cash in office and bank..
448,234
Agents’ balances. 1,662 549
Interest and rents.
128.988
All other assets.
264.527
Real

61
79
37
00
91
03

3*7

Springfield lire and Marine Ins. Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Admitted assets.$14,904,975 05
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
17
34

72
00
82

Total liabilities and surplus.$14,904,975 05
3w6

; Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

CENTER

MONTPELIER. VERMONT.
Assets December 31,1921.
Real estate.$ 50,000 00
Cash in office and bank. 521,483 61
Agents’ balances. 268.800 03
Bills receivable.
7,044 56
All other assets.
8,895 14

Gross assets.$855,733 34
Deduct items not admitted. 128.053 79
Admitted assets.(727,679 55
Liabilities December ai, 1921.
Net

unpeid loeses...$ 55,748
Uoearned premiums. 241,166
All other liebilitiee. 96,372
Surplus over sll liebilitiee. 334,402

69

51
91
44

Total liabi lilies and aurplus.(727 679 56
3w6

north

Heve

*crea,

more or

Conveyed

to

leas, being the

same

prem see.
L Bur-

Henry 0. Truody by Ida

gess. by her deed of warranty dated September 4. 1920 recorded in Wald" Registry of
Deeds, Book 339, i'age 331.
Belrast. Maine Feb 6. 1922.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD.

3w6

Sheriff,

Sale of Real Esiate
STATE OF MAINE.
OUNTY OF WALDO, SS
Taken the hereinafter described re a estst*
this 24th day of January, A. D. 1922. on eseco*
tion dated January
14, 1922, iaaued on a judg*
inent rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court
for the County of Waldo at the term thereof
bvgun and held on the first Tuesday *>f Jaou*
ary. 1922. to wit, on the 12th day of January
19:2, in favor of Frank Thompson aa.CollectOf
ol Taxes for the town of Troy, in said#t ouoty
of Waldo, and against Leslie -L W ard ol Peaks
Island, in the County of Cumberland, in

December 31, 1921.
Real Estate.$
335,000.00
Mortgage Loans..
2.610 270 00 State, and especially against certain rea. estate
Collateral Loans.
None situated in said town of
Troy, being a certs*®
Stocks and Bonds. 12,859,729.50 lot or
parcel of land with the nuudings thereCaBh in Office end Bank.
2.351,499 11 on, bounded and described as follows: bounded
Age.,ts’ Balances.
1.824,329 94 on the north by land of H. Seaver; on tf e east
Bills Receivable...
to
None by the road
leading from Troy Corner
Interest and Rents.
179.928 68 Plymouth; on the s<uth by lard of W\ A.
All other Assets.
99
W
223,492
Seaver; and on the west by land of
Carver, containing 125 acres, and being the
Cross Assets.. $20,384,250.12 home
place of the late Thomas C. W ard, for
Deduct items not admitted..
$4).75,<iebt or damage, and $24.25 coats of suit,
and will be sold at public auction at the Post*
Admitted Assets.$20,384 250.12 office at Burnham
ol
Junction, in the town
Lisbilites December 31, 1921
Burnham, in said County of Waldo, on the 24tc
afterthe
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 1,819.211.17 day of March,* 1922, at 2 3<> o'clock in
the least undivided fractions t>art ?
Unearned Premiums..
1-0,878,927 69 noon,
said real estate that any person bidding wii
All other Liabilities.
625,000.00
Cash Capital.. 2.600.000 00 take and pay the amount due on said eX®cU,*.
sale,, and a
Surplus over all Liabilities.. 4.661,111.26 tion witn all necessary charges of in
and unto
right, title and interest obtained
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$20,384,250 12 the same by reason of the special attachmeh
of said real estate on the original writ in sal
TREAT AGENCY, WIN TEKPOKT
action on the 19th day of March. 1921. which
3w7
was a suit to enforce lien for the tax*« “a®e®a*
ed on said real estate by the town of said *r0"
A D MIN 1ST RATKIX NOTICE.
The sub- for the
year 1920.
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
HARRY M. BROWN.
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
3w8
Deputy sherin.
HARR1ETTE M. ERSKINE, late of Searsport
AssetB

$15,424,811 71
admitted..
519.836 6*3

Net unpaid losses.$ 2,581,044
Unearned premiums.
4,828.288
All other liabilities.
752,430
Cash capital.
5 000,000
over
all
liabilities.
Surplus
1,743.211

None
75

7,758

None

All other Assets

748 282 55

Cash capital..
8urpluB ver all liabilities..

_____

Bills Receivable.
interest and Rents

77

4.684,84 4 80
472,016 74

Waldo,

forty seven and one-half degr rs
ity*dve rod* and ten links; tljeocs footb
ANDOVER. MASS.
thirty five degrees west eighty flv# J'od* aD<#
and nineteen ;lin«ta; thence south thirty-*v*
Assets December 31, 1921
kf,
degree* east thirty two rod* and sixteen
Real Estate. $ 4,137 87 trence north
forty-three degrees east fortyMortgage Loans. 113.337 00 * x rods and three links; thence south fortyCollateral Loans. 97,300 00 seven and one-half
degrees east thirty-eight
Stocks anil Bonds. 82^,070 19
r<»ds and five links; thence north thirty-five
Cash in Office and Bank.
83,291 30
east by the road forty seven rods to
degrees
Agents’ Balances.
69,999 98 the place of beginning, containing thirty

0 00

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

j

Merrimack Mutual lire Insurance Co.

16,1« 5 23
87,901 09

assets.$10,944,349

Liabilities December 31, 1921.
.$
Net unpaid losses

over

!

|

Gross assets.
$10,946,717 16
2,367 39
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted

ply clips

STATE OF MAINE

■

Gross assets.
.$9,487,603 07
25,160 20
Deduct items not admitted.
$9,462,442
Admitted assets
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
$1,320,813
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 4.076,498
224,366
All other liabilities.
1,000.000
Cash capital.
over
all
liabilities.
2.840,761
Surplus

Self-Adjusting.

It simtho heed, deeps at
waist and smooths out ugly lines.
If your dealer can 't aet it send
actual bust measure, name, adIIV 'll send the
dress £sf $ 1.50.
Circlet prepaid. Sizes 34 to 4s.
Nstno Hygienic-Fashion Institut

The Circlet is

ginning at a cedar siake at the easterly ;
>f said lot nd being the westerly c«»r i
of land formerly of Geo. H. Wilber, on ti e
road; thence by land of said Wilber N. 20 degrees and 12' La^t, 163 feet, to a stone bound j
at the northerly corner of ihe Kudi^; tlir e
same corner by lard of L.[F. Pendleton six feet }
to a atone bound; thence at r ght angle of »*id
last named line N. 69 degrees 48’ West. 1035 county of
1922
feet to a stone bound; thence S. 20 degrees 12’ !
Taken this 6th riav of h ebuiary, A
W est, f araliel to tiie first mined bound 165 | on execution dated January 17, A
1> 1922:
is.-ueti on a judgment rendered by the :*upr« ni€
feet nearly to a store bound on the t rtherly
side of the road aforesaid; therce easterly by
Judicial Court, for the County of Wald", at the
term thereof begun and held on the firs' Tuessaid road to the p int of beginning; The same
being a parcel from the easterly side «>f the day of January, A. D. 192*2, to wit, o> the
twelfth day of January, in favor of Bernes 0,
track conveyed to W S Pendleton by David
Norton of Belfast, in the County of W aido and
li. Smith by his deed of warrantee dated Aug.
24. 1900, (See Walu Registry of Deeds Hook State of Mdine, against Henry O Trundy of
261. Page 172) and being the same conveyed to Northport, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, for two hundred sixty-three doiiare
K, S Pendleton by W S. Pendleton and Lucy
and ninety two Cents. debt or damage, nod
Pendleton by deed of Warrantee dat»d Sept.
fifteen dollars and thirty-one cents, costs of
11. 1901, (See Waldo Registry of Deeds Hook
263, Page 486) and being the same premises suit, and will be aold at public auction on the
premises in said Nu'hp rt, to the bight at Didconveyed to F. S. Pendleton & Co., a corporader, on tne twentieth day of March, A D ly22,
tion, by F, S. Pendleton bv his deed of warat ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following
rantee dated April 28, 1915 (See Waldo Regisdescribed real estate and all the right. t;tk
try of Deeds, Hook 321, Page 93) to be 1035
and interest which the said Henry O. Trundy
feet wide and containing 17,284 feet.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land, has in and to the aan.e or had on the seventh
bounded gnd described as follows, to wit: being day of September, A D, 1921, at one o’clock in
the afternoon, the time when the ssm- was
one undivided half part in and to the land,
store and
buildings situated in lalesboro. attached «.n the writ in the same suit, to wit:—
County of Waldo and State of Maine, located A certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated in Northport. in theon the westerly side of the town road, and
being nearly opposite the land and residence County of Waldo and State of Ma:n-» bounded
and described as follows, to wit;—Beg nn njf
owned and occupied by Fields S. Pendleton.
ms of
at a stake and stone* or, the southerly
FRANK A LITTLEFIELD, Sheriff,
the town road leading by the sehoolhouse in
3w7
District No. 4 in the town of Northport; thence
corner

_

B. F. P. Nichols and Winnifred N. Stevens,
devisees under the will of Benjamin F. Pendleton. late of Searsport, in said county, de-

Ada

CITY

s

Assets December 31, 1921.
$ 100,(00 00
7.373.380 50
Mocks an i bonds.
772 982 3
Cash in thee and bank.
1 0_,2.14^ 75
balances
Agents’
47 823 29
Rills receivable.
42,125 49
Interest * no rents....
All other assets
99,143 01

out some persons being put to death
An educated
as Intruding Christians.
Walker, conservator.
and pious Moslem in Cairo admitted
Estate of Manson D. George, late of Pros- I
see cause.
recently that when he went on pilgrimpect. First and final account presented for
William J- Fletcher, late of laleaboro, deage and took pictures of the city his
and Mirwa.
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof allowance by Burton O. George, executor.
life was endangeretl more than once
to Fields
Estate of Aaelbert Millett, late of Belfast,
Little books of ritual prayers to be and that letters testamentary issue
inhabitants.
of
the
the
fanaticism
by
Pendleton, he being the executor named First and final account presented for allowused by the pilgrims are sold to ev- S.
j
be
who
believe
no
bond
are
that
there
many
ance
required
However,
therein. Application
by Esteile K. Millett, administratrix.
and there is great punctilious- from said executor is contained in the petition
testate ox Faustina Hichborn, late of stock- ;
that the establishment of the new eryone,
Petition presented by ton
ness in observing every detail correct- for probate thereon.
Springs, First and final account presented
kingdom will mean the removal of rewidow.
for allowance by C. S. Hicbhorn, executor.
ly. On the seventh day of the pil- Ada E. Fletcher,
strictions against non-Moslems.
deof
Prospect,
Delmont G. Thompson, late
Estate of Herbe t H, Felker, late of Searsthere is a sermon from the
The mixture of races brought about grimage
ceased. W ill and petition for probate thereof port.
First and final account presented for
On the eighth day the
and that letters testamentary issue to Estelle allowance by Lillian B, Felker, executrix.
in Hejas province for so many cen- grand pulpit.
to Mina, three miles dis- ! Annie Smith, she being the executrix named
goes
pilgrim
not
been
has
the
turies by
pilgrimages
Estate of Mia! Sargent, late of Searsport.
from Mecca, ami spends the night, O-herein, and presents said petition. Applica- First and final sccount
presented for allowconducive to morals or good govern- tant
from said execu
leaves for Ara- l tion that no bond be required
he
next
The
ance by Alda M. Sargent, administratrix.
morning
acfor
who
has
read
the
one
probate
ment. No
trix is contained in the petition
:
Estate of Sarah E Turner of Palermo. First
another hill a short distance from thereof.
count of social life at Mecca, as given fat,
and final account presented for allowance by
Mecca, and the following day is the
Annie M. Crout, late oi BeitBst, aecesseu.
|py Hurgronje and other travelers, in- |
Minnie E. Jones guardian.
of sacrifice, simultaneously Will and petition for probate thereof and that
cluding Moslem pilgrims themselves, great day
Estate of Ellen E. Boulter, late of Belfast,
issue to Emma E. Small
| final
observed throughout the whole Mos- letterB testamentary
anti
can doubt the need for social reform
named
therein,
account presented for allowance by The
she being the executrix
in the morning the
world.
lem
that
no
Early
j
National Bank of Belfast, administrator
is
the
microcosm
Mecca
said
Application
City
that
In
petition.
city.
presents
!
to Mina, where they are bond b
required from said executrix is con- ; with the will annexed.
of Islam in Its religious life and as- pilgrims go
(treat Devil, tained in tbe petition for probate thereof.
Estate of CharleB F. Russ, late of Belfast.
According to Hurgronje: ! three pillars, called the
pirations.
Daniel M. Nichols, late of Searsport, de- First and final account preaented for allowand the First One.
“It is Islam, the official religion, which the Middle Pillar,
thereof
for
ance
and
Will
probate
by Frank R. Russ and Ralph M. Russ,
petition
I Here each pilgrim flings seveti peb ceased.
brings together and amalgamates all
nnd that letterB testamentary issue to James administrators.
and
hatred
of
Satan
therehis
p. Nichols, he being the executor named
Estate of Susan Elia Burg in late of Belfast
the heterogeneous constituents of Mec- bles to show
that no boud be required from
Petition of Nahum E. Burgin, administrator,
On the other hand, this so- his love of God. He then performs in. Application
can life.
in the petition for that it
is
contained
executor
said
may be determined who are entitled to
of a sheep, goat or camel,
ciety itself welds into a chaotic whole the sacrifice
thereof. Petition presen ed by Mary Baid estate and .heir
respective snares therethe victim be probate
the prejudices and superstitions of all according to his means,
E, Nichols.
in, and order the same to be distributed actin
and
Ka’aba
the
toward
of
I
Lincolnville,
Bessie M. Wentworth, late
cordingly.
countries.” In other words, Mecca is ing placed
into the animal’s throat deceased. Will and petition for probate there
Estate of Urbar D. Chandler of Burnham.
the sink-hole of Islam. All witnesses knife plunged
issue to Alletters
testamentary
that
and
This
of
Petition of Annie L. Chandler, guardian, that
Akbar.”
“Allahu
with the cry
agree as to the flagrant immorality
P. Wentworth, he being the executor | that she may be licensed to sell and
Dhonso
convey at
concludes the
pilgrimagt named therein, and presents said petition.
which pervades the streets, and even ceremony
public or private sale certain real estate situtlie pilgrim then begins hit Application that no bond be required from ated in Burnham
and
the
the
sacred
proper
of
city,
the mosque,
belonging to said ward and
aaid executor is contained in the petition for described in said petition.
back home.
prevalence of the slave trade, the journey
probate thereof.
Estate of Mary E. Twitchell of Burnham.
William H. Hall, late of Unity, deceased Petition of Arlo C. Twitchell.
guardian, that
Miss Emma Wade, whose remains were Will and
MONTVILLE
petition for probate thereof and that he may be licensed to sell and convey at public
placed in the receiving tomb at Mt. letters testamentary issue to Helena II. Hall, i or private sale certain real estate situated in
Feb. 16th, was a ahe being the executiix named therein, and Burnham belonging to said ward and described
Carney Sbure is home from Chelsea, Repose Cemetery,
presents said petition. Application that no in said petition.
late
Captain Chas. Wade bond be required from aaid executrix is condaughter of the
Maas.
Estate of Angie N, Gilmore, late of Searswho once lived at the Kingdom. Mias tained in tbe petition tor probate thereof.
port. Petition of Nancy P. Merry man, execuCharles Hall of Camden passed the Wade died in Wollaston, Maas., and was
E. Una Littlefield, late of Searsport, de- trix, for determination of collateral inhericeased. Petition that Ashley S Littlefield or
week-end here with his family.
74 years old. Her mother and one sister some other suitable person may be appointed tance tax.
Estate of Thomas W. Pitcher, late of BelWilliam Cushman of Los Angeles, Cal., are buried at Mt. Repose.
administrator of aaid estate. Applicetioo that
fast.
Petition of Clement W. Wescott and
no bond be required from aaid administrator
was calling on trienla (here recently. He
ia contained in tbe petition for probate there- Robert F. Dunton, executors for determinafeel
"It
me
made
“Tanlac
younger.”
tion
of
collateral
Montrille
inheritance tax.
boy.
was a former
of. Petition presented by said Ashley S! Lit“I can tlefield, husband and beir-at-law of said deEstate of Ellen E. Boulter, late of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Oramandel Morse and put me back on the nayroll.”
Petition of The City National Bank of Belfast,
no longer ceased,
children’ paaasd Feb. 12th with Mr. and eat anything I want now." I
Charles F. Fogg, lata of Brooks, deceased. administrator with the will annexed, for deI
from
suffer
gained
indigestion."
Knox.
Mrs. Bart Walker in
Petition that F. W. Brown, Jr. of Brooks or termination of collateral inheritance tax.
weight rapidly." These and many more some other suitable peraon may be appointed
ELLERY BOWDEN.
David Twitchell and Parley Jaquith are
are now heard daily as people administrator of aaid estate.
Petition preexpressions
Judge of said Court.
wit suffering from painful abceasea in tell of their experience with Tanlac. j aented by aaid F. W. Brown, Jr., a creditcr of
A true copy of the original. Attest:
aaid estate.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
Read & Hills.
th palms of their right hands.

j

January 31. 1923.
Taken this sixteenth day of February «»n
execution dated the sixteenth day of January.
issutd on a judgment rendered by the
Doctor’s Book on the trentment 1922,
Supreme Judicial Lourt, for the Coun'y of
of “Every living tl'.ing” with
Waldo, at the term thereof begun and held on
Humphreys’ Remedies; ill the fust Tuesday yf January, to wit. on the
twelfth day of January. 1922. in fav-*r of Fred
English, French, Spanish, Port- S.
Jackson and Virgil L nail, noth of Helfast,
ugueseor German-mailed free. in our county of Waldo, sgain9t F. S. Pendie
ton & Co
a corporation duly organized and
PARTIAL LIST
existing under the laws of Maine and hav ng
FOR
K
a place of business in Isleshoro in the (Vunty
PtVMt* (
lor three hunI of Waldo and State of Maine,
2. W ornn, V «*; :.i 1
dr»d and fifteen dollars and sixty-two cents,
V.
,.f L.fauti
3. Colic, Cr>
debt or damage, and twenty one do.lars and
! ii■. •'
4. Diarrhea of Cl. .1
twenty-seven cents, coats of suit, and will he
7, Coughs, 1,1
sold at public auction at the office of Charhs
N''urn't'.,\
Toothache, Fu
S
Taylor, to the highest bidder, on the
k
]
\*-rti*r>
0, Headache,
twenty-third day .»f March, 1922, at ten
Wen,,
'>macb
lO. Dyspepsia,!:, i!.'o’clock in the forenoon, the following deLaryngitis
13. (joup, 11 ;>rse C.'ou,/
scribed real estate and all the right, title and
14. Ecxemo. l'.r
interest which the said F. S Pendleton & Co.
>
15. Rheumatism, I'..’
has and had in and to the same on the twenty
10. Fever and Ague, V
of February A. L)
1921, at F.15
1
1 sternal i first day
17. Piles. T...I -1. 1!
o'clock in the forenoon, the following de!
C
10. Catarrh, Influ*’
estate and ail the right, title and
scribed
real
20. Hhoopinii Cough
interest which the said F\ S. Pendleton & Co., I
,1'
21, Asthma, opi-r*
g
h corporation, has and h *d in
and to the name I
27. Disorders of the hi Jaey s
on the twenty-first day of February, 1921, at ;
30. I rinary lucontlueucc
8.16 o’clock in the forenoon, the time when
34. Sore Throat, Q ::
the panif was attached on the writ in the same !
77. Crip, Grippe, La Grlpp.“uit, to wit; One undivided ha f of a certain j
For sal.- by druitfr>?
v
•; wher*.
lot or parcel of lund, and buildings thereon and I
nrM FT! REVS’ JO*
V : I(
-12
CO., fixtures therein, situated in said Islet-boro, ar d
Corner William and
described tie follows, o wit:
w York.
*.ts,

Real estate...

legatee.

by

P W K

HUMPHREYS* i

Lorei zo Patterson, late of Belfast, deceasedWill and petition for prebate thereof and that
letters of administration, with the will annexed, issue to Charles R. Coombs. The executor
named in said will having declined to serve.
Petition presented by Elizabeth M. Shaw, a

for allowance

V

Hill- OF MAINE

in Brooks Feb. 8.

I

presented

Always Bought

CON^^AMV.

COUNTY OF WALDO, S3.

Lucy A. Rust, Jute of Palermo, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters of administration with the will annexed issue to Silas E. Bow ler, said deceased having omitted to appoint an executor. Petition
presented by Elizj J. Coombs, daughter and
heir at-law.

account

NTAUW

Waldo Po-

attended the meeting of No.

States.

B. Morton, executor.
Estate of Lizzie G. Dodge, late of Islesboro,
First and final account presented for allowance by Robert F. Dunton, administrator, de
bonis non, with the will aunexed.
Estate of Grace E Hunt of Liberty.
First
account presented for allowance by Donald S.

P

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mr. and
B Jewett

j

Final

TM*

Mrs. G. H. York and Mrs. C.

I be fifth Annual Fri it Growers’ Con- !
vention will be held at City Hall, Lewis !
A new depart
ton, March 1st and 2nd.
ure this year w ill be a fruit show.
Prizes I
will be awarded on boxes and plates of
Baldwins, boxes and plates of Delicious j
and best 25 Northern Spies.
The apples
winning prizes to become the property of j
the donor
This will be the btst Fruit
Growers’ Convention ever held in Maine.
Great interest has been shown in tills
state in the growing of apples during the
past 5 years, and a greater advance made
than at any other period in the history of
orcharding. We have grown good fruit
before, but during the last two or three I
years especially there has been a great
amount of fancy and extra fancy fruit i
raised in this state.
State Horticulturist Frank H. Dudley 1
has a program ready tor the Convention
including some of the best known authorities on fruit growing in the New England

Estate of Susan Ella Burgin, late'of Belfast,
Final accour t p esented for allowance by Nahum E. Burgin, administrator.
Estate of Horace J, Morton, latte of Belfast,

The Kind You Have

ley.

Mrs. John Sanford, who is ill at heT
|
home, received a shower of cards front 1
Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S., Friday, F'eb. *
10th, it being her birthday. She received
aoout 80 cards and letters, also gifts of
fruit and other useful articles. Mrs. Sanford has many friends who will be glad to
know she is slowly recovering.

ceased, having presented a petition praying
that certain real estate described in said petition, of which th" petitioners are in possession subject to a contingent remainder, may
be sold in pursuance of sections 4 and 5 of
Chap. 78, R, S. of Maine as amended by Chap.
11 P. L. of Maine 1917,

In Use For Over 30 Years

Master Alston Nealley of Monroe spent

|

I

com

few days last week at the home of his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Neal-

j

•*'

—-—ALSO MAKERS OF—-

the well of Zem Zem. the great pulpit,
the staircase used to enter the Ku'aba
door, which is high above the ground,
and two small mosques called El Kuhattain. The remainder of the space
is
el

purity

Scott db Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

si

colonnades,

in

that seldom fails.

used as schools and as a
general meeting place for pilgrims.
The outer inclosure has 10 gates and
six minarets; within the Inclosure is

ever-widening

and one would also see vast
areas of Moslem cemeteries with every grave dug with its main axis to-

area,

space

broad,

pagan pantheon hqs become the
gious sanctuary and the goal of
u,,,versal pilgrimage for one-seventh of
the human race..
From Sierra Leone to Canton, and
from Tobolsk to Cape Town, the faithful spread their praver carpets, build
their houses (in fulfillment of an important tradition, even their outbouses!), and bury their dead oriented toward Mecca. If the old world

"unsurpassed

more

a

mona

the Maine frlit growers
CONVENTION

—'and goodness, is
nourishment in a form

tbentef.
amis in an obpaces long and 200

j

Scott’s Emulsion

feet

Tlif Knubu proper

\

is Nature’s first aid to
the body'in times of
weakness. L.7 ’7777

wide, and 4,000 feet
slopes toward the south.
long,
The Ka'aba, or House of God (Beit
Allah), is located in the bed of the
valley. All the streets slope toward it
and i( stands, as it were, in the pit
300
and

about

however much

disappointed

NOURISHMENT ~1

is

Mrs. C. B
Jewett and Mrs. L. A.
White attended the iOO Club at Mrs. Leslie Hawes’ in Monroe, Saturday, 11th.

pijt qii tfje Jjeqd
4

the Ka'aba us its center,
ram
Is located In the middle of the city.
Mecca lies In a hot, sandy valley, absolutely without verdiTPe and surround;,
ed by rocky, barren hills, destitute of
The valley is
trees’ or even shrubs.

her of those who go on pilgrimage.
From Java, Bengal. West Africa, Cape
Cplony and Russia, as well as from the
most Inaccessible provinces of China,

"

trum.

rheumatism,

ALWAYS

fortable at this writing.

Mrs. Andrew Grant who is passing the
winter at Ihe home of W. J. Greeley had
the mishap of falling dowu stairs last
week. She was taken up unconscious and
had a bad cut on her head. Dr. C. B. Hoit
was called but found no bones broken. He
was obliged tniake several stitches in the

bought

with

sufferer with

Georges Kiver Grange entertained South
Montville Grange at its regular meeting,
Feb. 8th.
The visiting Grange presented
a line program
Supptr was served in the
masonic dining room to 80 people and a j
very enjoyable evening w as passed by all. :

CASTORIA

|

in the County of Waldo, deceased. All
persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to my authorized agent. James H Duncan, of Searsport, Me
FASTNBT ERSKINE DUTCH
Newport. Mass., Jan. 10. 1922,

FOR SALE
Lou> price

second

nand

parlor

and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN

McKEEN.

WcTffjHQ0}
R'

Farm

c).

IcASCASA^OlIKW
\'VA^
!||

Win

!

At the firs! 'ign of infection,
take Hill’s—best by test, the
standarJ remedy the world over
for Cold*. Coughs, Headaches,
and La Grippe.
Hill’s C. B. Q. acts at once.
Disintegrates and starts work in
ten seconds, giving quick relief
and curing the Cold.
Demand red
bearing Mr.
Hill’s portrait and signature.
SO Cm it

RILL COMPANY. DETROIT

fSOll

Transfers in Real Estate
The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of

Dorothy learned, through tin*

16,

lDliC
Chas. E. Bowen, Brooks, to Chas H.
Forbes, do ; land in Brooks.
The Belfast Realty Co., Belfast, to
Fletcher L Whitcomb, et ah, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast.~
Anna A. Brown, et ah, Castine, to H.
A Hat bulge, Belfast; laud and buildings
in Belfast.
h B. Downes, Winterport, to Fred H.
Woodman, do.; land and buildings in
Winterport.
JosephineF Stowers, Stockton Springs,
to George W. Banton, Bangor; land and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
Ellsworth E
Duncan, Winterport, to
Ide W. McManus, Bangor; land and buildings m Winterport.

Sings in
I Caroline Josephine Hazeltine, Belfast,
■to Valorus A. Simmons, do.; land in
Kearsnumt.

OF

THE

FARMER.

"But—Mrs. Frost—I never ate
much In my life—and such doughnuts.
Oh, I wish my sister Mary hnd some
for lunch.”
Dorothy felt a pang of
homesickness as she pictured her sister
putting up her little box-lunch alone.
After breakfast Dorothy went out
over the great farm with Mr. and Mrs.
Frost. It was a revelation to her. Her
so

nunt must have been a thrifty person
to have kept so many fences and burns,
outbuildings and paths in such apple-

j

A real

program of construction woulu
various ramifications give relief to
p
ive or six hundred thousand of our unemployed. It would enable even added
lumbers to increase their standard of
ivmg, and thus give increased market to
he produce of our farmers.
Our farmrs who look to
foreign markets for their
urplus should stop to consider that our
|
icme
consumption of meat decreased I
learly 7 pounds per capita in 1921, mosty
owing to unemployment and that if
his decrease could be overcome it would
>e worth more than a 35
per cent increase in exports.
V\e talk glibly of giving billions of
credits to foreign countrie
to increase
>ur farm exports.
1 wish to say with all
tsponsibility for the statement, that a
billion dollars spent upon American rail- l
ways will give more employment to our
fcople, more advance to our industry,
Bore assistance to our
farmers, than
twice that sum expended outside the i
frontiers of the United States, and there
will be greater security for the investor.”
j
In snort, the problem confronting the
■American people, farmer and city consumer alike, is not what shall be done
with European markets but what shall
be done with American markets, and
what domestic policies must be put into
•tfect to stop the mllux of cheaply made
now
ureigu goods that
are
driving
American industries out of business and
hrowing thousands of American workBg people out of employment.
its

1

SOUTH Y.ONTVILLfc.
Mr. aud Mrs. C. B. Dickey returned
eb. Uth from a month’s pleasure trip to j

the drifts.

pie

order.
“And—don’t tell me those are turkeys?" exclaimed Dorothy, as she
looked out over the hillside range.
Both
elderly folks nodded and

"They

smiled.
ever

see one

“Only

are

turkeys—didn’t

you

before?”

with

cranberry

sauce

nnd

boiled onions," laughed Dorothy.
Then It was that she received her Inspiration. She would come up here to
this farm of her ancestors and, retainlng this old couple to help and advise
her. she would become mistress of a

turkey farm.
moment the idea developed so rapidly that Dorothy had
scarcely a moment in which to write
From that

her sister.
She returned to New York only long
enough to consult the lawyer and Imof
part to Mary some of the wonders
the farm. “And you shall give up your
horrid work and come up there and
to

we’ll live—like ladies.”
It was Mary, this time, who hesitated.
Mary had a sweetheart and
Vermont was a long way from him.
"Oh. that's nothing,” laughed Dorothy, “he can come up there, too. Aunt
Carrie has oceans of feather boils and
1 can’t wait to
room for every one.
get back.”
But before she returned, with the
help of her lnwyer, she had found a
young commission merchant who had
agreed to take charge of the selling of
the turkeys from Hickey Farm—for
such was the unromantle name of the
farm.
The autumn days came and went
herself
si. fast that Dorothy found
with all hands on the farm an expert
whom she had hired Included, busily
turkeys ready for the big holi-

getting
day in November and the Christmas

to follow.
“I never would have believed work
of this sort could be so fascinating.”
season

HOW’S THIS ?
HALL'S CATARRH

MEDICINE will

lo what we claim for it—rid your system
caof Catarrh or Deafness caused by
We do not recommend it for any
tarrh

MEDICINE is
t/ScATARRH
taken internally, and acts through

a

Miss Doris B. Eastman, home demonorator from the U. of M., and Mr. DonaUe> County agent, met the Farm Bureau
'embers of this community at the
'range Hall February 8th for an all day
■aiming meeting. Much enthusiasm
'as manifest
and a big crowd present,
'mong other activities planned was a

days’clothing

Tur-

school to be held

in

Local officers were chosen and a
mr
8 held of
work planned for both men
women.

in

$1,820.596 96
10,167 22

unpaid

losses.

$

134,727 39
890.720 06
44,065 00
740 917 29

Long

None
None
None
Sti cks arn! Bonds. 4.976,696 CO
315.885 64
! Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.. 1 445,245 31
Hilts Recc ivable.
3,382.50
I Interest and Rents.
70,237 70
All otner Assets.
29,171 74
Gross

Deduct

she

liquid,

or
the blood upon the mucous surfaces
the system, thus reducing the innainmarestoring
in
Nature
tion and assisting
normal conditions.
Circulars tree.
All Druggists
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohln

Surplus.$6,777,754

FITCHBURG, MASS.
Assets December 31, 1921.
Real estate.$ 53,000
Mortgage loans. None
Collateral loans. None
Stocky an<i bonds. 450,995
Cash in < ffice and bank.
41,028
Agents’bulances. 57,194
Interest and rents.
5,316
All other assets.
2,759

Net

QUINCY. MASS.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORSA

All of the tax-exempt 3 3 4 per cent,

Assets

i

84
08
C9
None
806,031 04

■

j

W. L. COOK

Undertaker
Embalrner

Belfast,

shoeworker,

Freethe railroad

walking home on
track Monday night, when along came an
express train and connected with him.
Randall picked himself up, walked to a
doctor’s office, received treatment and
The engineer saw the man
went home.
and stopped the train so quickly that a
coupling on the mail car broke and held
port,

was

up traffic for over

an

hour.

Fine for

Lumbago

Musterole drives pain away and
brings in its place delicious, soothing
comfort.

Just

rub it in

gently.

It is a clean, white ointment, made
Get Musterole
with oil of mustard.
today at your drug store. 35c and 65c
in jars and tubes; hospital size, $3.00.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

Every Day—for More Days

December 31, 1921,

HALL & WILKINS

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

$645,874 03

Total liabilities and surplus.$645,874 03
3w6

(S4JJL 1922-176
3?lee Cata£otj,A6/u2cuiii

j

Elm Tree Farm

that I shall sell at
March 20, 1922, at
the
o’clock
ini
ten
forenoon, at ihe office of
Buzzeli & Thornton in Belfast Maine, under license from tht Probate Court, the following
described real estate owned by Sarah E Stevens, late of Everett, in the State of Washington, deceased at the time of her decease, subject to the widower's rights therein, to wit:— j!
A certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast on the
westerly side of Swan Lake Avenue, so called,
and hounded and described as follows, to wit:Beginning on said Swan Lake Avenue at the
northeasterly corner of land of Elmer Rankin;
thence westerly on the northerly line of said I
Rankin’s land to Goose River; thence northerly
on said Goose River »o the southerly line of ;
land nt Walter B Kelley; thence easterly line
of land conveyed to said Elizaoeth A. Kelley I
by said W alter B. Kelley by his deed dated
September 29, A. D. 1910; thence nor herly on
line of said Walter B, Kelley to line of land of j
Russell B. Stephenson; thence easterly on line
of said Stephenson’s land to said Swan Lake
Avenue; thence southerly on said Swan Lake
Avenue to the place of beginning; excepting
and reserving irorn this conveyance the right I
to build and maintain a penstock for power j
over a strip of land, as wide as may be necessary for Ba.d purpose, bordering on said Goose
River and extending from ‘ine of land of said
Walter B. Kelley to line of land of said Eimer j
Rankin; also excepting and reserving all rights |
of way owned or acquired by the public or
others over a strip of land extending from said
Swan Lake Avenue to saidGoose River, known
us the ••Mill
Lane.” Meaning to convey by
this deed the first parcel of land th >t is described in a warranty deed from Mary fc. Kelley
and others to Hugh Talent and others dated
October 17th, A. L>. 1910 and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Leeds in Book 304,
Page 50, to which reference may be had for a

amount of such notes out
standing is placed at about $400 000,000.
Since the entire 3 3-4 per cent, series has
been called in the Treasury has accordingly suspended the conversion privilege
of Victory uotes, effective asof Feb. 9th,
that no further conversions of the
so
The call for
notes may now be made.
redemption occasioned no surprise in financial circles, because it is a part of the
j
refunding operations which as Secretary !
Mellon has previously pointed out, will I
have to be carried on during the next I
year and a half in order to refinance the j
government’s $6,500,000,060 of short datInterest on
ed debt that is outstanding.
j
!
all Victory uotes of the 3 3-4 per cent,
j
Series will cease on the final redemption
date, namely, June 15, 1922. Holders of !
of the notes, upon presentation and sur- j
render thereof, will be entitled to have I
them redeemed and paid at par, with an )
adjustment of accrued interest. In the
case of coupon notes, if they are presented for redemption on June 15, 1922, the j
accrued interest will be covered by the |
|
coupons due on that date, which, it is ex- [
pained, should be detached and collected
> rued interI he
in the ordinary way.
est on registered notes will be covtred by
interest checks in the usual manner.
The notes must be presented for redemption to the Treasury Department in
Washington or to some Federal Reserve
bank or branch thereof
Coupon notes
which are offered tor redemption before
June 15, 1922, must have all unmatured
more particular description.
coupons attached, including those due on
JAMES O. ELLIOTT.
that date.
In the event that notes are Administrator of the estate ot Sarah E. Stevens !|
presented for redemption with the Decem3wi
ber 15, 1922, or N ay 20, 1923, coupons
_I
detached, the notes will be redeemed,
but the lull face amount of any missing
Both coupon
coupon will be deducted.
and registered notes, when offered for redemption, should be accompanied by
written advice on Form 590 in the case
of the coupon notes, and on Form P. T>.
591 if the notes are registered. Those
forms may be obtained from the TreasIt
ury or from Federal Reserve banks.
may be noted that as another mean of
facilitating the refunding operations,
Secretary Mellon has authorized collect- ;
Licensed
ors of inte.nal revenue to accept Victory
notes of either the 3 3-4 of 4 3-4 per cent,
License 377.
series in paymeut of income and profits
taxes due on March 15th.
Tel. 61-3
Maine.
The

More Milk

Mass.

Net unpaid losses.$148.677 80
Unearned premiums
108,543 68
All other liabilities.
46,210 62
Cash capital.
100,0(0 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 242,441 93

j

NOTICE

St., Worcester,

Gross assets. ...$678,094 63
Deduct items not admitted. 32,220 60

05

by Secretary of the Treasury Mellon this
week. The notes, however, may be redeemed prior” to that date, at the option j
of the holder, at par and accrued interNotice is hereby given
est to the dale of the optional redemppublic auction on Monday,

nothing.

Stocks and bonds.$464,113 00
Cash in office and bans.
206.766 08
Interest and rents.
7,206 45

i _3w7_j

a

349.608 68
17,200 99
196,256 50

Kidqelev Protective Association
18 Franklin

64,028 28

Total Liabilities and Surplus. $1,191,311 25
JAMES PATTER & SON, BELFAST

Don’t think all feeds are alike and that any one of them
The leading dairymen are perwill do as well as another.
fectly willing to pay the price for UNICORN DAIRY
RATION and they know they can’t get something for

unpaid losses. .$ 43.168 38

The

Gross Assets. $1,191,587 80
Deduct items not admitted
276 75

notes are to be redeemed at par on June
13, 1922, according to an announcement !

Ration

Dairy

6w7

None
12 692 11

Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

Unicom

Total liabilities and surplus. $605,224 55

December 31, 1921
Real Estate.
None
Mortgage Loans. $26,167 74
Collateral Loans
27,000 00
Stocks and Bonds
1,015.728 72
Cash in Office and Bank.
26,141 63
Agents’ Balances
19,829 32

VICTORX NOTES.

64
87
29
33
46

Admitted assets.$605,224 56
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

over

Admitted Assets. $1,191,311
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Loss -s
9*347
$
Unearned Premiums
369,360
All other Liabilities.
6.572

k^3QTwg|j|f|

00

Gross assets.$610,294 59
Deduct items not admitted.
5,070 C4

75

Unearned premiums

..

or

sex.
Highest prices
JOHN S. RANLETT,
Rockville, Maine.

All other
Quincy Mutual lire Insurance Co. ! Surplus liabilities.
all liabilities.

Bills Receivable
Interest and Kents
All other AssetB

economy.

filchburq Mutual fire Insurance Co.

OKKlN J DICKEY Real Estate and Insurance
Pythian block, Belfast, Me.
3w7

3-4 PER CENNT.

Maurice Randall,

White Rocks are made
for every member of the
family. Men whose work
keeps them out of doors
rely on White Rocks for
real service. The younger
members of the family
find the White Rock
soles of tough gray tire
tread stock pretty difficult to wear out. Buy
White Rock Rubbers for

and inhale vapors.

Haired Shaggy Cats
Kittens.

paid.
lmg

Assets.$6,840 618 89
items not admitted.
62,8 4.14

Total Liabilities and

s'UR FLETCHFRS
A f=* T_0 R I A

than are.”

ROCK
RUBBERS

WHITE

State age, color and

Admitted Assets.$6,177,754.7
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 507,308.10
Unearned Premiums. 3.617,661.09
120 010 25
All other Liabilities.
400,000 CM)
Deposit Capital.
Surplus overall Liabilities. 2,132.775 31

Ohiluren Cry

Justice Smith, in sentencing Chas. H.
Gallagher to a fine of J500 for causing
the death last Oct. 15 of James Kelley, a
9-year-old Bangor boy, by running him
down with a truck, said: "I believe that
50 per cent of the men driving automobiles on the streets of Bangor are driving faster than they should and it’s only
good luck that more people aren’t killed

endur-

more

WANTED

December 31, 1921
Real Estate .$
Mortgage Loans.
! * Collateral Loane.

Mary ventured.

tion.

spoon

yourself.

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

Guides

VapoRuq

Assets

TO REDEEM 3

a

for

throat is al-

Over / 7 Million Jars Used Yearly

LONDON, ENGLAND

“Who would ever tldnk that a turkey
farm In Vermont could hold so much of
romance?” asked Dorothy, as she sat
close to Rob on the haircloth sofa.
“I hope Aunt Carrie is looking,"

O

for the

benefited, by Vicks vapors.
Apply up the nostrils—melt

Assets

fairly burst.

Jpa

Fort} members of South Montville
uange accepted an invitation to visit
■eorges River Grange, Liberty, and furWednesday evening, Feb.
J*h a Aprogram,
>(b.
delightful time was enjoyed also
ne of
Liberty’s fine su pers. All felt
>etl paid for facing the cold wind anf

Me Those Are

she arose and dressed far more quickly than she had ever done In her darkened room in New York.
The elderly woman who kept house
in Dorothy’s farm was a kindly soul,
whose main object seemed to be to
feed persons at the table until they

transportation

•rae

Tell

or

Boots have been made for twenty-five years,
and we have never in that time ceased to improve them where improvement was possible.
One result is that all reinforcements are placed
with scientific accuracy—not slapped on indiscriminately—and this means extra wear
without clumsy weight—or comfort at the end
of a long day’s work. Ask your dealer what he
thinks of HOOD Boots —and look them over

"HOOD*
Buying

able, sometimes greatly

Phonenix Assurance Company Limited

keys?"

Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, is the latest economist and authority on international trade to give emjhasis to the fact that the hope of the
American farmer for renewal of prosperty and a return to profitable prices for
bis products lies in the home market,
Mr.
ather than in foreign markets.
Hoover voiced this sentiment very clearin
a
statement
y and most emphatically
ivhich he recently made before the Interitate Commerce Commission relative to
ijk general policy of rehabilitating the
systems of the United
Igfeiates. Secretary Hoover showed the
ieed of such rehabilitation from the
•iandpomt of private enterprises as well
that of public welfare.
I in speaking, however, to the point of
Bow such a policy would affect the farm*
Br and farm prices Secretary Hoover

'“ding through

Don't

"And

nose

ways made

296,093 81 j
126,993 91
16 175 08

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,810,429 74
3w8

be his wife.

in

’orto Rico aud adjacent islands.
Mrs. J. Q. Adams and Mrs. C. L. Adms were in Waterville last week in atendance on the W. C. T. U. Institute
•Id in that city.

Net

The night before, Robert Sefton had
been unable to keep back the words of
And Dorothy had promised to
love.

Stockton Springs.
Mary V. Freeman, Belfast, to Evie In[ersoll, do.; land in Belfast.
HOPE

25,000

867,074

of

00
00
16

sweethearts.

T H. Sprowl, et als., Winterport, to
E.'veua Grant, Prospect; land and buildings in Prospect.
1 L. Jones, et als., Burnham, to Florer.ee Jones, do ; land in Unity.
carlC. Whitehouse, Camden, to Jesse

THE

Interest and rents.

Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

On Thanksgiving day, around the
big log fire In the Hickey farm house,
Dorothy and Mary sat with their

Edward H. Knowlton, Belfast, to Rusted S. Beckwith, do ; land and buildings
in Belfast.

land

Agents’ balances.

100,n00 00

399,260

Besides wear there is one other outstanding
HOOD feature, and that is comfort. HOOD

CSend

pATARRH

December 31, 1921.

Real estate... ..$
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans
Mocks and bonds...
Cash in office and bank.

wait.

Theodore S. Knowlton, Freedom, to
R'm A. Thompson, Waldo; land in Freelorn.

Y.;

CASTOR1A

Ai

Admitted assets. $1,810,429 74
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

in
The walk back to the farm
silence. He held her by the arm and
each one knew thnt the other loved.
It seemed better to
Neither said so.

Howe Stevens,
Belfast, to
A. Stevens, do.; land and buildBelfast.

N.

“Oh—yes,’’

Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Co.

It’s a good memory that a pair of HOOD Red
Boots cannot outwear And wear is in our
opinion about the first consideration in selecting a boot. At least, other things being equal,
the boot that wears the longest is the one that
gives permanent satisfaction.

RED
.BOOTS.

FOR FLETCHER'S

dross asssts.
Deduct items not admitted.

was

Herbert

Brooklyn,

!

whispered.

^Matjoiie

Blank,

I
I

want me?”

Dorothy

Children Cry

Assets

There was opportunity for Robert
to say more, but he refrained.
"We’re bound to have a good season
with tlds splendid lot of fowl, and I
Do you—
t*'!ieve 1 could get away.
nbdded.

3w8

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,878,028 62

I’ve had them so long, I'veforgotten

MANSFIELD. OHIO.

—and her fiance."

Oren W. Ripley, Montville, to Carl L.
Adams, Liberty; land in Montville.
Chas. S. Adams, Montville, to Carl I.
Adams, Liberty; land in Montville.

W

!

|

bo*

week ending Feb.

Newspaper Syndicate

What Did I pay
for them?

Insurjnce

heiress to a
have cried.
"I have never been In Vermont- I
have never heard of any one hut Aunt
Carrie who ever even came from
there!
And now, I suppose. I shall
have to live on this farm.” In her first
moments she was unreasonable.
And
a
good-looking, well-groomed young
Dorothy seldom was called unreason| mnn.
able.
“Mr. Sefton?" she asked.
The two sisters, Mary and Dorothy
He shook hands with her and Jumped
Marden, had been eking out a comInto the big seat beside her.
fortable existence in New York since
"It's a far cry from New York, Isn’t
their father and mother had died, hut
it?" he asked.
during the cutting of wages and the
“It would he a dreadful cry for me
tightening up of Industrial business
l —If I had to go back," she laughed.
in general, Dorothy had been forced to
The man turned to look at her. He
give up her work and Mary’s salarywondered If she had brought that
had been stretched to the utmost to
glowing complexion with her or—If It
inftke it sufficient.
had been pnrt of the Vermont acquisi"It may be a wonderful place, Dot,”
tion.
consoled Mary, as Dorothy continued
Two days lengthened Into four when
to bemoan her fate.
Robert Sefton finally said he would
'•What could I do with even a wonhave to return to Ids partner In New
derful farm, Mary Marden?" she asked,
York.
The heavy season was on and
shortly. ”1—brought up with my ear
It was not fair to leave the business so
on the car-tracks of Broadway!”
long.
Both girls laughed. It was not more
“But—this Is business," argued Dorthan a few days afterwards that I>or
othy. as she walked through u mounthe
had
with
made
arrangements
othy
tain path with him on the Inst night
lawyer to finance a trip to tin* Green
of Ills stay.
mountains for an inspection of Aunt
“Not wholly." he said, pointedly.
Carrie’s farm. A caretaker was living
Dorothy did not answer. She felt
on the place and talking care of the
The moon was
him looking at her.
with
was
to
house, and Dorothy
stay
through the pine trees, the
peeping
the family while she looked over the
wonderful perfume of the woods was
possible future home.
everywhere.
In spite of herself, she awoke to
“If I could come up for rlinnksglvsniff the Invigorating, crisp mountain
dinner With you. Dorothy.”
ing
with
a
wave
air
real delight. She felt
She did not let him finish. “Oh—
«»f enthusiasm sweep through her and
could you? My sister Mary Is coming

Cold rare? if immediacy
with Hill’s C. B 0 Tablets.

Deeds for the

n

McClure

Try

In November Robert Sefton,
the commission merchant, found it advisable to visit the farm through which
he was getting Ills supply of turkeys.
Dorothy had written to him to come
to the farm and be tier guest for a few
days, though she had never met him
In person. Ills correspondence had been
businesslike.
When she drove to the station In one
of Aunt Carrie's old wagons she met

that slu* had beeu made
Vermont farm she could

a

fl

by

F \KE.

A

Tanlic now has the lamest sale of any
medicine in the world. There is a reason.
Read & Hills

If anyone receives a letter or printed
sheet headed "An Appeal” and from the
Lowry Institute and Industrial School of
Stomach Off ?
This.
Maveaville, South Carolina, don’t send a
Get a box of Mi-O Na Stomach Tab
check before you call up the State Board
lets at A A Howes \ Co's and stop all of Chanties and Corrections at the State
distress.
Relieves i lditfestion, or money House. Augusta, Me., because the insti
back.
tutmn is not licensed to solicit funds in
this State and from information received
the lumber Muluul fire
to by Secretary J. F Bagley of the board,
it is very doubtful if it could secure such
OF BOSTON. MASS.
a license.
Assets December 31, 1921.
A word to the wiseshould be sufficient
Real estate. $
22.159 19 Another word is as follows: Do not subStocks anti bonds. 1,723.345 76
scribe to any unknown cause unless you
('ash in office and bank.
167 299 64
| call the board and ascertain if it is a
Agents’ balances.
34.4*44 39 worthy cause.
It will take you but a
Intere t aid rents.
25,339 07 moment and the office of the State Board
! All other assets
62.715 95
: of Charities and Corrections can tell you
dross assets.$2 040,354 00 in a moment’s time whether or not the
Deduct items not admitted
The board has the list
162,325 38 solicitor is O. K.
right at hand and it also has as a correAdmitted assets.$1,878,028 62
spondent the largest organization in the
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
country which makes a business of inNet unpaid losses.|
39.230 13 vestigating and reporting on all persons
Unearned premiums.
or institutions soliciting funds for charit437 033 86
All other 1'ahilities
16 044 67
able purposes.
I Surplus over all liabilities. 1,386,719 96

Early

family lawyer,

the signal of danger
O”
ahead. Don play w-ith ||

«

I:»2J

1

Dorothy admitted this, and laughed
when she thought of her tears of a
few months ago.

By RUBY DOUGLAS

^[24 hours

Druuntt

Hickey

At the

[[anycola in |

At AH

she sail) to the mnn who was teaching
her wlmt he could about the raising of
turkeys for market.
"It's partly the feeling of independence I think. Miss Marden,” the man
remarked.
“It is >i»ur own business
Hint you take more Interest in It been use of that.”

■

Otters milk at reduced prices commenc-

ing Feb. 1st: Single quarts, 11c.; pints,
6c.; over one quart at wholesale price of j
10c. per quart; hctels and restaurants,
Reduced
8 1-2 quart cans, 70c. a ean.
j
prices in hay and grain make these prices

possible.

New customers wanted.

Good

milk guaranteed.
Prompt delivery. Tel.
133 3.
E. H. KNOWLTON, Prop.

tfi*

everything in Seeds,
Agricultural and Dairy Supplies.
lists

□It

Send your name and address
It’s FREE.
for a copy.

KENDALL & WHITNEY

6* 1858

Portland, Maine
122

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

lei. 320

Thin

'

"

People

l_I.

We Are Good Buyers

/tit Littie IIU”

I

?

GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furnuure or anything’you
have to sell.
Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.
tf 17

.iiMn.miij J|Ll|J ^njp
Head Colds

Anoint the inside and outside of the nostrils with

ulentnotalum
free breathing

-§
*\\

Promptly

restore*

Reduce Your Weig^ j
pounds

ALGOLA PILLS

the rate of 10 to 3-5
p.
month. By simple guaranteed, saf
reliable treatment, tassoo will ieduco
exyour weight without uuneces.vy
ercise and dieting, and will not iujuro
Write today
or weaken your system.
for iRKK 60c box enclosing lck
coin or stamps with thisad to
Xasaco Co, .iialdea 46, BostoHj 61—*
at

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Duane
At druggists.
10c. 25c.
Trv them.
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
See
New
York.
Hall
Station,
110.1, City
signature on each box.

Dr. M.G. Stephenson

BETm^TANYralSlJ

NOTE

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds par
month. Ily simple guaranteed, safe,
reliable treatment.
Argo-Phosphate
will iucrease your weight with good
solid stav-tbere flesh and muaclo.
Write today lor FREE sample.
Enclose stamp to American Prug
r» -13, I 463.

Special Notice j
We wish to inform the public that wc
doing business all the time and if you

are

DENTIST

wish to buy
we

IVIN SONIC TEMPLE. 5 ROOM 3
Telephone 292-4

or

sell real estate of any kind

would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C.

FISH, Local Manager,
Block, Belfast, Me

Room 2, Odd Fellows’

tf*7|

1922 Auto License and

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

u:''st be sworn to.

MAURICE V
Notary Public.

LURD

Hayfjrd Block, Belfast, Maine

CHICHESTERSPILUJ
4

Ju tice of the Peace.
tf46

j

T.k.

M

^

BJSWnd
f |Mknmk4:4i,
I

_

SOUWMUMSR?"*-**

If job have friends,
they should hava
your

photograph.

Taw Meade will appeedate
and chUriah just the eact at
Vienna we make.

M. A. COOK’S SI 1010
Main Street, Belfast.

PRICE

BfcLKASl

YOUR

WANT

WE

COAST TO COAST

FOR REAL

BUSINESS

cleverly carried out in all
details. The place and menu cards bore
deftly drawn pen and ink sketches of the
familiar characters in the household clasthe
sic; pink roses and candles adorned
s
board, and sundry Mother Hubbard
wit 1 an anatomy of marshmallow and

the idea

|

SATISFACTION

jcI

"Benefit"
ManJard

HSEt-f
IN A CUSS BY

this Week
Ass’t Milk Chocolates

Special

DIRECT
10

FANCY

A 5c

STREET,

Anchor Chapter, O. E. S., held a regular meeting Monday evening, Feb. 13th.
Mrs. I. H. Havener and Mrs. Alfred
Closson were in Bantor Wednesday on a
shopping trip.
Mrs. Leslie Grindle with herinfantson,
Sumner, has returned from the Waldo
County hospital.

Mrs. W. T. C, Runnells, who suffered a
serious ill turn Monday evening, is some-

improved.

Steamer Ripogenus arrived Thursday
from

Norfolk, Va.,

with

coal tor

the

Great Northern Paper Co.
Mrs. A. T. Whittier left Wednesday
for a visit with Capt. and Mrs. Frank
Whittier in North Berwick.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society met Tuesday afternoou with Mrs.
Susan Morrell on Steamboat Avenue.
The Congregational Ladies’ Guild met
on Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Walter Towers with a good attend
ance.

Lewis Kich has returned

Mr*.

to

ner

Searsport after undergoing a
at the Tapley hospital

in

borne

■

COMPANY,

BELFAST,

MAINE_

STOCKTON SPRINGS

SEARSPORT

what

SEEDED

M .%

surgical operation

Mrs. P. L. Hupper went to Thomaston
by bus on Thursday for a visit with her

parents.
Mrs. Jennie Morse Bragg arrived Tuesday from a stay of several weeks in
Brookline, Mass., and has reopened her

laic are receiving

congratulations

on

the

birth of a daughter, Elizabeth Kathleen,
on Wednesday, Feb. 15th.
Amos Nichols, who has been a
medical patient at the Waldo County
Mrs.

for the past few weeks, has returned to her home in Searsport.

Hospital

The restaurant business in Main street
owned by Edmund Eno and conducted for
the past year by Reed Lowell, has been
purchased by Clifton L. Foster, who took
n''ssession last Saturday.

arrived home from
Bangor Tuesday afternoon, leaving the
grandchildren of the family greatly improved after serious illness.
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat returned to her
home in this village Tuesday afternoon
after an absence in Bangor because of the
death of her sister, Mrs. James F. Ger-

rity.

will be

mobile rides.

The men started but were

obliged to turn back the roads were so
badly drifted. As it was not known until
after 8 o’clock that the team would not
get here, a good sized crowd collected at
the hall.
Republican Journal, a
prize Plymouth Rock hen, is reported as
laying an egg weighing four ounces, and
measuring 8 inches by 6 1-4 inches in
circumference.
Judge J. H. Sullivan of
this town has something to sav on the
subject of hen fruit. He has a hen which
In

»

a

recent

Angus M. Holmes
returned Feb. 14th from Eastport accompanied by Andrew Holmes of Winthrop,
Mass, who will remain for a few days the
W. H. Morrison and

Carrie

Gardner,

A.

Mrs.

Miss Louise Shute returned last Thunday trom Orono, where she was the guest

the Congregational
The children of
Sunday school were given a social at the
afternoon which
church on Saturday
proved enjoyable for the small people.
Similar socials will be

a

feature of every

other Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Leon Pillsbury arrived
Tuesday from Rangeley and will make a
visit at the home of the latter’s parents,
Mr.

and

Friends ot Miss Ruby Grsy will be
pleased to learn that she is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack bridge are leaving
the middle of the week for SherbrooKe,
Canada.

Trundy

to

returned

after spending

few

a

Register

since he got it as a boy in Callao,
after the wonder read was opened.

soon

ternoon seriously interfered with the success of the Congregational sale and entertainment in Denalow hall.

In the even-

ing a rather small but friendly audience
enjoyed the presentation of the comedy
in three acts, A Bachelor’s tdopement
The cast:
Billy Nash, Nan’s lover,
Raymond Morrison
Tom Green, a man of wealth,
Charles Foster
Squire Evans, Nan’s father,
Robert Andrews

Debs,

Frederick Morrison
servant,
Miss Nancy Evans, the Squire’s
old maid sister,
Mrs. Ella McKeen
Misa Nancy Evans, “Nan” the
Squire’s daughter,
Miss Mavis Partridge
Among local amateurs of the present,
Frederick Morrison easily takes the lead
with a naturalness which is pronounced.
In this play the prized terrier “Star,”
owned by Miss Maiie Coose, is entitled
to mention, judging by the attention he
a

Frobate for

salt!

County

W <*ld<

an

was to live up to his past
A very noted man once said that his biggest problem
last
Thursday morning with
reputation. We felt in very much the same position
a person moving on.the streets.
not
and
zero
below
18
some
deg.
the thermometer

But

our

People remembered that The Dinsdisappoint—that we have ’always done as we have
Consequently we are pleased to report that our sale

past reputation sustained

State of Maine.

all

Estate of James lb Winsor, late of Lower
Meriou. Pennsylvania. .Tames lb W insor, Jr., and
Pennsylvania Company ot Insurance on Lives and
February
4,ranting Annuities appointed executors
f Belfast ap14, A. 1). 1922. Hiram p Farrow
pointed agent February 14. A. lb 1922.
Estate of John F. Paine, late of Searsmont.
1 nima M. Paine ot Searsmont appointed executrix
February 14. A. i> 1922.
ol 1 nitv.
Estate of Mary K. Blackst ne. late
executrix
Aroline B. Stevens of I inly appointed
February 14, A. D. 1922
of
Freedom.
late
Estate of Alden J. Whitney,
executor
Frank Penney of Freedom appointed
February 14. A. lb 1982
Belfast.
late
pf
Estate of Mary C. Clement,
hebAmos Clement «>f Belfast a pointed executor
ruary 14, A !>• 192*2.
of
Belmont.
late
Nichols,
F.
Estate of Joseph
Sarah A. Nichols f Belmont appointed executrix
February 14. A. 1>. 1922.
WilEstate ,.f Ixittie P. V.-se. late of Freedom.
liaui A. Thompson ot .M.utville appointed executor February 14. A. Lb 1922
Estate of William Lincoln West, late t Belfast,
Sarah E. West of Belfast appointed executrix
February 14. A. Ib 1922,
Estate of John B. Darling, late d Belfast. Eva
«i administratrix
lyn L. Darling of Belfast ap[*oint*
February 14. A. D. 1922.
Dated at Belfast, in sa d County <>f Waldo

Bureau re-electei the old board of officers.

on

The friends of George Pix, formerly of
this town, were sorry to learn or his sudHe had
den death in Boston last week.
worked on Long Wharf for several years;
He was returning from there to his home
in Melrose when he dropped dead in the
subway. He leaves to mourn their loss a
wife, several children, one siste: of this
town, Mrs. Harriet Lowell.

Store’s sales never
agreed —and then some.
SALE has been
slips show that so far our REORGANIZATION
successful that we have ever held.
more

THREE
NINETY
FIVE

Merle Web^ has returned home from
business trip in Boston.

ONLYTHKEE DAYS
that you
Hosiery# at
more

to

Geneva Whitaker has gone to Portland
train of a nurse at the M. G Hospital,

John York, Jr., met with quite a serious accident when he was working in the
wood, by a wedge flying and bitting him
in the face, rendering him unconscious
for

a

be

short time.

A qu ie* wedding took place at the home
of Rev. J. C. Lamb on the evening of
Feb. lltb, when Maurice E. Howes and
Alma Myrtle Prentiss were united in
marriage, the double ring service being

DISCOUNT

20%
You know

at

ONE-FIFTH OFF

Women’s Silk $1.50,
Fibre Silk $1,

“

Men’s Cotton 35c.,

t^e

By changing the posi-

sured the user. Invaluable for sleep-

ing porches.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
32 Stores

A true

MARRIED.
In Bangor, Feb. 18,
DYER-STAPLES.
by Rev. F. S. Bernauer, Daniel W. Dyer
of Bangor, formerly of Winterport and
Miss lone A. Staples of Winterport.
Howes-Prentiss. In Troy, Feb ll,
by Rev. J. C. Lamb, Maurice E. Howes
and Alma Myrtle Prentiss of Troy.
In Belfast, Feb. 15,
Town-SMART.
by Judge Maurice W. Lord, Henry Town
and Daphne Smart, both of Belfast.

Pt£DBABCOCK.

In Belfast, Feb. 20, Henry
E. Babcock, aged 94 years, 1 month and
9 days.
In Winterport, Feb. 17, BenjaFISH.

years.
In Belfast, Feb. 18, Hattie
SHOLES
R., wife of James W. Sholes, aged 56
i
7
and 17 days.
months
years,

“

.80

“

.28

f/olc/jrayf
jjasieru

HALF PRICE AND LESS
100 Pairs Women’s High Heel Boots
GO ON SALE THIS MORNING AT

TWO

PAIR

DOLLARS A

our window this morning and see *the Ladies’ Boots we
You will see boots that actually
for
Two Dollars a pair.
are selling
them for. Reason -odd
we
are
what
selling
THREE
TIMES
us
cost
sizes and discontinued lines. We advise looking these over this morn*
ing as they will go quickly at this ridiculous price.

Just look in

i

GOOD

Register.

QUALITY

Women’s Storm

Rubbers

FORTY-FIVE CENTS
Medium and Low Heel

SmallLot Women’s High Heel Rubbers 39c.

Those Comfort
at ONE
If
'

we

pairs

a

DOLLAR

hadn’t purposely saved out about 100
of these Comfort Slippers there wouldn’t

pair left for these last three
to say anything about them—just ask your

have been

Slippers

days selling.
neighbor.

No need for

j

us

Don’t Forget Those Lumbermen’s Hose
19c. a pair, 6 pairs for $1.00
REMEMBER SALE CLOSES SATURDAY NIGHT

(_a?/—>

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
copy, Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, Register

held at
of Feb-

WALDO
li) Court of Probate,
Belfast, in vacation, on the 20th day
1922.
Prank C. Knowles, administrator on the esKnowles, late of Wintertate of George W
port, ia said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of *aid estate for allowance
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
nal. a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
14th day of March next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
ruary.

|

A true copy.

min N. Fish.

HIBBARD. In Bangor, Feb. 17, Marilyn Erma, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
M. Hibbard, formerly of Belfast, aged 2

copy.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this orde. to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newsthat they mav appaper | ublished at Belfast,
held at Belfast,
pear at a Probate Court, to be
within and for said County, on the 14ih day of
March. A. D. 1922. at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.

tion of the switch an approximate
heat of 125 deg. at low, 160 deg. at
medium and 195 deg. at high is as-

our

ELLERY BOWDEN Judge.
Attest:
*"*W4«. E. Johnson.

At a Probste Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 14th day of
February, A. D. 1922.
Emily Hyams, trustee under the will of Arnold
Harris' late of Belfast, in sahl County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying that
she may be authorized or lequeated to sell and
in said i**-t itiou
convey certaiu real estate described
and held by her as trustee.

heat evenly throughout the Pad and
maintains it at the exact tempera-

at any of

true

$1.20

Johnson, Register.

a

A

exclusive (patented) feature

ture desired.

Attest*
Chas. E.

granted.

The three degree* of heat in the
Pad are controlled by four thermo-

now

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
and for the County of W aldo, on the 14ih day
of February, A. D 1922.
and heir-at-law of
Joseph F. Bryant, husbandlate
of Knox, in said
the estate of Edith S. Bryant,
presented a
of
deceased,
having
Waldo,
County
petition praying he, the said Joseph F. Bryant of
or some other
of
Waldo,
said
In
Knox
County
suitable person, be appointed administrator of the
the estate of said deceased, without giving bond.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 14th day of
March, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

The Electric Heating Pad brings
ready, grateful relief from piercing,
throbbing pains. The Electric Heating Pad is light and fleecy—pliable
as flannel, soft as eiderdown.
It can
be wrapped around any part of the
body.

an

granted,
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regular prices they.Tare the
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full

best hose to be
at
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That the
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stats

can

said petitioner gives n tic*
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Kepub'ican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may apat Belfast,
pear at a Probate Court, to be held
within and for said County, on the 14th day
the clock
of
at
ten
of March, A. D, 1922,
before noon, and show cause,
any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not

Ordered,

a

l

Yes. and good shoes, too. All
Seem? like old times to again find Men’s Shoes at $3.95.
Sold a lot the past week but
run up to $fi.OO.
values
former
and
welted
Goodyear
is
still
assortment
of sizes left.
there
But, REa^good
had a lot to sell—consequently
MEMBER-ONLY THREE DAYS MORE.

within and
At a Probate Court he d at Belfast,
f,,r the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
Februarv. A, D. 1922.
Caroline E. Knowles, widow of George W.
Knowles, late <>t Winrerport, in said County <d
Waldo, deeeased. having presented a peiitioii
to her out
praying that an allowance may l»e made
<*f the personal estate of said deceased.

Mrs. Nellie Reynolds, who has been
quite ill, is gaining.

of the most

THOSE MEN’S SHOES

('HAS. E. JOHNSON. K coster.

Earl Maddock is spending the week in
China.

one

Some lots havejbeen closed out but
Now for the last Three Days’ selling.
in
and
of
many instances, greater values, so that
equal,
we have added others
than ever.
busier
these last three selling days should be

February,

and Sta-e -.f Maine th.> 2Uih d *y of
A D. 1922.

IW».

us.

are

day meeting at
Estate of Marshall H. (Bley. late of Lincoln
of Lincoln' ille
Comet Grange hall last Thursoay, with a vilb*. Martha E. Tilley 14. A. I). 1922. ap|>ointed
administratrix February
A1picnic dinner. Mr. Deering, State agent,
Estate of Caroline J. Hunt, latt of Liberty
l*ert J. Skidmore of I .ib«-rt > appointed adininisti a
spoke in the interest of the farm bureau tor
February 14. A. D. 1922.
and Miss Doris Eastman spoke in the in
Estate of Sadie Know ton Bucklin. late ot Swann <»f Swanville appointed
terest of the farm bureau extension, who ville. Eli W Know It.
administrator February 14. A 1). 1*22.
elected the following officers and comEstate of Harnett F. M. Phillips, late oi SwanLillian Phillip- Bridge of Swanvllle apmittees: Mrs. Gertrude Robertson, chair- viih*.
administratrix Kebru. ty 14. Alb 1922.
pointed
Mrs.
Alice
Mrs.
secretary;
Dickey,
man;
Estate of Laurin tireer. late ..f >• -merville. Mas
Mrs
Margaret sacliusetts. Alice E. tireer and John E. Torofohrde.
Jennie McKeen, clothing;
both of Somerville, upiminted executors February
B. Nickerson, food; Mrs. Florence Rob- 14. A. I). 192*2. John K l)unt‘>n of Belfast apThe Farm pointed agent February 14. A 1). 1922.
ertson, house management.
held

First Selectman, has
Melvin Trim,
been quite ill, threatened with paeumonia, but is better at the present writing.
He is being cared for by Gaylie Ryder
R N.

a

of

of

Sale

Reorganization

E Jt HNfrON.

Notice is hereby given tnat the following
appointmen * have oe*-n mad- h the Probate
Court, within and for ttn C *un y of Waldo and

Members of the Farm Bureau and their
wives

of the Dinsmore Store's

Attest:

Probate Notices

business to come before the meeting.

the first time since his return from

an

Peabody.

is

notice

t HAS

called to order at 1 o’clock. Every member ple-se be present as there is import-

part of the island are closed at present
account of the epidemic of grip.

weeks in

_

A true copy.

Comet Grange will hold its next meeting Saturday afternoon, Feb. 25lh, to be

Capt George Knox was able to visit
the post office Wednesday forenoon for
than five

|

Days

Three More

Only

provided t»y
Cnapter
Maine for they<ar A D 1917
ELLEKY HUW I EN, Judge.

PRIPtT.
Capt. and Mrs. E. S. Farren at the light
Another daughter, Mrs. L. A.
Mr. Raymond Coombs of New York is
Davis, returned to her home at Monhe- the guest of his mother, Mrs. Ellen
gan on Saturday after a short visit with Coombs.
her parents.
The school and Sunday school in this

more

Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 19a20
8
Pollock,
10
Pork,
6 5
Kye meal,
1 65
Shorts,
Sugar,
Salt, T. I., bus I 25
8
Sweet potatoes,

and qualified a- executrix < f H *• will of John
^
™ N‘>r*
K. Peabody, late of Hrooklir e. C
de
folk. Commonwealth of MaaaacMM^tt*.
with
ceased, and giving bond in accordance
executrix
'h pr visions of 8«id wib; that said
Main**
being a resident rut "f the State
duly appointed in writing. Hannibal E. Hamlin
of
State
of Ellsworth. Maine, her ag- nt in the
Maine for all purposes r q-tired by the laws of
’h- State of M .me. such appointment (duly
in writaccepted by aaid Hannibal E. Hamlin
ing) bei» g duly filed and recorded in the Regis*
of Waldo on
try of Probate for s .1.1 C »unty
said fourteenth day of February, 19.2. and
»be
r*
quirerr.ents
especially cortuini g all of
183 r»f toe laws of
ihe

All schools in town are closed.

Margaret

RETAIL MARKET
2 20
62
Oats,
5
Oat Meal,

UmV,

hereby a iven that Martha
Massachusetts, was
W Peabody of B'oofc'ir
A. lb 19*2,
on the fourteenth day of Ktbruary.
f< r th- C unby the Probate Court within and
duly
appointed
of
Maine,
Siate
of
d
Wa
*.
ty

station.

absence of

32

RETAIL PRICE
Beef, corned, 30a32
I8a32
Butter salt,
80
Corn,
80
Cracked corn.
80
Corn meal,
35
Cheese,
2 65
Cotton seed,
30
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
10 00a 13 50
Flour,
H. G. seed.
18
Lard,

Public

SWANVlLbb.

Miss

<9

uwi,

Estate of John E.

Ada P.

Gridin and Miss Alice Hichborn.

ant

guest of hia brother.

baa just produced an egg weighing five
ounces, and measuring 8 by 6 1-2 inches.
The hen ia a barred Plymouth Rock from
the University of Maine strain, and durattracted, between the acts the audience
ing the past year has laid fourteen of
was entertained by a monologue by Cbas.
these extra size eggs.
Foster and a reading by Mrs. Harold
Club
s
of
the
Woman
were
members
The
| Hawes.
entertained on Friday afternoon by Mrs.
The committee in charge of the annual
1. H. Havener, at her home in Elm street.
The affair was pleasantly social and dainty mid-winter dinner of the Current Events
refreshments of sandwiches, cake, mac- Club scored a marked success on Wednesaroons and tea were served, Mrs. S M.
day afternoon of last week in a wide deThose I viation from the established order of the
Webber assisting the hostess.
present were Mrs. Wilbur R. Blodgett, long line of dinners enjoyed by this old
Mrs. Sidney M. Webber, Mrs. E. W. Gil- federated organization.
At Ward well’s
key, Mrs. Harold LeMay, Mrs. Edson refreshment rooms, immaculate and
Fletcher, Mrs. James H. Duncan, Mrs. ,beautifully decorated, the members to
lw«lH W. Vaughan, Mrs. Story Trundy,
the number of 21 assembled about one
lliM Faustina Harding, Miss Florence
long table shortly after one o’clock, and
Celcord.
were served from covered dishes contributed by the participants, between the
opening course of clam stew and the final
OAK HILL, Swaoville.
dispensation of ice cream and coffee proMrs. Oscar Webster was a week-end vided by Mr. Wardwell. The menu included courses of chicken in several
guaat of her brother, Leon Webster.
Mrs. Wyman of Leominster. Mms. is forms, msde dishes of vegetables, heavy
vaitmg her daughter, Mrs. Leon Web- and fruit salads. The table under electric
lighting was resplendent with decorations
Mr. Attn Fife of Brighton, Maas, and and favors, the color scheme of which
JHm EWe Flys of Freedom were recent
Porter was pink and green. Nominally the afof their sister, Mn. F.
fair was a Mother Goose luncheon adn

£S(i4b

Mrs

3-ii <0
24

NOTICE-.

The heavy snowfall of Wednesday af-

The baakctball game which was sceduled to be played in Union Hall, Searsport,
Wednesday evening between the Searsport A. A. team and Hampden Professionals was called off on account of the inability of the visiting team to get through
in the atorm.

I

A fine large doll, with suitable apparel
and a crib, disposed of by the Rebekah
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Porter and two
lodge, fell to the possession of Leonard
children of Old Town are guests at MaM. LaFurley. He remarks that you never
ple Terrace Farm.
can tell.

a

good recovery, and is already able to be
about the house and to take short auto-

r

Hay.
l.amb,

0

Geese,

G

nie

Belfast Sunda>,
days at home

Bangor hospital, and receive the conregular meeting of
gratulations of many friends over his
on
No.
325,
yvetta Rebekah Lodge,
restored health, after a critical operation.
irsday evening, Feb. 23d, when the
Although a victim of a painful disorder
a
candidate.
on
degree will be conferred
for several years, he has aroused much
All members who can are asked to furadmiration by invariably meeting his
nish cake or doughnuts
friends with a grin and a jocular word.
The Wide Awake class of the M. E.
L. A Gardner recently received a letter
Sunday school, Miss Ethel Anderson, from
Byron P. Andrews, who is electriciteacher, gave a successful valentine soci- an with the Cerro pe Pasco Copper Co. at
evenMonday
able in the church vestry
their mines at Oroya, Peru, in which he
ing. Valentine games and stunts were mentions
attending the Top of the World
a valentine mail
was
there
and
enjoyed
Masonic lodge at an elevation of 14,400
box.
feet.
Mr. Andrews, it will be recalled,
Wednesday’s storm was the worst of made a hazardous flight from Mexico
Up to this time, some
the winter, thus far.
years ago, remaining at a mine until
the roads have been in splendid condition it was
extremely unhealthy for Amerifor traveling, both for automobiles and cans.
With his wife and infant he reachdrifted
are
badly
Now they
runners.
ed the States after numerous hardships.
and
and jitney service between Belfast
He is still in love with Mexico and anxiStockton is discontinued for the present. ously awaits an
opportunity to return to
Mrs. A. J. Nickerson of this town,who that country. Oroya, Peru, lies at an eleunderwent a serious surgical operation at vation of 12,200 feet. 135 miles from
the Union Protestant Hospital in Balti- Callao by rail, the track reaching the
more, Md., on Jan. 7tb, has returned to Summit Tunnel in 105 miles at an elevaher winter home in Tampa, Fla., where tion of 15,645 feet, according to a small
ahe will spend the remainder of he win- time-card of the road which has been in
ter months. Mrs. Nickerson is making a the writer's possession some few years,
There

Harding, Mrs Beulah N. Hawes,
Mrs. Hattie C. Hi'hborn, Miss Nellie
Hichborn, Mrs. Lillian Thompson, Mrs.
Nettie Fayle, Mrs. Erma J. Littlefield,

pea,
y. e

Chicken,
Duck,
Ear's,

and

Mrs. Blanche F. Staples, Mrs. Ada MudJengett, Mrs Ada M. S. Hopkins, Mrs.

Mrs. John Howes

of Mrs. George Hamhn during the UniMrs. James H. Duncan substituted for versity of Maine carnival, and remaining
Mias Runnella in the high school Thurs- over for a dinner at the Nibeu Club at
illness Lake Pushaw.
day and Friday on account of the
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
church has resumed its regulsr weekly
meetings and will be held this, Thursday,
at the parsonage.
Dr. and Mrs. Levi Trundy of Presque

Beans,
Putter,
Cheese,

Spalding,
Minnie Gordon, Mrs. Alvesta Trundy and
Mrs. Estelle Crosby, president of the club.
Other members in attendance were Sirs.
Alice M Hichborn, vice president, Mrs.
Clara M. Colcord, Mrs K therme Farris,

home in this village.

in Belfast.

of Mrs W. T. C. Runnella.

Brans,

the merriment was
pointed, the hilarity holding the attenThe
tion until late in the afternoon.
committee in charge were Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Jane D. Staples, Mrs.
and

ner

RAISINS 21

lb.

IMPORTING

MAIN

Ml

swift

producer
*25 00
20
20
Mutton,
Potatoes, 1 OOtot 00
12
Hound Hog,
Straw, 15 00a20 iHl
26a.«
Turkey,
16a I®
Veal,
Wood, hard, II 00
8 00
Wood, soft,
paid

produce market
Apples, hush II 00

lollypop clothed in pink and green crepe
The usual surprise features made
paper.
their appearance at the close of the din-

it>.

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for T!ie Journal.

was

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

WANTED
A WOMAN FOR GENERAL HOUSE-

WORK.

Apply

to

MRS. C. H.
lw8

3o

STEVENS,
Church Street, Belfast.

UYbR-STAPLES.
Daniel W. Dyer of Bangor, formerly of
Winterport, and Miss lone A. Staples of
were married Saturday noon
by Rev. F. S. Bernauer at the latter’s
residence, the double ring service being
used.
The bride is tbe daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Warren L. Staples of Winterport and the bridegroom is at present
conducting the Winterport creamery on
Spring street. Mr. and Mrs. Dyer will
live in Bangor.

Winterport

Henry McCorrison of Thorndike
here Monday on business.

was

FOUND
On Main street, Feb. 17th, a muff Owner may have same by
calling at 36 Cedar
street, proving property and paying for
this advt.
Iw8*
MRS. FRED PHILBRICK.

PAPER HANGING
LEE

HOWARD,

FOR SALE

41 HIGH STREET.

Troy House and Lot, situated
on Lincolnville avenue.
Bids will be received for the same up to Monday noon,
Ma Ebb.
Right is reserved to reject any

FOUND

The Patrick

and all bids.
2w8

JAMES H. HOWES

_3w»*^

»*®‘
Owner can have
SOME KEYS.
by calling at the Journal office, pr°
property and paying for this adv.

